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THE MONROE FAIR.

C. T. U

The fair of the Waldo and Penobicot Agricultural Society was held on the grounds of the society in Monroe September 13th, 14th and 16th.
The receipts at the gate on the first
day were
larger than in 1909. There were many auto
parties. There were good exhibits in all
the departments including a fine
display
in the ladies’ hall.
The fruit and vegetable exhibits were first class. In the cattle department were seen the unial breeds
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Holstein, Jersey, Shorthorn, Aryshire and
Brown Swiss and Guernsey, with excellent
animals in each.
Oxen and steers of different
breeds were also shown. The horse stalls
were all filled with fine stock and there were
good displays of sheep, swine and fowls.
The first thing of interest Tuesday forenoon
was the contest of draft horses and
George A.
Daley of Bangor won first in the sweepstake
pulling matches for heavy draft horses, the
distance being 274 feet. The next best was 55
Six teams pulled and all were
feet, 5 inches.
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catcher for the Swanviile team, had the fourth

"“*** of his right hand split open and was disabled and Walker took his place. Curtis was

taken to the W. C. T. U. rest room and his
wound dressed by Foster Small of Swanviile,
8tudent at Burlington, Vt.
There waa some excellent racing in the afternoon: The 2.21 class was hotly contested
without a winner in five heats.
r>i
,et|ded
Black
Velvet took the free-for-all but had to
step two heats in 2.18 1-4 to do it. The summary:
2.35 CLASS, TROT AND PACE, PURSE $100.

Zelpha, brm, by Johnny Wilkes, H.
B. Small, Augusta.2
Vassar V., ros, by Vassar, J. W. Metcalf, Augusta.1
Maggie B., bm, R. W. Burrill, Bangor.4
Alvin Swift, Jr., brs, B. B. Hall, Damariscotta..3
Star Coast, bg, C-. F. Fogg, Brooks. .5
Time, 2.27 1-4, 2.26 1-4, 2.28 1-4, 2.29
2.21

at 1.30.

iscotta..2

chapel

in ti’.e

at

East

Brooks.5
Time, 2.30i, 2.30, 2.31$, 2.34.
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EXHIBITS.

of Frankfort had a herd of
15 in number, with a young animal, Star, at the head. Included in these were
four cows, three heifers and four calves. He
also showed a pair of steers, excellent animals,
and large for one year; they were a direct
cross of Holstein and Shorthorn.
F. H. Quimby of Brooks showed a herd of 11
H.

M. Lane

Shorthorns,

head grades and pure breds, headed by Mike
Glen raised by him. The animal is by Lewiston Pioneer, dam Exema Belle. One of his
best cows has a record of 50 pounds per day,
another of 40.
F. L. Ricker of Monroe exhibited a Holstein
herd of five, all registered stock and a pen of
handsome calves. Besides these were several
good grade animals.
Guernseys were shown by E. H. Nickerson
of Swanville, who carries a herd of 25, of
which 12 are grades. The head is the same
animal shown by him last year, Hugo, bought
of O. N. Rose of Greene. Mr. Nickerson is a
dealer in stock and while at the fair sold six
head of thoroughbreds. He also showed pure
bred swine, Yorkshires, grade sheep, Hampshire Downs, brood mares and stock, one colt
being four months old.
J W. Jones of Brooks was proud of his oxen.
They were five years old, weighed 2,800, and

Mr. John M. Dow is employed in the Read

j

j
J

1

Miss Annetta Smalley of Lynn, Mass., is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Mary S. Smalley.

Mrs. Arthur G. Roberts returned last Saturan extended visit with relatives in
Ohio.

Mrs. J. H. Elwell and Mr. Austin Burgess
returned to their home in Boston last Monday,
after visits with relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. I. D. Robinson and Miss Marie Logan
arrived Saturday from Boston to spend two
weeks at the home of Mrs. T. P. Logan.

Stephen S. L. Shute left last Tuesday for
Pittsfield to act as substitute during the vacation of the regular express agent of that town.
Arthur Leonard of Middleboro, Mass., has
been in Belfast several days on business connected with Leonard & Barrows’ shoe factory.
Mrs. L. M. Stearns of Fitchburg, Mass., is |
!
Mr.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. L. West.
Stearns will join his wife here next Saturday.
and Jean Wilson have I
Misses Helen

Miss Evie Holmes is visiting her parents in

Picksley

Winterport.
Miss Nellie H. Hopkins went to Portland
last Saturday for a visit.
Oscar Wilkins of Searsmont has entered the

employ of Whitten Bros.
Melvin E. Ford left Monday for Caribou*
where he has employment.
Ansel W. Lothrop will leave
September 28th

day from

to enter

APPLES.

Frank Libbey, who has been spending the
with his uncle, Dr. W. C. Libbey, left
last Monday for Hinckley where he will resume his studies at Good Will Farm.
summer

Rev. James C. Perkins of India, who spoke
on Missions at the North church last Sunday,
Mrs. Charles P.
was the guest of Mr. and
Hazeltine, during his stay in Belfast.

|

Robert P.Coombs and daughter Gertrude,
who have been visiting in Boston, New York*
Providence, R. I., and Middletown and New
Haven, Conn., returned home last Saturday.
Mrs.

Cottrell has returned to Gloucester, Mass., after an extended visit with
relatives in this city. Mrs. Flora B. Waterman
accompanied her home for a three weeks’ visit.
Miss Alma

Mrs. John Macdonald has arrived home from
Bangor, where she recently underwent an
operation on her eyes at the Paine hospiral.

•

;

She will

return mere ior additional treatment.

Mrs. Robert Willard and daughter Theodora
of Cambridge, Mass., arrived Monday to spend
Mrs.
a few days at Miss Hattie P. White's.
Willard was formerly Miss Caroline C. Williamson

of Belfast.

Herbert Chappel, who has been in New
York for a week, has returned to the Battery
and will remain with Mrs. Chappel for the rest
of the month.
They are the last to leave this
Dr.

|

|

j

[

popular

resort.

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Healey and family of
this city, who have been at Northport and
Temple Heights for the whole season, have returned to this city and are occupying their
home on Church street.

and Mrs. Walter F. Frederick of DorChester, Mass., autoed to Belfast and were the
week-end guest3 of their mother, Mrs. C. F.
Frederick, who is spending the summer with
Mr

!

Miss

Hattie P. White, Cedar street.
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Clarabel Marsh, who has been employin the Western Union Telegraph office in
Pittsfield, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Marsh.
Miss

Saturday evening

from

an

auto

trip

to

ed

Mr. and Mrs. Fred V. Packard left Tuesday
for their home in Chelsea, Mass., after spending their vacation with Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Gilmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Carter of Lowell,
are guests for a few days of Mr. Carter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio H. Carter,
Bell street.
Mass.,

Augus-

Mrs. Flossie M. Bean of Springfield, Maes.,
who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John B. Myrick, in this city, leaves this
week for home.

ta, accompanied by Mr. Harold Hichborn, wh<
was their guest over Sunday.
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, who recently resignec
dairy instructor of the State department oi
agriculture, gave up his work Monday. He
goes to the University of Maine.
as

Mrs. Margaret S. Vinal and Miss Winnifred
Sanborn arrived from Cambridge, Mass., last
Tuesday to visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eben M. Sanborn.

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Marshall of Winwho were called here by the
death of Fred G. White, are now visiting Mr
and Mrs. C. G. Ferguson of Houlton.

chester, Mass.,

Ralph Spofford, who
his

had

old home in Deer Isle

spent
was

a

few

days

Howard W. Heath, Warren Fahy. Ralph Collins, Frank Mudgett and Lloyd McKeen have
returned to the studies in the Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville.

al

in Belfast Iasi

He is employed as bookkeeper
publishing house in Springfield, Mass.

week.

in

Mrs. Frank W. Seldon of Manchester, N. H.,
Saturday morning for her home, after
spending the summer with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. McMahan.

s

left

Miss Stella Black is to succeed Miss Alice
Nickerson as clerk in the dry goods departand Miss Clare
ment of Carle & Jones,
Vaughan will take Miss Black’s position.

Mrs. Rufus C. Pendleton of Dorchester,
Mass., who has been spending the summer at
her

Mrs. Edward Sibley and Mrs. Amos Clements
attended the meeting of the Maine Federation
of Women’s Clubs in Skowhegan last week.
Mrs. Sibley was a member of the nominating
committee.

Chicago.

ent

Starrett of Warren, well known in
Belfast through his connection with the Maine

Register,

was

on

ana

taae

pan
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vi

me

The committee in charge of
months.
this feature of the program are Messrs. Frank
Oser, Harold Merriam and Edwin S Perkins.
There will be work in the first degree and a
smoke talk will follow in which all the members will take part.
winter

quite seriously injured recently

fall of about 20 feet from a tree
place, but is able to be out again.
a

Tues-

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Mr. H. V.

by

on

W’aldo Lodge of Odd Fellows will work the
second degree at their meeting tomorrow, Friday, evening.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men on Monday
evening next will have corn and venison, and
it is desired that all members should be pres-

Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton, children and maid,
who spent the summer in Belfast at The Battery and as guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Sibley, left yesterday for theii
home in

cottage at Temple Heights, left
for her home.

day evening

his

Capt. Wellington M. White, brother of the
late Fred G. W'hite, arrived Friday from Miami,
Florida. He was unable to reach here in time
for the funeral as he had to arrange for putting
another captain in command of his steamer.

There was a large attendance at the regular
meeting of Penobscot Encampment on Tuesday evening when the work for the winter
months was opened with much enthusiasm.
Dr. H. E. Snow, the Republican candidate
District Deputy Chief Patriarch E. F. Littlefor representative to the legislature from the
field, assisted by Henry Clough as Deputy
Bucksport class, won out in the election oi Grand Junior Warden and I. T. Clough as
September 12th by a majority of 30 votes ovei j Deputy Grand High Priest, installed the ofhis Democratic opponent, R. P. Harriman oi
ficers in the following order by reason of the
Bucksport.
resignation of E. F. Littlefield as High Priest;
Edwin C. Meservy of Kansas City, who, it is Austin J. Fernald as High Priest; Lewis J. Sanreported, is being urged by the progressive born as Chief Patriarch; Orrin J. Dickey as
Republicans of Missouri to become a candidate Senior Warden; Austin Jewett as Junior Warunder the direct primary law for the U. S den. The appointive officers will be announced
senate, lived in Hallowell until he went west 3( at the next meeting and installed at that time.

The following transfers in real estate were
this city were in Unity for three days this
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
week in attendance on the annual exhibition of
Leonard, 1st; T. H. Decrow, Brooks, 2d; Joe ! for the week ending September 19, 1910:
the Unity fair. Orrin.J. Dickey, also of this
Wentworth, Belfast, 3d.
Charles F. Bessey, Knox, to Fred W. Brown, 1
Two-year-old driving gelding or filly, C. S.
city, acted as the secretary for Mr. Reynolds
in
Brooks.
land
and
buildings
Jr.;
Crockett, Winterport. 1st; T. A. Ritchie, 2d; C.
! during the fair.
Everard A. Wilson, Belfast, to Millicent J.
F. Bickford, 3d.
John and Frank Dahl of Dorchester, Mass.
One-year-old driving gelding or filly, Ira Taliaferro of Jacksonville, Fla.; land and build! and their friend, Mr. Fred Harrington of BosVeazie, Searsport, 1st; C. A. Curtis, Winterin Belfast.
ings
3d.
G.
H.
2d;
Ryder.
port,
have been spending their vacation at the j
Draft colt, under one year, E. M. Whitcomb,
Unity Lake, Land and Improvement Com- ton,
COLT RACE, 4-YEARS’ OLD AND UNDER HALF
! Dahl cottage, South Shore. Mr. John Dahl
1st; F. L. Varney, 2d; J. White, 3d.
pany, Unity, to Charles M. Webster, et al., 1
MILE.
was the guest Friday and Saturday of Mr. and
years ago.
Driving colt, under one year, G. H. Ryder, Unity; land in Unity.
RESULT IN THE THIRL) DISTRICT.
Zelpha, brm, by Johnny Wilkes, H. B.
1st; James Curtis, Winterport, 2d.
D. P. Palmer.
Mrs E. A. Wadsworth of Aldersey street
Inhabitants of Brooks to James B. McTag- Mrs.
Pair matched driving horses, Henry Leonard,
Small, Augusta.*1 1 1
and removlast
Belfast
from
Thursday
arrived
Cobialnut, Ig, H. H. Lee, Augusta.,. 2 3 2 1st.
Congratulations are extended Mrs. Eugene ed her household goods to Belfast, her iormei Cong. Edwin C. Burleigh Ran Over 1300
gart, Brooks; land in Brooks.
Bird, bm, I. F. Grant, Frankfort.3 2 3
Family carriage, J. W. Hobbs, 1st; G. H. RyAhead of His Ticket.
Fred E. Smyth, Belfast, to Elizabeth A. | M. Pierson of Boston on her recent marriage, home. The many friends of Mrs. Wads wort!
2d.
Lady Marston, bm, E. L. Alley, Frankder,
which took place in Tremont Temple. Mrs. regret that she is leaving Somerville.—Somer
Complete official returns of the vote for Govfort..5 5 5
Gentleman’s driver, J. W. Hobbs, 1st; Chas. Smyth, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
ernor and Congressman in the Third Congresville, Mass., Journal.
Zelpha won in three straight heats. Time, Grant, 2d; Fred Ellingv.’ood, 3d.
Mary E. Foster, Burnham, et als., to Helena Pierson was formerly Miss Nellie H. Kirby of
sional district give Plaisted, Dorn.. a plurality
Pair matched work horses. Geo. Daley, Ban- H.
1.10; Cobialnut, 2.32, time, 1.14; third, Bird,
Miss Leona J. Achorn is teaching in th< of 2614 over Fernald, Rep., and Gould, Dem.,
do.: land and buildings in Burnham. this city, who lived for many years in the
Kinney,
3.23, time, 1.16.
gor, 1st; Henry Leonard, 2nd; Geo. Alley,
1
mad<
Miss
Achorn
has
for Congressman, a plurality of 1303 over BurBertram C. Richardson, Boston, to Helen S. i family of the late Mrs. Willard Harriman, Con- High school at Lubec.
Frankfort, 3rd.
2.24 CLASS, TROT OR PACE, PURSE $150.
leigh, Rep. Congressman Burleigh ran ahead
H. H. Lee, Augusta, H. B. Small, Dr. E. C. Richardson, do.; land and buildings in Sears- | gress street, and returned to Boston recently her home with her uncle and aunt, Mr. an<
of
his ticket in nearly every city and town in
Lavinsky, bs, by Ashland Wilkes, C. L.
Mrs. William Haugh, in this city since child
Newburgh, judges.
a visit with Miss May Harriman.
Newcomb,
from
Ill
It has been claimed that Gould's
port.
the district.
McCurdy, Bangor.
FOW LS.
She
was graduated from Colby Collegi
hood.
Me
E.
to
T.
Constatine,
bs,
Kenney,
H.
and
William
Mrs.
Young
Mrs. Edward Sibley, president,
McIntosh, Belfast,
Cyrus
plurality was about 2000, but his actual pluralBest show and breed owned by one person,
last June, taking excellent rank. During he
Bangor. 222
ity is 1303. Governor Burleigh carr ed KenHubbard, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
George E. Br’ackett, secretary, of the TravelEarl P., bg, R. W. Burrill. Bangor. 3 3 3 W. E. Plummer, Monroe, 1st; Maud Ritchie,
nebec county by 34 plurality. The Democratic
she has assisted in the Bel
Elizabeth E. Tash, Fairfield, to Ivory P- lers Club, attended the meetings of the Maine college vacations
candidate for Governor carried this county by
Monroe, 2d; S. M. Hamm, Brooks, 3d.
Time, 2.23 3 4, 2.26 1-2, 2.25 1-2.
Free
fast
Library.
In the whole district
Pair Brow’n Leghorns, S. M. Hamm, 1st and Tash, do.; land in Unity.
a plurality of 629 votes.
| Federation of Women’s Clubs at Skowhegan
2.27 CLASS, TROT AND PACE, PURSE $150.
2d.
Governor Burleigh ran ahead of the ticket a
The entering class at Coburn Classical Insti
Alonzo L. Webber, et als., Waterville, tc last week. Mis. Amos Clement, also a member
Maid of the Pines, brm, by Vassar,
to these official
Pair Plymouth Rocks, Maud Ritchie, 1st; S.
total
of
1311
votes,
according
C. L. Jackson, Greenville ..55111,
Stephen J. Bussell; land in Northport (twc of the Travellers’ Club, was chosen a member tute is the largest ever received, over 100 nev returns.—Kennebec Journal, September 21st.
M. Hamm, 2d.
Lady Bell, bm, by Bellchimer, R. W.
of the standing committee on civics in the students having registered, including the fol
Pair White Plymouth Rocks, Maud Ricker, deads).
Burrill, Bangor. 1 2 4 3 2 1st; Freeman Ricker, 2d.
lowing from Waldo county: Lyle H. Adams UBERTY.
Algernon S. Bangs, Augusta, to W. Irving children’s help department.
Tommy Rogers, bg, by Barrows, B.
Columbia Wyandottes, Maud Ricker, 1st.
Messrs. F. B. Milliken, E. A. Soule and F. B.
A. Bramhall, Belfast; Leah M
land in Northport.
B. Hall, Damariscotta.3 1 2 4 4
Mrs. Mary Loring Gilman of Foxcroft arriv- Unity; Ralph
Rose Comb Rhode Island Reds, Mrs. George Clement, Northport;
Port1-*.
MayS., bm, H. A. Dodge, Islesboro... 2 3 3 2 3 rn_V
Fred R. Call, Unity, to Charles B. Hustus, ed last week to visit Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Crosby, Thorndike; Hazel P. Ham, Thorndike ; Greene of the Monmouth Canning Co. of
Emily Gale, brm, W. E. Perry, Union. 4 4 5 ro
land were in town last week inspecting the
L. V. Harmon, Thorndike; Gladys M
Buff Orpingtons, S. M. Hamm, 1st.
Burnham; land and buildings in Unity.
at their home on Cedar street. A party Lillian
Brown
Between the heats some fine stock was
corn factory.... Earle P. Reynolds is at home
Geese, Walter C. Braley, Monroe, 1st and
Ward, Thorndike.
.Fred P. Gilchrest, Brooks, to Allen B. Corn*
was given m UCI Iivuui i«xov uoiuiuojr evening.
shown, including the following horses:
3d; Mrs. George Twombley, 2d.
for a month’s vacation-Mrs. Fanny Ayer of
of
California
is
in
Montville.
land
M.
Newcomb
was
exhibitB.
of
members
the
Castine
Norforth,
Montville;
and
Mr.
visiting
were
!.st
Mrs.
owned
M.
Geo.
The guests
3d;
Hamm,
Dobson,
Ducks, S.
by Henry Haley,
Rockland is the guest of Mrs. L. C. Morseed among the first. Dobson is by Bingen and Twombley, 2d.
Charles W. Berry, Montville, to A. P. McFar- mal School when Mrs. Gilman and Mr. and Mrs. old friends, schoolmates and relatives in Pitts
field and other Maine towns. Among them an
A. C. Crockett is in Lewiston for a few days.
hitched to a road cart weighing 200 pounds,
SHEEP.
in
Montville.
land
and
land, do.;
buildings
Brown attended school there. Mrs. Gilman is his cousin, Mrs. Nettie Newcomb Lowell, ant
showed a quarter in 34£ seconds. Alcyon, a
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Meservey of North
I
E.
H.
E.
tc
Flock
Charles
M.
and
Ann
M.
Nickerson, 1st;
Webster, Unity,
grade sheep,
the wife of State Commissioner of Agriculture friends, Mrs. Eva Stevens, Miss Ada Coffin ant
chestnut, of good action, owned by S. W. Par- j
Vassalboro were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
F. Bickford, 2d.
Mr. Newcoml
Nellie I. Bangs, Freedom; land in Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hackett.
lin, was another good animal shown up. Agnes
Gilman.
G.
0.
Flock thoroughbred,
Holmes, Belfast,
Sewall Meservey.... Liberty Lodge, F. and A.
was born in Maine ana retains nis love ior tnt
Montview and Black Velvet, winners in TuesMinot W. Lenfest, Washington, to Cassius I
1st.
Rev. William L. Brower of New York is old State and boyhood fiiends. He wholly anc M., met at its hall last Saturday night and
day’s races, are his grand-daughters.
in
ewe sheep, E, H. Nickerson, 1st; C.
land
fat
Pair
Harvard
Windsor;
the
York,
Liberty.
and
Mona,
was
owns
lot
of
attention
operates
A team that attracted a
spending a week with Rev. and Mrs. William partly
elected the following officers: W. M., Arthur
3d.
Fred W. Cassens, Camden, to Nellie M. Sanand two other mines in different sections o! j
three driven abreast, owned by H. M. Leonard, F. Bickford, 2d; George Holmes, E.
H. NickerVaughan in East Belfast. He spent the sum- California, the product from the mines being Norton; S. W., J. C. Sherman; J. W., Grover
South Newburg, and used to haul cream for ; Thoroughbred buck, anyE.breed,
land
and
in
Lincolnville.
ford,
do.;
buildings
F. Bickford, 2d,
1st (Southdown);
Mr. Browei
mer at Seaside Inn, Seal Harbor.
the Maine Creamery Co. Its route is an 18 son,
gold, silver and quicksilver. While Mr. and Mrs Cox; treasurer, G. H. Cargill; secretary, L. F.
(Southdown);' G. O. Holmes, 3d, (Oxford j Howard I. Libby, Burnham, to Milton Hunt is an Elder in the New York Collegiate Church Hackett were on their recent trip to Californii Hurd; S. L>., O. W. Ripley; J. D., E. F. Bridges.
mile one.
in
at the beau
land
Burnham.
Down).
do.;
F. M. Leonard, Bangor, owned the imported !
and one of the firm of Schieffelin & Co„ lead- they were charmingly entertained
Mrs. F. P. Bennett entertained on Sunday
I. F. Gould, Prospect; J. W. Nickerson, j
tiful Newcomb home in Berkley, situated or
R. iHunt, Burnham, to Milton H |
French coach stallion Cordofan, which was exTimothy
of
that
He
is
a
staunch
T.
Fred
Parker,
city.
Frankfort,
judges.
| ing druggists
the big hills directly facing Golden Gate anc I a large motor party trom Bangor consisting oi
hibited on the track. He showed fine action Swanville;
Hunt, do.; land in Burnham.
the
Reformed
view
of
of
the
church
and
friend
ANI)
STEERS.
a
fine
i
OXEN
surrounding
Trinity
commanding
with speed combined.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mayo, Messrs. Harry and
C. A. Frohock, Lincolnville, to H. A. Mills
Another horse, in which interest centered, j
that at Mason’s Mills. The ladies’ circle at the country. Mr. Newcomb married in Belfast anc
Pair fat oxen, Moses Parsons, 1st; Herbert !
Donald Mayo of Bangor, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
from Pittsfield to that city to visit hi; ;
land in Lincolnville.
will
do.;
3d.
go*
Pair
was the imported German coach stallion FerCharles
Marten,
fat
steers,
named
in
his
2d;
was
Black,
latter place
honor,
B. Reed of Boston... Mr. and Mrs. Robert
wife’s relatives and will also visit other coas
William C. Bowdoin, Prospect, to Alice P
nando, owned by the Waldo & Penobscot Coach E. H. Nickerson, 1st; Herbert Black, 2d. Pair
towns.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Mrs. Fred N. Savery of East Belfast, assistPeck have returned to their home in Concord,
Horse Co.
steers, one year old anc. under two, H. M. Lane, Tripp, do.; land in Prospect.
N. H_Mrs. Marcia Palmer visited friends in
Ma8Conomo, Jr., a colt owned by H. H. Lee 1st; Herbert Black, 2d. Pair calves, Herbert
ant department recording secretary of the
Mrs. L. B. Jackson has returned from a visi
to
Claude
T.
Nellie
B
Lincolnville,
after
Heald,
of
the
Center Montville last week_Miss Mabel Carraces,
of Waterville, the starter
Black, 1st. Pair matched working oxen, 5 years
Ladies’ Circle of the G. A. R., left Saturday with relatives in Camden and North Haver
penter left Monday for her home in Brooklyn,
participating in a race trotted an exhibition old and over, Herbert Black, 1st; C. F. Fogg, Richards, do.; land in Lincolnville.
where
she
for Portland,
joined Depart- While at North Haven she visited the Crab | N. Y....Miss Gladys Skidmore is at the E. S.
quarter in 20 seconds.
Calvin O. Page, Bucksport, to Charles C noon
2d; D. Meservey, 3d. Pair matched working 1
a
owner
of
the
yearling oxen, H. F. Leavitt, let. Pair matched workment President Mrs. Georgia Wilson of North tree homestead, the birthplace of her mothe r N. S. at Castine for the fall term-There were
George Ryder was
land and buildings ii
no services at the Baptist church last Sunday,
colt, displaying a blue ribbon. It was sired by ing steers, Ed. Farrell, 1st. Pair matched Dickerson, Boston;
Anson, Department Secretary, Miss Ella Kan- (the late Mrs. C. M. Bird) and herself. Th *
Its dam, steers, 2 years and under 3, E H. Nickerson, North port.
Direct Braden by Brown Braden
owing to the absence of the pastor.
and
en route to Atanc
of
Portland
nard
others,
state
of
in
a
is
home
a
of
old
good
preservation
showed
2d
Pair
matched steers, 1
Rhoda West, has
gait
2.19$.
1st; Herbert Black,
lantic City to attend the national convention bids fair to stand another one hundred years
A pleasing act between the heats came when year and under 2, H. M. Lane, 1st; Herbert
NORTH 1SLESBORO.
THE NEXT LEGISLATURE.
Herbert, young son of Leslie Lowe of Monroe, Black, 2d. Pair trained steers, 2 years old or
This was Mrs. Jack I
of the G. A. R. The Maine Department will It is now 124 years old.
Mrs. Sarah Williams and daughter, Miss
calves.
of
a
with
14
or
Herbert
an
exhibition
spring
driven
pair
under,
by boy
gave
under,
have headquarters at Hotel Arlington. In the son’s first visit to her native place in 43 yean : Eleanor, of Sangerville, Maine, arrived ThursHe brought them before the judges’ stand yok- Lane, 1st. Town team, Newburgh, 1st. Pair Will Have 22 Democratic Senators anc
day for a visit with Mrs. Annie Bunker.....
Maine delegation from this section will be Mr. She was the guest while there of cousins an
ed together. Removing the yoke he drove them beef calves, Harry Littlefield, 1st; Herbert
89 Representatives.
! Mr. Walter Adams of Astoria, L. I. is spending
T.
Scribner
of
and
Hon.
Whil
H.
e
back and forth as if they were yoked, placed a Black, 2d.
Searsport
friends who regretted her departure.
i his vacation tvith his mother, Mrs. Angelia
Portland, Me., September 16. The vote and Mrs.
CATTLE.
leg over one, an arm over the other and drove
His little cousin, Mildred Adams, acfor State senator from the western half ol and Mrs. Frederick S. Walls of Vinalhaven. at North Ha ven Mrs. Jackson attended a clai 1 i Adams.
them. Each mounted a box at his bidding and
her cousin, Mr
lobster
and
one year old and under two,
bake,
by
given
Holstein
bull,
Ii
was
companied him.Miss Fannie Cole and lady
completed today.
Washington county
Mrs. Savery goes as a delegate of the Maine
3
cousin
both knelt before the judges’ stand at a word F. R. Ricker, Jr., 1st.
she
met
eighteen
Elda Ames, at which
! friend of Forest Hills, Mass, are occupying
gave F. A. Chandler, the Republican nominee
from their little master, who then harnessed
Department, and is a past dapartment treas- that she had never seen before. The weathc r 1 Mrs. Edith Wyman’s house for a short time.
Holstein heifer, one year old and under two, a plurality of 53 over F. W. Burnham, hit
them and drove them off like a span of horses. Freeman Ricker, Jr., 1st.
was all one could desire, the supper bounteoi s i_Miss Adria Thomas of Andover, Mass, is
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of
Democratic opponent.
The vote was 8b88 t< urer.
vied with each other i n i spending two weeks with her mother, Mrs.
and old and
THE CLOSING DAY.
Ayrshires—Bull, two years old and under 3835.
Fryeburg are of the party, both of whom are having a firstyoung
class time. A very delightfi ^ Robert Coombs.Miss Marion Coombs left
The Senate will consist of 22 Democrats anc
A base ball game was played Thursday fore- three, George Holmes, Belfast, 1st. Bull, one
home
ol
in
the
former
known
well
Belfast,
musical entertainment was given in the evei ! last week to resume her duties as teacher at
year old and under two, F. H. Quimby, 1st. nine Republicans, while the House will be
noon between Swanville and Brooks. The linefollows: Earl Curtis, Stock cow with stock to show, F. H. Quimby, composed of 89 Democrats and 61 Republicans Mrs. Tarbox, who is to be one of the speaker: ing at Mrs. Ames’ home, which ended the day s North Castine... Mr. Leslie Pendleton returnup for Swanville was as
one
old
and
under
ed to Brooks Wednesday.
2d.
Heifer
1st
and
pleasure.
with
two,
convention.
a tie on the Ellsworth representative.
year
«t the big
|
captain; S. Curtis and F. Walker, catchers; W;
!

...

te

Harvard

William A. McKenzie of Boston was in Bel.Mr. Frank Hoar of Machias arrived last Fri- ! fast the
past week on business.
day and was the guest of his sister, Mrs. M. S
Mrs. Elizabeth Whitmarsh of Boston is the
Hill.
guest of Mrs. Mary E. Brooks at the Brooks’
Linwood B. Thompson left last Monday t<
House.
enter upon his senior year at the
University od
Mrs. E. L. Brackett left Wednesday for a
Maine.
trip to York county in the interest of the
j
UWDIUU lido
1
UCCX1
Girls’ Home.
guest of Mrs. M. E. Haugh, 36 Spring stree
Mrs. D. H. Wagner has returned to her
for a week.
home in Boston, after a visit with her mo*ner,
Mrs. Henry Haugh of Nahant, Mass., i.*
Mrs. George W. Lewis.
spending a month with Mr. Haugh’s mother
Mr. Oscar N. Pierce and son Reuel ox Taunat 36 Spring street.
ton, Mass., have been guests the past week of
Miss Bertha A. Wiley left last Saturday foi
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Marsh.
Boston, to join her cousin, Mrs. Charles Bailey
Mrs. Manson Lowe, accompanied by her liton a vacation trip to Niagara.
tle son Robert, arrived Tuesday to visit her
Harold A. Richards and J. Oscar Olson lefi
James H. Cunningham.
last Friday to attend the University of Maine father,
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher arrived home last evenIt is Mr. Olson’s Freshman year.
from Caribou, where she had been the
Mrs. M. J. Stevens of Troy arrived last weel ing
guest of her son, Ralph L. Pitcher.
to visit her son, Dr. E. L. Stevens and his
Mrs. E. A. Wentworth of Rockport and Mrs.
wife, at their home on Church street.
Oriville Howard of Searsmont are guests of
Renworth R. Rogers and Linvill F. Whit
Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth, High street.
more left the first of the week to attend Colbj
Leon Wagner, who spent the summer with
College. It is Mr. Whitmore’s Freshman year
his grandmother, Mrs. George W. Lewis, haa
Mrs. David L. Wilson and son Cuthbert rereturned to his studies at Hebron Academy.
turned last week from Fort Fairfield when

were guests of Mrs. Wilson's father, Hon
returned to their home in Warwick, N. Y., j they
Frank Burns.
after spending a vacation in the Condon cot- ;
Congressman and Mrs. E. C. Burleigh, Mrs
tage on the shore.
Carrie Martin and Burleigh Martin have gone
Mrs. Melville C. Percival, who has been |
on an automobile trip through New Englanc
spending the summer with her mother, Mrs.
and New York.
M. A. Coombs, returned to her home in PortMr. and Mrs. Ralph Emery left last week foi
land last Saturday.
a trip to Canada in their touring car.
Thej
Mrs. Emma A. Lucas, who has been the guest
will return to Belfast before going to theii
of Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman and Mrs. Benjamin
home in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kelley, Church street, has returned to her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury returned Iasi
home in Mansfield, Mass.

Pure bred boar of fancy breed, W.E. Harding,
1st and 2nd, (0. I. C.); E. H. Nickerson, 1st,
(Yorkshire). Pure bred sow of any breed, with
pigs, W. E. Harding, 1st and 2d, (O. I. C.); E.
H. Nickerson, 1st (Yorkshire.)

Pure bred Percheron stallion, with stock, W.
B. Ellis, Brooks, 1st; C. F. Bussey, Knox, 2d.
GRAPES.
Three-year-old draft stallion, W. B. Ellis, 1st.
Three-vear-old trotting bred stallion, Osborn
Collection, H. W. Littlefield, lst; H. F. Leav1st.
Lunt, Belfast,
2d.
Breeding draft mare with stock, E. M. Whit- ! itt,Tomatoes, B. H. Webber, lst; A. C. Edmunds,
?omb, Dixmont, 1st; F. L. Varney, Brooks, 2d;
2d.
J. White, Dixmont, 3d.
Trotting or driving brood mare, with stock,
G.
H.
C. F. Bickford, Dixmont, 1st;
Ryder,
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Brooks, 2d

Mr. W. B. Washburn of Hyde Park, Mass., if
spending a few weeks in Belmont and Belfast.

Mrs. George G. Cilley of Portland, who has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
I Sargent, has returned home.
Walter O. Poor and wife sailed for Europe |
;
September 21st on the Hamburg-American line.
Their first stop will be in Paris.

GRADE STOCK.

Collection, H. F. Leavitt, lst; J. A. Holmes,
2d; C. A. Curtis, 3d. Clapp’s Favorite, Mrs. J.
Crowell, Brooks, lst; C. A. Curtis, 2d. Eastern
Belle, C. A. Curtis, lst; Benj. Fish, 2d. Bartlett, T. R. Clements, lst; C. A. Curtis, 2d.
Native, H. F. Leavitt, lst; Benj. Fish, 2d

friends

Mr. Frederick W. Brown has returned from
short pleasure trip in Boston and vicinity.

Mrs. Julia Wyman of North Islesboro was
the week-end guest of Mrs. L. A. Burgess,
Union street.

and bull, C. H. Roberts, 1st; F.
Herd,
Ricker, Jr., 2d. Calf, C. C. Hamm, 1st; F. H.
Quimby, 2nd; C. A. Curtis, 3d. Cow, E. H.
Nickerson, 1st; F. Ricker, Jr., 2d; C. C. Hamm,
3d. Heifer, 3 years and under4, F. Ricker, Jr.,
1st; J. W. Jones, 2d; F. H. Quimby, 3d. Heifer,
two years and under three, E. H. Nickerson,
1st; F. Ricker, Jr., 2d. Heifer, one year and
under two, C. A. Curtis, 1st; J. W. Jones, 2d; F.
Herd dairy cows, F. Ricker,
H. Quimby, 3d.
Jr., 1st; E. H. Nickerson, 2d. Farm stock, beef
ten in number, Herbert
less
than
breed, not
Black, 1st; F. M. Nickerson, 2d; H. M. Lane,
3d.
Same, dairy breed, E. H. Nickerson, 1st;
F. Ricker, 2d. Pen pure bred dairy calves, E.
H. Nickerson, 1st (Guernsey).

PEARS.

Id.
Pure bred stallion with stock to show, N. R.
Leonard, 1st.
Pure bred coach stallion with stock, T. A.
Ritchie, Monroe, 1st; N. R. Leonard, 2d.

on

N. Houston Small left last Saturday to continue his studies at the University of Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Lunt and son William
have returned home from a visit in South Paris.
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PERSONAL.

Mrs. L. C. Cilley of Brooks called
jn Belfast last Friday.

Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon and three sons arrived
home from Houlton last Saturday.
a

cows

Collection 20 varieties, five specimens, H.
W. Littlefield, Brooks, 1st; H. F. Leavitt,
Hampden, 2d; E. E. Grant, Hampden, 3d. Five
named varieties fall apples, H. F. Leavitt, 1st;
j H. W. Littlefield, 2d. Five named varieties win
ter apples, H. W. Littlefield, 1st; H. F. Leavitt,
j 2d; E.
E. Grant, 3d. Ten specimens of either
variety exhibited, H. W. Littlefield, 1st; W.
j F. Evans, Monroe, 2d. Bell Fowers, C. C.
Rhode
Hamm, Brooks, 1st; W. F. Evans, 2d.
Island Greenings, B. H. Webber, Monroe, 1st;
E. A. Lawrence, Hampden, 2d. Nodhead, T.
Wm.
R. Clements, 1st; H, F. Leavitt, 2d.
Favorite, R. L. Clements, 1st; H. W. Littlefield,
Fall Harvey, J. W. Robertson, 1st; W. F.
2d.
were grade Durhams.
He also had two grade
Evans, 2d. Ben Davis, H. F. Leavitt, 1st; E. A.
Holstein heifers, one a yearling girting five
Lawrence, 2d. King Tompkins, H. F. Leavitt,
and one-half feet, the other three years, only
Baldwin, C. C.
1st; H. W. Littlefield, 2d.
half a foot larger in girth.
Northern
Hamm, 1st; H. F. Leavitt, 2d.
The oxen wTere all fine large animals and in
H.
F.
E.
E.
Grant,
1st;
Leavitt, 2d.
Spy,
most cases well matched as to size and looks
W. F. Evans, 1st; H. F. Leavitt, 2d.
Snow,
but one pair in particular that were a pretty
Gravenstein, H. F. Leavitt, 1st; W. N. Webb,
evenly matched pair was owned by J. C. Lit- 2d. Baxter. E. A. Lawrence, 1st; H. F. Leavtlefield of Waldo. These animals were twins
itt, 2d.
Milding, H. F. Leavitt, 1st; E. E.
and as much alike as two peas in size and
Grant, 2d. Wolf River, T. R. Clements, 1st;
markings. They weighed 3,000 pounds.
H. W. Littlefield, 2d. Alexander, H. W. LittleD. Meservy of Morrill exhibited a pair of !
field, 1st; H. F. Leavitt, 2d. Wealthy, H. F.
Holstein grade which made a good showing in
Leavitt, 1st; H. W. Littlefield, 2d. Winthrop
the pulling match.
James Bickford, 1st; W. E. Plummer,
Greening,
Newburgh was the only town entering the 2 I. Fallawater, H. F. Leavitt, 1st; Earl Dunshow ring this year, but its six pair of heavy j
ton, Winterport, 2d. Duchess, M. S. Leavitt,
;>xen were fine specimens
F. Leavitt, 2d. Crab apple,
1 Hampden, 1st; H.
C A Curtis. Winternnrt. hesides his Grade
H. W. Littlefield, 1st; H. F. Leavitt, 2d. YelHolstein heifers was the happy possessor of a low
Transparent, Benj. Fish, 1st; C. A. Curtis,
L5 months old colt, Trilby, by the famous
Stork. H. W. Littlefield. 1st: H. F. Leavitt.
lorse, Fernando. It was a promising animal, j 2d. North star, H. W. Littlefield, lst; James
Following are the awards in the various de- Bickford, 2d. Gano, H. F. Leavitt, lst; H. W.
jartments:
Littlefield, 2d. Rolf, H. F. Leavitt, 1st; E. E.
HORSES.
Crant, 2d. Simpson, E. A. Lawrence, lst; H.
Heavy draft stallion with stock to show, A. F. Leavitt, 2d. Black Baldwin, H. F. Leavitt,
3. Chase, Brooks, 1st.
Lst; E. E. Grant, 2d. Porter, T. R. Clements,
Stallion for driving and general use with Lst.
stock to show, Henry Haley, Monroe, 1st; N.
PLUMS.
R. Leonard, Bangor, 2d.
Collection. H. W. Littlefield, lst; H. F. Leav"
with
stock
to
or
stallion
Trotting
pacing
itt, 2d; C. A. Cu rtis, 3d.
show, Henry Haley, 1st; W. S. York, Monroe,

PERSONAL.

Garage.
Mrs. Georgia T. Dow is employed in the office
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie returned last Fridaj
of the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
from a visit with relatives in Lewiston.

SWINE.

de

Three-year-old gelding or filly, C. H. Clements, Monroe, 1st; Henry Leonard, 2d.
Draft two-year-old gelding or filly, Henry

PERSONAL.

■

the

-s

ROOM.

port.
Time. 2.18 1-4

* H. Quimby, 1st, 2d
F. H. Quimby, let. Calf.
three yean and
and 8d. German Swim ball,
1st.
Twombly,
F.
B.
W.
under four,
and cowa, pure blood,
Gueroeeys-Herd, bull
four
Bull,
yean old end
let.
E H Nickenon,
let. Bull, one year old
over, E. H. Nickenon,
and inder two, E. H.
E. H. Nickerson, 1st end 2d. Dairy herd, E. H.
with stock to show,
Nickerson, 1st. Stock cow
E. H. Nickenon, 1st. Hrifer, three yean old
H.
E.
Nickenon, 1st.
four,
and under
Mid under three,
Heifer, two yean old
one
1st.
Heifer,
H. Nickerson,
E
year
and under two, E. H. Nickenon, 1st and 2d.
and
2d.
Calf. E. H. N ckemon, 1st
Herefords-Herd, cows andbuU, Herbert
Black, Searsport, 1st. Bull calf, Herbert Black,
1st and 2d. Stock cow with stock to show.
Herbert Black, 1st, 2d and 3d. Heifer, three
four. Herbert Black, 1st
yean old and under
and 2d. Heifer, two yean old and under three,
1st; Herbert Black,
Brooks,
Littlefield,
Harry
2d and 3d. Heifer, one year old and under
1st.
Heifer
Black,
calf, Herbert
two, Herbert
Black, 1st, 2d and 3d.
and
cows, H. M Lane,
Shorthorns—Herd, bull
Frankfort, 1st. Bull, two yean and under three,
F. M. Nickerson, 1st. Bull, one year and under
two, E. F. Bickford, Dixmont, 1st; H. M. Lane,
2d. Bull calf, H. M. Lane, 1st. Herd dairy
cows, F. M. Nickerson, 1st; H. M. Lane, 2d.
Stock cow with stock to show, F. M. Nickerson, 1st and 3d; H. M. Lane, 2d. Heifer, F. M.
Nickerson, 1st; E. F. Bickford, 2d; H. M. Lane,
3d.
Heifer, two yean old and under three, H.
M. Lane. 1st and 3d; F. M. Nickerson, 2d. Heifer. one vear old and under two, F. M. Nickerson, 1st. Calf, H. M. Lane, 1st and 3d.

NUMBER

|

.able and

imgbter

T. U. REST

The draft oxen contest came on Wednesday
forenoon. They were tested by a drag. Drag
oxen 7 feet or under girthing tested on drag,
J. W. Jones, Brooks, first; C. Fogg, Brooks,
second: D. Meservey, Morrill third.
Draft oxen, free for all, tested on drag, Fred
M. Nickerson, Monroe, first; E. Grant, Newburg, second; D. Meservey, Morrill; third; J. W.
Jones, Brooks, fourth.
The committee on these were Leslie Lowe,
Monroe and A. W. Curtis, Sw-anville.
The track w*as all right for the racing which
The summaries:
began at about 2 o’clock.

’• '.

>

W. C.

injured.

roe.

f the
Cl

i j
2 2
3 3

game between Monroe and Morrill. The captain of the Monroe team was W. F. Evans and
of the Morrill team Leroy Paul. It was a close
game and the score was 5 to 4 in favor of Mon-

BELLS.

muon,

MILE,

THE SECOND DAY.

Mr. Ralph Leonard
Maude Nickerson were
u

HALF

room

ws:

ts lr

PACE,

of the Waldo W\ C. T. U. was
a feature of the fair.
Last year a tent pitched
near the ladies’ hall was all they could boast
but this year a recently purchased cottage
across the way is neatly and attractively arranged. Two rooms on the ground floor, a sitting room and kitchen with chambers above
make a very comfortable abode for the ladies
Miss Alice Kane of Swanville,
in charge.
county superintendent of fairs, was in charge,
assisted by Mrs. Clara Nickerson of Prospect.
Other officers were present from time to time
during the fair each local union sending their
fair superintendent, particularly those of which
Monroe is the center. The sitting room has
comfortable chairs and couches, with a warm
woolen carpet for the floor and pretty draperA photograph of the room
ies for the shelves.
was taken by Ray Henderson and copies will
be sent the higher or Stete officers that they
may know of the work being done by the union.
Nearly 500 availed themselves of the rest room
a year ago, mostly women and children.
The
scheme is a philanthropic one and its helpfulis
much
the
of
ness
the
apprecia'.ed by
patrons
fair.

o'- lock.

iv.

TROT OR

shaken up but not

The rest

.-inity Church this, Thursc.r

RACE,

In the second heat of the 2.17 class Omera
threw her driver, R. W’. Burrill, before he
reached the wire on the first half, capsized the
gig, but righted it again and finished the race
driverless. The mare showed some of the prettiest pacing ever seen on the track, after her
driver had been dropped, continuing around
the course, preventing the following horse
from passing her and on the last turn creeping
up past the leader and going under the wire
ahead. While the judges set her back to last
place, the crowd was with her. Mr. Burrill was

ednesday night meetings

c

^

$200.

Country Boy, bs., by Rescue, L. O. Smith
Newburgh.1
Dannie R., bg., A. M. Morrill, Newburgh. .3
Nancy B., bm., H. E. Staples, Brooks.2
Time, 1.23&, 1.26, 1.26.

schoolhouse at
g ervices at Wood school.1 at the Brainard school-

i

tHills sch olh

e

PACE, PURSE

Black

at

nG3.

TROT OR

5 4ro

Velvet, blm., by Montview, H. B.
Small, Augusta. 2111
t itists hold services in
Omera, bm., by Broomal, R. W. Burrill,
V.am street, Sunday morning
Bangor.13 2 2
Wednesday evening at 7.30 Constantly, chm., C. L. Jackson, Greenville.3
2 3 3
are cordially welcome,
Time, 2.22, 2.22i, 2.19^, 2.22.

r

■jjn.

4 3 4

Star Coast, bg., C. F. Fogg, Brooks.3 3 5 3
Wilkes, bg., E. P. Dearborn,

25th at 10.45 a. m., conRev. G. G. W inslow, atvl
iav school.

'he

vj

summaries:

Aaron

-•;t?

„p.

The

THREE-MINUTE

noon.

a

cs

Oiijwc*.

are a

CLASS, TROT OR PACE, PURSE
$100.
Agnes Montview, bm. by Montview, R.
W. Burrill, Bangor..4 l i i
Service
larian) church.
Portia, bm. by Masconomo, G. D.
a.
Pendleton, Islesboro.1 2 2 2
m., with sermon'
Alvin
Swift, Jr., brs., B. B. Hall, DamarAdolph Rossbach. Sun-

gj;

school

horses

ith

a

;

»y.

-_•

_

#
.Haddocks, captain; Dow, c. f.; Grady, 1.
i.; Hall, 8b; Estes, r.
f.; Gavel, pitcher; Robi* ;
2? Fred
ibu*5 Maddocks, lb; Jenkins, s. s.; Atwood,
«>.
Curtis, Swanviile, umpire The game
w.on by Swanviile by a score of 7 to 5.
puring the game S. Curtis of Searsport,

CLASS, TROT OR PACE, PURSE
pair of dapple grays used by Mr.
chm, by Constantine,
Daley in the wood dealing business in Bangor. Constarlilly,
C. L.Jackson, Greenville.1 1 2 3 3:
Born. .Married.. .Died, Their approximate weight was 3,000 pounds. Prince Bayard, brg, by Bayard
Wilkes, W. J. Metcalf, Augusta.3 3 3 1 1
rings.. .Searsport. .The A.E. Chase of Brooks won second money; CR. W.
Vanning Plant.
H. Roberts of Brooks, third and M. W. Towers Clorinda, bm, by Colombo,
Burrill, Bangor.2 2 1 2 2
of Searsport, fourth.
There were but two enTime, 2.21 1-4. 2.21 1-4, 2.21 3-4, 2.21 1-4, 2.23. |
Churches.
tries in the light diaft class and M. M. Hamm
FREE-FOR-ALL, TROT OR PACE, PURSE $200.
of Monroe took first money and
George Alley Black Velvet, blm, by Montview, H. B.
{ reach at Poor’s Mills of
Small, Augusta... 1 1 1 j
Frankfort, second.
Omera, bm, R. W. Burrill, Bangor.3 2 2
September 25th.
The races Tuesday were pulled off
promptly Tony D., bg, E. A. Wentworth, Rock,-.d

ly

rPL

Ev»Mf 8b; Knowlton, lb; Robertson, pitcher,
““docks, r. £.; E. Curtis, s. s.; O. Walker, 1.
Evans, c. f.; Arey, 2b. Brooks lineup,
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MAINE SPIRITUALISTS.

it

Fifteenth Annual Convention of State As
sociation to be Held in Belfast October

M :

The farmers are digging potatoes now and
toe yield is
good, with a few rotting. Farmers
have planted their potatoes, as a rule, nearer
together this year, to do away with the overgrown potatoes, as they are not salable, and in
this vicinity
report the crop as very fine.
Harold Small of Monroe is buying and loading
potatoes at Waldo Station. His prices for the
present are 40 cents per bushel...... Mr. and
Mrs. David Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown
and family of Belfast visited at the home of
E. A. Robertson Sunday.Mr. Parsons is
gradually failing_Mrs. Joan Robertson has
returned home_Wm. Clements visited relatives in Hampden last week.Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Bachelder of Brooks were the guests of
his brother, Hermon Bachelder, Sunday.
Mrs. Watson Robertson's health is not as good

1st and 2nd.

The fifteenth annual convention of the
Maine State Spiritualist Association will
be held in Belfast, October 1st and 2nd'.
From the standpoint of the members as
well as the general public it will be one
of the most important in recent years.
Saturday will be devoted, both forenoon
and afternoon, to the business sessions,
which will be taken up with reports of
officers, reports of delegations, election
of officers, reports of committee on resolutions and other special committees.
Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon
and evening will be devoted to public
lectures and seances at which the phi-

Side

lUoweK,

losophy and phenomena of Spiritualism
expounded and exemplified.
May Pepper Vanderbilt of New
York, America’s most renowned psychic,
will be present both Sunday afternoon
and evening, and as students of psychical
will be
Mrs.

matters in this section of Maine have
had very little opportunity of witnessing

whose

addresses at Temple
this summer charmed all who
heard her, will also be one of the speak-

Heights

eloquent

ers.

A fuller delegation than ordinarily
from alt the subordinate societies and
camps in the State is expected at this
session.
Among the important business

of this

meeting
posed changes in

the following prothe constitution.
First —Shall the date of the annual convention be changed from fall to spring?
Second—Shall the place of holding
annual conventions be left to board of
are

Third—Shall delegative members be
assessed same dues as direct members?
The Eastern Steamship Co. has generously granted one fare for round trip
and Maine Central and B. & A. have also

a

—

allowed liberal reductions.
A Monroe

Poultry

Mrs. Lena Carmocino,
'•
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30 years
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
sick

County Correspondence.
[Deferred

from

birthday, which
Fred

last week.]

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
visited Miss Amy
Mrs. Lane will not return to
Lane last week.
her position in Orono, but will take a course of
study in the Pratt Institute, New York.
Miss Hattie Partridge returned home from
Greenville last week and is very sick. Dr.
Mrs. Nellie Lane of Orono

Fish

vs.

Buckwheat

cents at

Cakes.

John Kendrick Bangs contributes the
a series of amusing travel sketches to the issue of Harper’s
Weekly for
September 3d. The scene is laid aboard
a steamship, at
the captain’s table.
Boggs, the travelling American, the Fat
Little Englishman, the Lady With the
Gold Lorgnettes, and other characters
are portrayed
in this entertaining dialogue. Boggs objects to the ocean. The
Englishmen asks where the fish would
come from if Boggs abolished it.
“My
dear sir,” returned Boggs, “I wouldn’t
swap one steaming stack of buckwheat
cakes for every canned sardine that has
been taken out of this old fish-pond in
It never gets anythree million years.
It larrups the rocks of Maine
where.
and it washes the sands of Africa, but
what is the net result? Maine’s iust as

first of

rocky, ana the sands
Ibit cleaner than they
day dawned.”

ot Africa
were

aren

t

a

before wash-

little cold in the head may be
Only
the beginning of an obstinate case of Nasal
Drive out the invader with Ely’s
Catarrh.
Cream Balm applied straight to the inflamed
stuffed up air-passages. Price 50c. If you
prefer to use an atomizer, ask for Liquid !
It has all the gcod qualities of 1
Cream Baim.
the solid form of this remedy and will rid you
No cocaine to breed
of catarrh or hay fever.
a dreadful habit.
No mercury to dry out the
secretion.
Price 75c., with spraying tube.
All druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
a

THE NOES HAVE IT.

Portland, Me., September 14. Three
questions were submitted to the people
of Maine on Monday for an expression of
opinion and this was the first application
of the principle under an act passed by
the Legislature in 1907 confined to acts
of the Legislature subject, to a petition
of 10,000 names being filed to secure reference.

question pertained to the Milso-called, which barred all
beverages having in excess of 1 per cent,
alcohol or requiring the payment of a
The first
liken bill,

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Ada Frances Pairo died at the home of
her cousin, Mrs. Geo. Gruby, September 10,
1910. Mrs. Pairo came here from Annapolis,
Maryland, last May for her health. She had
that dread disease known as cancer. Everything that living hands could do was done for
her. Her mother, Mrs. Ella Harriman, and her
husband, took care of her until about a month
before her death.
She then had a trained
She
nurse from Boston, Miss Mary Conway.
very patient sufferer. She was of a loving disposition and had a host of friends who

occurred last

mourn

ner

untimely

aeatn.

one

leaves

his

j

Friday... .Mrs.

j

on

Newhall cf Dedham, Mass., Mrs. Ernest

Scott of Dorchester, Mass., and Miss Alice
Crosby of Vassalboro were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Clement Thursday and Friday-C.
W. Talbot returned from Vinalhaven Wednesday-George D. Sargent of Searsmont visited old friends here last week.Will Wentworth's broken leg is not mending very fast.
It was encased in a plaster cast by Dr. T. N.
Pearson last week.A. T. Gay and family of
Belfast were recent visitors at J. J. Clement’s.
_Deputy Sheriff E. B. Bean made a business
trip to Hallowell Saturday.. Mrs. Helen Wentworth and Miss Emma Blood of Knox were
guests of Mrs. F. A. Cushman Sunday... Mrs.
Charles E. Howard is visiting Belfast friends.
.Clinton Wing, who has been working in
West Rockport, moved his wife and children
there last Friday-Harry Sprowl of Boston
was at Mrs. Elnora Banton’s and C. E. Howard’s Saturday-Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cooley
of Palmyra were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Clement Monday_The remains of Mrs. Mary
Randall of New Jersey arrived here Wednesday, accompanied by her brother, Paris Smith,
of Massachusetts, and were interred Thursday
in Mt. Repose cemetery. Mrs. Randall was a
daughter of Thomas H. Smith of this town_
George L. Edmunds has been suffering the pa6t
twro weeks with blood poison, caused by getting
scratched by a nail while shoeing a horse. This
is the third time he has been poisoned in the
He is improving now..
Charles
same way.
and John Boynton have each bought a cowt of
AugusGeorge Cooper of North Searsmont
—

tus

Bagley

of

Randolph, Mass.,

is

visiting

rela-

tives in town.Dr. James Mannery, examining physician of the B ston City Hospital,
visited his cousin, Charles Thompson, last
week.

Tor

tneir

uaugn-

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Campaign Jingles.

The campaign doggerel that was framed to the cadence of the big bass drum is
seldom heard in the land nowadays,
though it is not so many years since little boys of stanch Democratic principles
used to go stepping about to the tune of
“Soap—soap—Blaine’s only hope,’’ and
Marion Harother scandalous ditties.
land, in her autobiography, quotes a
marching song of ihis variety that dates
from the days when Henry Clay was a
It runs:
candidate for the Presidency.
“Democrats—

They eat rats!
But Whigs
Eat pigs.”

author adds: “Bacon being a
for which the State was famed,
the distinction was invidious to the last
The

Long Before

are

in their way,

“Our passage across the equator this
time was the sixty-firsi time we have
passed over the ‘line’ and never cut it

eral days last week.
CENTER MONTVILLE.

$5,000

Top and glass front inciui

fr-> n

many

ing.

f\ r

“The girls are now over to ‘square
root’ in their arithmetic, and Maude
says that she likes it much better than
‘proportion’, for she don’t have to slice

men and women up into
quarters, fifths,
and tenths.
“We think we can claim to have done
printing nearer the South Pole than any
other person, having done it in 60 degrees S.
“The Chronicle is printed for pastime
only and sent to friends as a letter, and,
therefore, not subject to criticism.”

The above is from a recent issue of
j The Marine Journal, New York, Capt.
George L. Norton, editor. The Journa

j

many copies of the Ocean
Chronicle at the time they were issued
and has them filed away. —Ed. Journal.
received

J

Open

Time

on

Equipment 1911 Selden Car—Top complete, curtains and slip cover, gla>
headlights, generator, two side lights and rear lights electric lighted
foot rail, muffler cut-out, tire irons, complete set of tools, Bosch M

Clams.

F. A. NICKERSON & CO..

!

I
|
I

j

j
!

■

i

i

|

Now the clam business will boom, September loth the law which prevented
them from being shipped out of the State
either in their shells or in cans, came
off. The business, which had been temporarily held up because of the restricA
tions, is now expected to boom.
number of the canning factories along
the coast started up their business the
15th and others will start before the beginning of next month. They will have
a large amount of the canned
product to
ship and the clams will be started on
their way as soon as packed.

LICENSED UNDER SELDEN PATENT

642 CONGRESS STREET,
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PRESTONS
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ij Livery, Boarding

®
Constipation

il9

Is situated

& Transient Stable

Washington street, just

off Main street. I have sin.
double hitches, buckboards. etc. Careful drivers if desired. You:
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2. house fil-13.

K
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“Town Talk” Flour-

j
i

W. G. PRESTON, Pi
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BAKES EVERYTHING

Stoves,Ranges™ Furnace

SEPTEMBER.
When the tan is deep on lovely Mabel’s check,
And the freckles round her nose play hide-andseek;
•When the ’skeeter comes along
With a swelling ombongpong,
Rather sleek;
When the airy Summer Maid begins to freeze,
Getting cooler by some forty-nine degrees,
And goes on her cruel way
Bouncing every fiance
That she sees!

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Galvanized Gutters, Conductors,
Iron and Tin Rooffing.

comes a-sailing o’er the bar.
his former ways so popular,
With the Codfish and the Smelt,
In the new-born month that's spelt
With an R.

When the

$4,000)

cylinder, $6,000 i

66 H. P. six

mourn

And

the prices for Pierce Arrow Cars for 1911

piano gives me some pleasure,
girls take off the rough edge of
lonely hours by playing and sing-

Fon Stomach Tpouole. c.nd

Always Bought

ARROW

the wireless tele-

as

graph makes them, in a stricter sense of
the world, daily newspapers. But long
before wireless telegraphy was put to
use one publication of this kind known
as the Ocean Chronicle was published
regularly on the American ship Frank
Pendleton, Capt. E. P. Nichols, who besides navigating his ship acted as editor,
printer and publisher of this sheet, composing the matter in it as he set it up at
the case, thus avoiding writing his
copy” out. The following are a few
extracts from the Chronicle published
while on a voyage of 136 days from San
The following are
Diego to Liverpool in 1888:
“Crossed the equator May 10, in longi- 36 H. P. six cylinder,
tude 29 west 103 days out—the Franks’
48 H. P. six cylinder,
longest record.

product

legree.

PIERCE

Many ocean travelers consider the
daily papers now printed on board some
of the ships a great novelty, and they

“The
and the

CASTOR I A
Old-time

at Sea

Operation.

once.

apple barrels_Many of our farmers are digging their potatoes and find them good in
quality and quantity.

to

their loss a husband, Oscar Pairo, a
mother, Mrs. Ella Harriman, and a sister, Mrs.
William Thomas of Lynn, Mass.
The funeral
was
largely attended. Rev. Harry Hill of
Bucksport spoke wrords of comfort to the sorrowing family. The undertaker was Elliott
Nye of Bucksport. Mrs. Anna C. Harriman
sang a solo, “Face to Face,” Miss Anzelia Harriman accompanist on the piano. The bearers
were E. W. Grindell, Capt. W. H. Harriman,
Geo. Bennett and Edward Avery. The flowers
were many and beautiful and included a pillow
from the husband, Oscar Pairo; crescent from
the mother, Mrs. Ella Harriman; wreath, Mrs.
George Gruby; wreath, Mrs. Fenton; wreath,
Miss Mary Conway; wreath, Mrs. Bessie Harvey; cut flowers from relatives and friends.
The burial was in the family cemetery near
The family have the symthe Gruby home.
pathy of a large circle of friends.Miss Medora K. Peirce of Peabody, Mass, is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Anna C. Harriman.Miss
Louise Ginn, who has been visiting relatives
here, returned to her home in Malden, Mass.
on last Friday’s boat.Mrs. Julia F. Felton,
who has been visiting relatives here,.returned
to her home in Beckett, N. H. last week.
School began in this district September 12,
1910, Miss Anzelia Harriman, teacher.W.
D. Harriman was in Belfast on business one
day laBt week.... Miss Hazel Waldron is teaching school at Mt. Heagan.Miss Winifred
Grant of Spruce Head called on relatives here
last Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. McFarland from
Lamoine visited Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Brown sev-

visit

P. Philbrick is installed as assistant station
agent at Thorndike.Mr. Asa Cole from JerEdwin
sey City is the guest of his niece, Mrs.
Lander_Mrs. Joseph Higgins callled on Mrs.
Paris Dyer recently. Mrs. Dyer is in very poor
health, the result of the grip-Richard C.
Higgins made a trip to Brooks Monday after

Children.

The Kind You Have

sunaay

to

ter, Miss Gertrude, who is attending the M. C.
I. there_Mrs. Annie Morton and mother
were guests of Mrs. A. S. Higgins last Wednesday_Ross C. Higgins has been shipping quite
a lot of fall apples to Boston-Mrs. L. G.
Monroe and daughter Marion called on Mrs.
Leon Parsons Saturday afternoon-Mr. Lewis

CASTOR
IA
Infants and

was a

The second had to do with
Mrs. Amanda Ricker was called to Houlton
an act dividing the town of York and
by the death of her sister, Mrs. Fred
Saturday
called
be
to
town
forming another
to a Thurlough, which occurred Friday night aftez
relation
in
was
third
The
Gorges.
Mrs. Thurlough was bora
bill which provided for an elaborate new a very brief illness.
Mrs. Asa
bridge across Portland harbor to connect in Montville, a daughter of Mr. and
the cities of Portland and South Portland Thompson.... Miss Sabina Morey of Belfast ia
and do away with the crossing of rail- the guest of Mrs. J. J. Clement for a week.
road tracks styled the graduation of Mrs. Frank Blodgett came with Miss Morey
death.
but has returned to Belfast.... 0. C. Cushmazi
All three questions undoubtedly were
wishes to thank his many friends who sent
defeated by a wide margin.
federal tax.

111 post cards and four letters

him

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Miss Beulah Bates, who has been spending
her vacation with her mother, returned to

were in rittsneia

Published

Wireless Was in

|

hajj been
ills. No

347,297.50.

Fifty

doubt about the
old remedy, made from
no

the standard remedy for
woman does justice to
herself who wiil not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and
herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
J^^P,
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs# Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
female

THE OCEAN CHRONICLE.

Paper

A

rHORNDIKE.
Rev. Mr. Oliver will speak at the Center
church next Sunday, September 25, at the usual
hour... .Mr. Fred Hunt, who was drawn on the
jury from this town, is in Belfast attending
court this week... Mr. William Toles and son
William, Jr., start September 26th for Florida,
;
where they will spend the winter... .Drs. Kilgore and Cook of Brooks performed a successful operation on Mrs. Richard Higgins’ throat
recently_Mrs. Marion T. Ward and Mrs. !
Etta Ward were well remembered by their
friends recently with showers of post cards,
which were pleasing to both ladies-Miss M.
A. Lynch of Bangor was the guest of Miss
Cora Andrews a few days last week....The
Black brothers are doing good work threshing
grain in this section. They also use their engine for cutting corn into silos and so accomodate all hands_Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Hogan

and herbs of our helds, to cure
female
\\ e possess volumes of
diseases..
proof of this fact,
enough to convince the most skeptical.

..

cures.

__

roots

PEIS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and
urinary irregularititt
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substtutai

Rocks mixed.Mrs. Harriet Robertson of
Monroe was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Wmi
Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Clements, last week..
McKeen of Woburn, Mass., who have been the
guests of his father, Isaac McKeen, returned
home last Wednesday. The thermometer
was only 10 above freezing Monday morning.

It. F. 1>. Jio. 7.

absolutely

Washington, September 16. Statemerits showiner the condition of national
banks in Maine and Connecticut, furnishj
ed under Controller of the Currency Murray’s call of September 1, were given out
at the treasury department today.
Fellows of Winterport is the attending physiThe Maine report shows that the 72
cian.Mr. Edwin Colson and family left
national banks in that State had resources I
for Foxcroft'to visit his parents.
aggregating $59,733,604.48, which includ- Monday
ed $33,830,733.13 in loans and discounts, Mr. Edwin Hammond of Guilford is visiting
$5,466,404 worth of U. S. bonds to secure friends in town.Miss Gertrude Partridge
circulation, other bonds and securities remains very seriously ill.. Miss Helen Calworth 39,513,107.18.
ierwood is teaching the George school in ProsThere was due the Maine banks from
pect.Mr. Will Calderwood returned home
approved reserve agents $4,946,830.12 and recently from Newport, R. I., where he has
the
lawful money reserve in bank amount- had employment.Mr. Percy Partridge took
ed to S2,748,240.44.
Individual deposits
on his
in the Maine banks aggregated $37,307,- a party to Penobscot Park, Labor day
**08.74. and the percentage of legal re- buckboard. He has a comfortable buckboard
and a fine pair of driving horses.Mr. Wilist-rye to deposits was 16.46.
The percentage to deposits of cash on liam Smith’s horse and carriage were stolen
hand, redemption fund and due from re- from his stable Wednesday night, September
serve agents was 20.80.
The capital 7th, and, although every effort has been made
stork of the banks was $8,170,822.
The horse
the team has not been found yet.
the
other
liabilities
were surAmong
was raised at Mr. David Smith’s farm in Winfund
undivided
plus
$3,341,350,
profits
less expenses and taxes paid $2,489,602.71 terport and is a black horse having a scar on
and national bank notes outstanding $5,- bis hip and is afraid of automobiles.

quick relief and lasting
any drug store.

Monroe fair the hind axle to Miss Louise Cun-

ningham’s auto broke close to the wheel, letting the wheel off. Fortunately no one was
injured.Mrs. Flora Littlefield and Mrs. H.
P. White have pullets laying that hatched in
April. They are Rhode Island Reds and Buff

Itreyere, St. Regis Falls, N. Y.

NORTH

Itching,, torturing skin eruptions, disfigure,
annoy, drive one wild. Doan's Ointment brings

strawberry last Saturday_A moose was seen
in Waldo Saturday.While returning from

—

Hampden Academy Monday morning ...The
more profitable, healthier,
pleasanter High school opened Monday morning. The
and more remunerative than teaching in other schools
opened one week earlier.
the ungraded schools of the country.
MAINE NATIONAL BANKS.

day in Green Lawn Cemetery recently....
Miss Louisa Cunningham lost a nice cow last
week. The animal put her foot through a
poker on her neck and choked to death.... Mr.
E. H. Littlefield bought in Bangor last week a
fine span of sorrel team horses weighing thirtythree hundred and seventy-five pounds-Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac McKeen, Miss Melissa McKeen
and Mr. and Mrs. Perley McKeen visited at the
home of Ann Maria West in Frankfort Saturday-Mrs. Flora Littlefield picked a ripe field

Jiam

Vineyard Haven,

also carry white Orpingtons of the same strain and this year
have started in
with some Keating
strain, Columbian Wyandottes.
She speaks highly of the laying qualities of the Wyandottes and says that
chicks hatched the latter part of April
began laying August 25th. Last year 12
pullets separated in January never laid
less than six eggs a day and some days
She
gave 12: they did not set at all.
keeps Barred Plymouth Rocks and uses
them as mothers to hatch and rear her
stock preferring them to incubators and
brooders, believing that the chicks raised in the old fashioned way are stronger
and healthier and that she gets more of
them from the eggs.
Miss Ricker is a well read person in
poultry lore and studies the way advocated at the university.
While she does
not practice all that they advise she
keeps in touch with their ways and
adapts them to her needs as her experience tells her is best.
From being a
teacher and taking almost a complete
course in Normal school, she has changed
to poultry raising and believes it to be

Ohio.

who want to secure a training to fit them lor the business
world will do
well to ponder over the record ol this school’s Position
Department.
ADDITION TO PRESENT QUARTERS: September 1, 1910,
the Shaw College in Bangor increased its
quarters and facilities by the addition oi one floor of
an adjoining block which
during this past summer has been remodeled for the school. This
addition will be used for the Shorthand and
Typewriting departments. The Shaw in Bangor
now occupies two floors of the Bass
Building and one floor of another block giving it the largest and finest quarters of any business
college in Maine. Call in and look them over.
NEW CATALOG. The new Catalog of the school is now
ready for distribution. Ask
for '*•
GEO. D. HARDEN, Treas.,
Bangor, Me.

one

^■
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years ago ■ was
V
so baa that I had to take to
my bed every month,
and it would last from two to three weeks. I
wrote to you for advice and took
Lydia E.l’inks V egetable
Compound in dry form. I am
to
that
I am cured, thanks to your
happy
say
medicine and good advice. You
may use my
letter for the good of others.”
Mrs. J. H.

Miss Maud E. Ricker and her father
of Meadow Brook farm, Monroe, are doing quite a business with poultry and
were prominent exhibitors in this department at the Monroe fair.
They
have about 500 white Wyandottes of the

Owen

Hudson,

__I

had in its columns 270 inof students of this
school taking positions.

stances

Searsport visited his sister, Mrs. H. P. White
last Sunday.A small crew of men worked

well woman. I give you full permission to use
my testimonial.”

lilWPP

*#.'

Daring the past IS months
May 1, 1909 to August 1,
1910, the Bangor Daily News

usual.E. E. Clements caught a 4| pound
bass in Toddy Pond the first of the week.
Mr. Joseph Marden has bought a new horse....
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements and children of

Hudson, Ohio. “I suffered for a long time from a weakness,
inflammation, dreadful pains each month and suppression. I
had been doctoring and
receiving only temporary relief, when a
friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com*
pound. I did so, and wrote to you for advice, i have faithfully
directions and now, after taking
only five bottles
^
°f the I egetable Compound, I have every reason to believe I am

Directors:

i

•.

as

ii
you nad positive proof that a certain remedy for
female ills had made
many remarkable cures, would you
not feel like
trying it ?
If during the last
thirty years we have not succeeded in
convincing every fair-minded woman that Lydia E. Pink*
ham s Vegetable Compound has cured thousands and thousands of women of the ills
peculiar to their sex, then we
long for an opportunity to do so by direct correspondence.
Meanwhile read the
following letters which we guarantee
to be genuine and truthful.

her remarkable mediumship these services will no doubt be largely attended.
Mrs. Minerva A. Barwise of Bangor,

=1=^^

5WAHVH1E CENTER.

■

Oyster

—-.

MY

PRICES ARE

RIGHT—

resumes

W. A.

When the ripened grain awaits the Reaper’s
hand;
And a blight comes o’er the brazen Village
Band;
When we hear Stump-Speakers trill
Bits about the Tariff Bill
O’er the land;

JOURNAL BUILDING,

When the Huskin-Bee is buzzing everywhere,
And the punkin wins rich prizes at the Fair;
When we hear the gentle croon

►2

Of the Wild Duck and the Loon
On the air;
When the Tadpole sheds his adolescent tail
In the pretty little mill-pond in the vale,
And hops out upon the log,
There to warble like a Frog
Strong and hale;

S*

When the Pippin getteth ready for the bob,
And the frosty breezes round about us throb,
And the pearly Corn doth lure
With its song so sweet and pure
To the cob;
When the Sun begins to seek an earlier cot,
sends a bill for all we’ve got;
Landlord
the
And
When the Lobster grown obese
Ends his days in scarlet peace
In the pot;
When the Frost is on the Punkin and the Pea;
And there's mighty little doing by the sea;
When the hills grow chill and bare,
And the town begins to flare

Merrily;

When the sleep of Summer finally is slept,
And the peeping birds their pretty pipes have

pept.

And the autumn breezes blow—
Who is he that doth not know
It is Sept?
—Carlyle Smith, in Harper's Weekly.

HALL,
BELFAST,

.1

|
Granite and Marble Works,
HUTCHINS BROTHERS,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Call and

see

specimens of

our

work.

All orders promptly attended to.

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUICK, REGAL

I

PUFFY BISCUITS
DAINTY DOUGHNUTS
FLAKY PIE-CRUST

I
I

|

12 to 40 H.

Body Styles

to

Suit;

from,

P., $600 to $2250.
Runabout to the New

Torpedo I'1

-call on-

REAP GARAGE & MACHINE

I

COMPAQ

The National Campaign.

JOHNSON’S
V
I.L |

SePtember 19thcamnsn'Y0RK’
811 proSre«>ea

anodyne

For La men e a a,

principal issue
prominently-the issue so

^fted

by President Taft in his

*° Chairman
McKinley that:
the question will not be what

com-

Republicanism one prefers,
but whether it is better
for the country
w?^ftheJRepublican party control the

Rheumatism,

Wounds, Sprains, Cuts, Swellings,
InStiff Joints and all Infurlea
tjluabie In emergencies.

^he next two years and
ftS-l
rurthert,OI\.for
redeem its promises, or to enable
oi.i: enloc?a,tic majority in the House
eitner to

—

Used inwardly for Colds, Sore
(Hrcr.f, Cramps, Bowel Disorders,
Cholera Morbus, Baby Pains. Relief is quick and sure.

interpose

veto to Republican
measures or to formulate and
pass bills
to carry out Democratic

And

to Use 1Q0 Years

the

happily Republicans throughout

country

recognizing the imporlosing sight of this one

are

tance of not

great issue, which includes all the other
issues of this campaign. Candidates are
i everywhere laying aside personal predilections as to details and mphods in a
grand rally around the standard of Republicanism. The nominations have
nearly all been made, the inter-party
contests are over and now but one large

The sole reliance for generations.
Has
cured countless thousands of hurts and ailments.

25c and 50c bottles.

Buy it and have it ready. At all dealers.
S. Johnson & Co., Boston. Mass.

CJ

be Republican

,u-

tit

[
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AXES, A FAMOUS BELFAST INDUSTRY
Kelley, managing

editor of the

Bangor Commercial, has

•tire little booklet for furthering’the sales of the Kelley axes,
product, and we take pleasure in reproducing the historical

allying illustrations:
HISTORY OF THE FAMOUS KELLEY AXES.
the Kelley name and members of the Belfast Kelley family
with the manufacture of axes in the State of Maine.
,.,-s was begun in a small scale in this country something over a
is to that time, however, axes of iron and steel were pounded
is of the early settlers and pioneers of the land, while in the
nan aborigines fashioned their axes and tomahawks out of the
,rv

men’.

:

k

f the last century Benjamin Kelley, who was born in what is
,,-hbay. and had learned the trade of blacksmith, began to look
of axes could be undertaken on a
ag where the manufacture
He made his way
than at the ordinary blacksmith’s forge.
unbroken
domains of the pine and
ward toward the then almost
a
as
Belfast
desirable
reason deciding upon
place for his new
u
site on Goose river which flows from a beautiful and never
Swanville.
of
town
Sr., was a prominent citizen of Belfast in the middle part of
He was
>,i a man of much push and business enterprise.
-inrt in the axe business he engaged in and soon established a j
As the lumbering business developed in the
-i quality of axes.
part of the State, he began reaching out for the trade and
el-tain sections of Maine the Kelley axes have been the one
most widely known of any manufactured in or outside of the

v

■

f

the birth of the son of the founder of the business, the late
who, when approaching the years of manhood entered into
father, and beginning at the bottom mastered the trade ii
every department. With the example of strict integrityarid honesty of purpose instilled into him in his early
(lays by his lather, tne son strove to manufacture the
very best axe that could be made and he, too, when
he came into full charge of the business through the
death of the elder Kelley, carried out the policy so early
adopted of sending out the very best axes that could be

,.

manufactured.

has been carried down through all these
With the very best of material
years to the present.
and the best men that can be obtained the workmanship
has been as good as the best and the honor of the family
has been the thing to be considered behind it all.
Following the death of Benjamin Kelley, Sr., the
business was continued by his son, Benjamin Kelley, Jr.,
and the latter’s brother-in-law, the late Walter B. Rankin.
This partnership continued until the death of the latter,
some 20 years ago, since which time his heirs have been
associated with the Kelleys in the business. On the death
of Benjamin Kelley the businsss was incorporated for
the more convenient handling of it. but the present list
ot stockholders includes the same families, identified
with the business from its beginning. The president of
the corporation is the grandson of the original proprietor
of the business; the general manager, the great-grandson
of the same and grandson of Mr. Rankin, who during
the territory in which these axes
m extending and broadening
known. The directors include these and other members of the
in fact, very much of a family
operated under corporation laws,
utation is staked as it has been for
11 the high quality of these axes,
years the proprietors have always
oftentimes ahead of the times in
This

H

iit:
r:

it,

policy

Careful experiaxe.
'!.■ with the different brands of
cades have been used exclusively
of these axes. When the quality

high-grade
a

i
it

-tied the point where it was to be
for
unary iron, this was adopted
the polls. We are also now using
tool
acknowledged to be the linest
a any other country for the manu-
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BENJAMIN KELLEY, JR.
1534-1909
Successor to his father in the
axe business, who devoted his
“hole life to building it up to
its present high plane.

This illustration gives a pretty
good representation of the home
of the Famous Kelley Axes and
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KELLEY AXE-IMS.

fact that in the selection of

axe, one should use as much
m getting a jackknife, or a razor for himself.
: of any or all of these one should ask for the
implement that
in it. The Kelley axes have the “stuff” right in them.
■- b.
ing equal, the best axe is the axe that has the best material
are made from the very best soft steel polls and the finest
t
l

,,

Hp,

an

the best of material the great superiority of one axe over
treatment in making and in the temper given to the bitt or
The great superiority of the Kelley axes over all others
e tempering is done by men
brought up in the business, whe
'big of axes a life study.
ientious work on every axe is the main secret of the reliability

;r.

K
R
R
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THINGS TO BE OBSERVED.

Hie

We
iur axe sharp by whacking it into stones or old iron.
-land either, though we can do so if desired.
Neither is the
) be used as a maul.
ia- be careful to preserve the
wedge effect or true bevel such
We can make a very thin axe that
ernes from the factory.
n’t always the.most practical implement to use for all ’round

■

Hi,,,,
He.
H
■
H
H

v

axe business, we think we know
If you
the woodsmen want for a practical chopping axe.
ire willing to be told what you know about it and will try to

ty years experience in the

at

descriptions and illustrations of the
These axes have been made in Belfast
.1
a
State, and care has been taken to maintain their quality and
■served reputation wherever used. The axes are manufactured
i
Belfast, and Edward H. Kelley, Bangor, is the selling agent.
ristory
1

axes

of this

industry

are

manufactured.

t
Your kidney trouble may be of long stand7. ®ct Lincoln, 111., found her
health. She writes: “I ing, it may be either acute or chronic, but
j
aid
6lil‘
vrt7 tr°uble and backache and whatever it is Foley’s Kidney Remedy will
l got i‘ [y P°or at times. A few you to get rid of it quickly and restore your
ol
bottle
“One
and
natural
health
vigor.
,!*>■' Piai. Tk Kidney Pills and gave
made me well,” said J.
till ney1 gave me great relief, Foley’s Kidney Remedy
takSibbull of Grand View, Wis. Commence
am again in perfect
Sold bv} .i,°?
ali
ing it now. Sold by all druggists.
druggists.
io

If*

mey

win

enroll

tnemseives

wun

me

party of construction and progress ratK»er than with the party of obstruction
and negation, and the resulting legislation of the Sixty-second Congress will
vindicate their choice.”

H.

Derbies

and

(J Every style

every

ISOLD

man.

IN BELFAST BY

J

Dwight P. Palmer

A

DU HUMPHREYS’ SPECIFICS.

QUESTION OF AUTHORSHIP

earnest effort to keep the government of this, the greatest nation on
earth, in the hands of those w7ho have
made it such and who have at heart the
w7elfare of the people.
WHEN

'll

HIT

WINS.

When the medicine you take cures your disease, tones up your system and makes you feel
better, stronger and more vigorous than before. That is what Foley Kidney Pills do for
you, in all cases of backache, headache, nervousness, loss of
appetite, sleeplessness and
general weakness that is caused by any disorder of the kidneys or bladder.
Sold by all

druggists.

THE DOMESTIC HELP QUESTION.
Information Wanted

From

Housekeepers.

In connection w7ith the investigation of
the domestic help question the bureau of
industrial and labor statistics is sending
out, through its special agent, Miss Eva
L. Shorev, a circular for the purpose of
securing needed information. The circular is sent to housekeepers who employ
help and their co-operation is sought by
a request to answ'er the question enclosed
in the circular. Those receiving the circular are also asked to give an expression
of their personal views on the general
situation, the answers to be confidential
to the extent that names w7ili not be used
The data sein connection therewith.
cured in this way will be utilized in the
making up of the annual report of the
bureau.
The questions asked include the name
of the employer, residence, if women
servants are employed, ar.d if so how
many, if they are employee for general

NATIONAL

CONGREGATIONAL
FERENCE.

What prominent
Cohgregationalists
declare will be the most important gathof
their
members
denomination
of
ering
ever held in this country will occur in
Boston next month, when the National
council of the Congregational churches
of the United States will hold its 14th
triennial session. From October 10th to
20th the council and allied organizations
will be in session in Tremont temple,
with overflow meetings in Park street
church and the New Old South church
and one mass meeting in Symphony hall.
Practically all the national societies of
the Congregational churches will join in
the convention.
Fully 5,000 delegates
are expected to be in attendance.
A notable feature will be the observance of the centenary of the organization of the National board of commissioners for foreign missions.
At this meeting congratulatory addresses will be made by representatives
from more than 50 missionary organizations of old religious denominations in
the United States and Europe.
Annual meetings will be held by the

Congregational Educational society, Congregational Home Missionary society,
American Missionary association, Congregational Church Building society,
Congregational Sunday School and Publishing society, Congregational Board of
Ministerial Relief and the Congregational Brotherhood.
At the opening meeting of the National council in Tremont Temple Monday

uiauuiaic
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Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Foleys
hdheypei?
fb«iB««cn«
Kidnctsmo Bueeca

-------

Direction, with each Vial In Five

English, German, Spanish,
No.
1.
2.
3»
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
tO.
13.
14.
15.
16.
IT.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.

LanguagesPortuguese and French.

FOR

Price

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. .25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Dysentery, Grlpings, Bilious Colic.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceuohe, Neuralgia.2J
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
gait Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Ophthalmia, Weaker Inflamed Eyes.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25
Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma.Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi.25
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
gore Mouth. Fever Sores or Canker.25
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34. gore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25
77m Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds... .25
A

8mall bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
or sent on receipt of
price.
Medical Book sent free.

pocket. Sold by druggists,

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE
William and Ann Streets. New York.

300 Acre Farm

Malden
Rubbers—Arctics—Boots
Defy the Wettest Weather

Dont Put Off Buying Rubbers
Be Ready when the Storms Come

|

Money Cannot Produce Goods that FIT BETTER
WEAR BETTER or that CARRY A BETTER FINISH
Ask Your Dealer for MALDEN RUBBERS

CO., Corner

If he does not handle them, write us
we will see that you are supplied

I

New England Agents

|

A. H. Berry Shoe Co.

I

j

For Sale

and

painted house, 2 big barns, spring water supply; good chance to make fish pond where trout
brook crosses farm; if taken at once, pr. horses,
! 5
cows, all farming tools and equipment will be
included for only $2900, part cash; for all details, traveling instructions for this and other

Portland. Maine
MU IMPIliPIW Ill'll

farm bargains from $1200 up, see page 16,
“Strout’s Biggest Farm Bargains,” copy free.
E. A. Strout, Station 146, Kent’s Hi:l, Maine.

BANGOR

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the

EVERY THURSDAY

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

AND

On and after June 2C, 1910, trains connectat Burnham and Waterville with
through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Fort
land and Boston will run as follows :

KETUKN

FROM

BE I.FAST.
P. M.
12 05
tl2 10
+12 20
12 32
+1244
12 50
12 58
1 20

A.M.

90 Cents
May, 13

cts.,
Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
TV
50
trren {Street, New York.
v«iy Brothers,

DYSPEPSIA
A Disorder Which Yields to the
Tonic Treatment as This

Philadelphia

Case

,t

Shows.
There is a form of indigestion in
which the stomach may be in a
perfectly
sound condition.
This is called nervous
dyspepsia and arises from a disturbance
of the nervous system which controls tin
digestive process. That the nerves di
control this process is evident from tlu
fact that acute emotions such as
grief oi

despair immediately stop digestion, and
that an injury to the brain or a nervi

center causes nausea and other distu.
bances of the stomach. The digestive
fluids such as saliva and gastric
juice an
the products of cells which are abun
dantlv slirmlip.d with
the mere expectation of food will start
the flow of these fluids.
An instance in which this form o’
nervous trouble was readily cured
by the
tonic treatment was that of .Mr.
Joseph
of
818
North
Waldon,
Eighth street
Philadelphia, Pa. He says:
“I think my nervousness was due tc
railroad work with its long hours and it
regular meals. I was sick for four or five
years and at one time was confined t<
bed.
I had no desire for food ami war
generally distressed by what I ate. I had
heartburn, gas formed on my stomach
and often I had to vomit.
I got out o:
breath and would have
palpitation o'
the heart if I exerted myself.
My head
ached a great deal and some dayswould be so bad that I would have to
quit work and come home. I had nc
strength or ambition, was pale and very
nervous.
I was restless and could not
sleep well for I would suddenly wake U{
through the night with a startled feeling.
“The doctor said Lliad nervousness hut
his prescriptions did not help me. Some
of my friends advised me to take Dr
Williams’ Pink Pills and I did and got
better in a short time.
I took quite a
few boxes in all ard was completelv

cured.”

t<»

Belfast, depart.

September

J

39.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Business Manager.
Notice of First

Meeting

I

|

of Creditors

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Waldo County.

NERVOUS

>

A new edition of the booklet, “What
to Eat and How to Eat,” is free on request. Send a postal for it today and
begin to cure yourself by following the
directions it contains.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
or sent by mail,
postpaid, on
druggists,
receipt of price, 50 cents per box six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. William?
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
■

In the matter of Edgar L.
D
fIn Bankruptcy.
Heath, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Edgar L. Heath of Stockton Springs, in the County ofW'aldoand District aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 10th day of
September, A. D. 1910, the said Edgar L. Heath
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of his Creditors will be held at
the office of Dunton & Morse, Masonic Temple, Belfast, Maine, on the 14th day of October, A. D. 1910, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the said Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such other
business as may properly cone before said
JOHN R. MASON,
meeting.

Bangor, Maine,

Referee in Bankruptcy.
September 15, 1910.--Tw38

BELFAST, MAINE

TELEPHONE

223-2

Citypoint.
Waldo.

! Brooks.

Knox.
Thorndike.

Unity.

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.

Bangor.

Waterville.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. BELfAST.

ELIZABETH M. BURGESS.

P.M.

3 15

,3 20
t3 30
: 42

354

315
1 58

4 00
4 08
4 25
0 41
", so
«CO
5 55

4 50
8 00

12 50
5 30

A.M.

TO

I!

P I.FAST
P.M.

Boston.

A.M.

A.M.

7 30

10 00

Portland. 11 05

7 05

1 20

A.M.
7 15
6 45

9 50

4 10
12 20

Waterville.
Bangor.

p. M.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

Unity.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
Belfast, arrive.

PRINTINGOFFICE

6 55
t7 00
(7 10
7 22
+7 34
7 40
7 48
8 10
8 28
8 38
1135
8 44

Portland. 11 50
Boston. 3 40

Citypoint.

BURGESS

7
7
8
8
8

20
28
25
44
52
+9 00
9 15
+9 25
+9 35
9 40

+9 55
10 04
10 25
10 50
11 00
til 10
n 30
+11 40
til 59
11 55

4 15
4 25
40
4 59
07
15
30
+5 40
+5 5 1
5 55

+Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. ''anborn
Agent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHBY. General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & Genera! Manager,
Portland,

Maine.

Successor to George W. Burgess,

Eastern Steamship Co.

PROPRIETOR.

JOB PRINTING.
commercial; printing

CARLETON

specialty

a

D0Ak7

Attorney and Counsellor
and

at Law

Notary Public.

Special

attention given to collections and
prompt returns.

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFAST, MAINE.
3m32

8e

cl- n a ud
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Comer Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
con

STEAMERS BELFAST AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5 p. m., week days for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For

Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport

and

Bangor, at 7.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer
Boston, daily except Monday.

from

KETIIKN'INO
Leave Boston, week days at 5.00 p. m.
Leave Rockland, daily, except Monday, at
5.15 a.m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

Belfast, Maine.

S. W. Johnson, M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Ottice hours every afternoon from

1 to 4.

Evening* I shall be at my residence, 23
Court Street, to answer calls.
Ottice telephone call, 250, ring 11.
House telephone call 32, ring 22.

Phones—Hospital

114-13.

Residence 108-13

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
Industry U. 8. Department of Agriculture.

dTw. cT libbey,
DENTIST,

|

mi

ing

BELFAST and CAMDEN

ON STEAMER S

Sir^HAY FEVER
Taste and Smell. Full size 50
at

MAIN STREET,

PI

BELFAST TO

Cream Baim
Ely'squickly

92

|I ISII——

Maine Central R.R.

TERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY

^Remedy6 CATMSH

;

|

Equipped

Big fertile money making farm thrown on
the market by aged owner who is unable to
work it; level machine worked fields; spring
watered pasture for 12 hd.; ample wood, timber, fine sugar orchard 500 trees, variety of
fruit; near neighbors and advantages; 8-room

CON- j

evening, October 10th, Gov. Eben S.
Draper will welcome the delegates on
behalf of the State, Mayor John F. Fitzgerald on behalf of the city, and Rev. A.
housework, as cook, nurse or chamber- H. Conrad, pastor of the Park street
maids, the number of persons ih the church, on behalf of the churches of
family, if the duties of the servant in- Greater Boston. The response will be
clude the care of children, how many made by the moderator of the National
hours per day the servant is expected to council, Thomas C. MacMillan of Chicabe on duty, the w7ages paid per week
auan^ciu^uvo
and per month, if the wages are higher made by the reception committee for the
entertainment of delegates.
pouvnv
supply of domestic help is increasing or
decreasing, what part of the week the
First Maine Cavalry Reunion.
servant has as free time, if servants are
allowed to receive company, and if so, in
The reunion of First Maine cavalry
what part of the house, nationality of at
Thomaston, Wednesday, September
present servant, married or single, age, 14th, was one of much interest. Thomif of foreign birth how long she has been aston was its
birthplace. The 50th year
in this country, if the present servant of the
regiment commenced September
had training in domestic science, if the
3d, 1910. Co. B of the regiment was enservice received is satisfactory, if the listed largely from Knox county. Two
employer would be willing to pay higher of the regimental commanders were
wages and grant more privileges for Thomaston men.
By General Order of
more efficient service, what nationality War
No. 10, (1865) the
Department,
most
desirable for domestic
is considered
regiment is entitled to enroll on its flag
of
the
which
foreign born, are do- the name of three more battles than any
help,
mestic helpers employed by the hour, if other of 4047
regiments in the War of
so, how much is paid per hour, if the the Rebellion, and its losses of killed and
servant rooms in the employer’s house
mortally wounded were ten more men
or some other place.
and one more officer than any other cavalIn closing the circular asks the emry regiment in the entire Union army.
ployer to give expression to her personal The president of the association is Elviews in connection with the servant
bridge Burton of Thomaston, whose 39th
girl problem, and what inducements can birthday was on the 9th of April, 1865,
be offered girls to accept employment at
Appomattox, Va., where the regiment
as household workers in preference to
athwart Lee’s line of retreat and a
lay
manufacturing or mercantile pursuits.
quarter of a mile from the courthouse,
during the midnight of April 8 till 8
o’clock April 9.
0.1.

champagne.”

Merrill declared that a 30 per cent solution of lactic acid would make hair grow
on the baldest head in two
weeks; that
sawdust from a tree known as hornbeam
would cure dyspepsia and all stomach
troubles, and that the root of the peony
would cure the worst case of epilepsy.
He also claimed to have a mysterious
cabinet of petrified wood and moss, for
what purpose was not stated.
Merrill was arrested last July, after
admitting to a postal inspector and deputy
marshal that most of his claims were untrue.

for

in the Boston TranA Republican House, of Representa- [From Notes and Queries
script.]
tives means constructive legislation; it
means taking up the unfinished business
8749. Since no one has answered this
of the present Congress and the fulfill- query satisfactorily, let me tell what I
ment of all pledges belonging to this ad- know of the poem beginning:
“Rock of Ages, cleft for me,”
ministration; it means a merchant marine; it means further laws in the interThoughtlessly the maiden sung.
est of labor; it means the enactment into
In the spring of 1882 I became aclaw of measures looking to the more comquainted with a Miss Monnie, who had
plete conservation of our natural re- recently come to Pittsburg, Pa., from
sources; it means a just and capable re- New York city.
She presented to me
apportionment of congressional districts the poem mentioned above, printed on a
based on the census of 1910; it means blank
slip of paper, as for private distribetter provision for the health of the nabution, and told me that her sister had
tion; it means such monetary legislation written the poem. If I remember coras will further the elasticity as well as
rectly the author was then living in New
the stability of our currency and the
York, and I think married or about to be.
credit of our government; it means a
f. w. v.
further inquiry into and regulation of inThis confirms the statement of the
and
it
terstate commerce business,
Index that Ella M. (Monnie)
means that if it is thought best to revise Granger
Moore is the author. Mrs. Moore’s name
the tariff it shall be done wisely and in |
is Ella Maud Moore. The others whose
accordance with the American policy of
names are mentioned in connection with
protecting our labor and industries.
the poem are Will S. Faris, Professor;
Edward H. Rice and John Byrom. E. R.
On the other hand, a Democratic C. sends a pleasant note in which he says
House of Representatives means obstruc- that some years ago, while he was editor
tion if not destruction; it means a tariff of the Danbury (Conn.) News, he investibill that will strike a blow at American gated the matter and was convinced that
labor, a measure that would not be Mrs. Moore was the author. E. R. C.
enacted into law because of a Republican further states that the weakness of
Senate and President, but nevertheless Faris’s allegation that he wrote the poem
a bill that would bring anxiety
and un- was shown in The Christian at Work, of
rest and a curtailment of industry and a New York.
Dr. Talmage’s paper, by
A Marshall H. Bright, its managing editor.
consequent loss of labor and wages.
Democratic House in the sixty-second Our correspondent adds: “These ordinary
Congress means a play for position in but popular lines have had a wide curthe campaign of 1912.
It means no rency. The author is the wife of Hon.
good to the country in any way.
Joseph E. Moore of Thomaston, Me., and,
These are not idle statements, they I think, a relative of Charles Copeland,
The Repub- the marine painter.
are borne out by the facts.
She has written
lican Congresses of recent years in the verses much better than ‘Rock of Ages,
constructive laws placed on the statute and in a prize competition in prose in the
books have shown the voters of the coun- j Youth’s Companion in the eighties she
try what may be expected. And so, too, brought out a pathetic domestic sketch
has the attitude of the Democratic min- of New England life for which she was
ority in its hostility to progressive legis- awarded a large sum.”
ue expeeuju 11
lauon siiowii wnai can
It is interesting to note in connection
that party be given power.
with the above that one correspondent
thought that Dr. Talmage was the auwho gave John Byrom as the
The great issue, then, which includes thority
author.
And it is also interesting to note
hut does not obscure the lesser issues is !
that when E. R. C. was making his inwhether we shall go on with the good
for the Danbury News he
work so well begun by the present Con- vestigations
did not find anyone claiming thatToplady
gress and round out the administration was the author.
of President Taft with a rich fulfillment
of all promises made and implied, or
After a heavy meal, take a couple of Doan’s
whether we shall stop work on the grand Regulets, and give your stomach, liver and
Regulets
structure of nationality and nullify the bowels the help they will need.
done.
But few weeks now7 bring easy, regular passages of the bowels.
work

grand,

the site on which they have been
mad. fur tie- past :«> years with4
out a bleak.
The pi-sent St rueturts includes a part that in the
early nays uf Belfast served the
inhabitants uf the east sale uf the
The
as a meetinghouse.
near end of the present building
'-.W
contains the original framework
and much of the boarding of
the so-called East Meetinghouse
JS KELLEY AXES ARE MADE
erected on the northerly side of
the shore road to Searsport and
to
Williamson’s History of Belfast, in the year 1792.
::g
authority the building was sold at public auction in 1830 to
..in Kelley and was utilized as a part of his axe factory. Since
s of 40 feet in length have been added so that now the whole
feet in length by 40 feet in width.
t'ed on a line water power on the Goose river about one and a
ty of Belfast on Swan Lake avenue, the main traveled road
pie power for running the plant the year around. The facility
eiy cheap water power that is always dependable is what
■' the founders of this business and that the choice was a wise
u
I again and again by this concern in the 90 years it has been
*

MK'
Bp™

"’'•a

should mean a great Republican victory.
As the President says:
‘‘If the voters become impressed by
the party record with the difference in
governmental efficiency and capacity of
the Republican and Democratic parties,

L. &

already

■■n.ngij

)

The unprecedented demand for litera-

ture from all parts of the country shows
that the voters are determined to cast
their ballots intelligently, and this

Because

Hold their shape,
Hold their color.

Democratic.

remain, and the duty of every RepubliLet us lay aside petcan is apparent.
ty differences and get together in one

axes.

•he high art of the Kelley estabmade the study of years on the
trusted with this important
King. The measure of success
ars of the manufacture of the
can be solely attributed to the
which every axe is looked after
>',■ to Stand ^
usage.
^
proper

or

with
the
tradepride
mark in their hats,
after months of wear

point

to

contest remains—to determine whether
the next House of Representatives shall

Y

Wearers of L. & H.

Derbies

0

the results of labor khd
investigation.
These were guaranteed to tell how tc
make hard water soft, to make
whisky
from potatoes, to cure baldness, epilepsy
and dyspepsia.
Persons sending the $1 were informed
that “the hardest water could be made
soft by boiling a 2-ounce vial in a kettle,
when all impurities would adhere to the
vial,” and that whiskey could be made by
chopping up potatoes and mixing molasses with them and burying
jare filled
with the mixture under the grou id for s
year. Equally simple formulas were supplied for making “the finest wines, cider

a

principles.”

'l-

■

A Gardiner Man This Time.
Washington, September 13. A fraud
order was issued today against Dr. H. F.
Merrill of Gardiner, Me., for
obtaining
money through the mails by false and
fradulent pretences, representations and
promises. He advertised to sell for $1 s
number of alleged
valuable formulas,

As the

one

stands out

LlMfMEN

A FRAUD ORDER.

VETERINARIAN

MASONIC TEMPLE.
Artistic

Bridge Work

exposure of

gold.

without

TREATS ALL DISEASES OF ANIMALS

unsightly
3m28»

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
STREET,
BELFAST,'MAINE

SPRING

Hospital Never Closed.

he did not appear to so good advantage.
In his campaign speeches he libelled
Maine, and while as the head of the
Grange he had stood for prohibition and
enforcement, on the stump he supported
the Democratic policy of resubmission
and license.
Much that Editor Pattangall said of Gardner in the short-lived
Maine Democrat was true, and many
realized that it was true, and in view of
what has taken place it is not at all certain that if Gardner had been nominated
this year he could have been elected. It
is nbt, therefore, too much to say that
but for Pattangall Col. Plaisted would
not be the Governor-elect. Will Pattangall accept the speakership of the house,
or some other office, as payment in full,
or will he be the power behind the throne
and dictate the policy and name the appointees of the Plaisted administration?
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President Taft

was

returns

Complete
rality of 9,114.

A new Belfast

factory

on

Bridge

September 15th.

53

give Plaisted

plu-

a

industry—the affidavit
street.

The Democrats of Utah in their State
platform demand prohibition.

Owing

sheep kept,

were no

Yours

approaching a farm where sheep
Bangor News “the were kept; the meadows were clean, there
were no weeds in the fence corners, the
schools, the churches and the best people fences were
strongly built and in good
in Maine favored the election of Fernald;’’ shape, and there was an air of thrift about
Champ Clark sends “greetings and
hearty congratulations to the heroic
Democrats of Maine.”

congratulated

the

Has

Republicans

abuse and

;

in each case the number the

luc

uaug'ui

v

uu

iiiauai,

mat

conclusively proved by the vote cast
for Sheriff Carleton September 12th, in
his home town, Winterport, and in Belfast, his place of residence.

for home

was

;

i

It

was

area

of course

a

nutshell.

It

enough

to cut down expenses,
but the Democrats will find the other
part of the problem a serious one.
is

ease

satisfactory

Conceding

the

ability, integrity,

indus-

garments

learned that in many
were raised

leigh popular
no

man

in

among his fellow members
Washington is on a better

It has often occurred to

U

voted down by the people of Maine even
What
its strongest advocates admit.
Will those who
then will be gained?
want license or free rum be any better
satisfied than they are with present conditions?
In our opinion the defeat of the Republican party in Maine began two years ago
when Governor Female! was first nominated. The sentiment of the party was
strongly in favor of William T. Haines
but the Ricker methods defeated him.
The Haines men accepted the action of
the State convention and helDed elect
Mr. Fernald but the reduced plurality
showed lack of enthusiasm.—Piscataquis

g

Observer.
The

beginning

of

the

trouble dates

back two years more, when Fernald was
candidate for the nomination against

a

The Lewiston Journal then made

Cobb.

the charges of Republican extravagance
and of ring rule which have constituted
the chief campaign material of the Democrats ever

sued

by

since.

A campaign sheet is-

the Democrats at that time was

made up almost wholly of articles from
the Lewiston Journal. It kept up this
cry after the defeat of its candidate and
during Gov. Cobb’s administration, and
months ago it began attacks on the
Maine delegation in Congress, both in
the House and in the Senate, in which
it was aided by the Portland P:ess. The
Lewiston Journal also made a personal
attack on Congressman Swasey, the
publican candidate for Congress in

Rethe

second district, and with the aid of the
Portland Press was endeavoring to secure
the election of a successor to Senator
Hale who was not acceptable to a large

Republicans. In trying to
pull down other Republicans it has connumber of

the defeat of the party and
of its own candidates.

tributed

to

Governor-elect Plaisted tells his supporters: “Boys, we must make good.”
But will he; can he? If he does there
will be trouble in the Democratic camp.
The old-line, hard-shell Democrats, will
not in that case get what they hoped for
and voted for. They want an era of pro-

scription
see

and destruction.

They

want to

the knife put in deep and turned in

the wound. Then where does W. R. Pattangall come in? While he had the aid

i£,

piupci

=30Lr~:-
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These garments
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PROBATE COURT.

i

was

COMPANY

unusual showing of Fall Dress Goods and Trimmings. New
and Shades, with All-Overs and Bands to match

ladies

Accounts were allowed in estates of William
H. Hall, late of Unity, first and final; Octavius 1
R. Webster, late of Belfast, first and final;
Thomas Kenney, late of Belfast, guardian’s ;
first and final; Julia A. Hancock, late of Isles- i

j

and final; Addison B. Sparrow, late
of Freedom, second and final; Cynthia M. Lev-

boro,

first

ana misses

sweatee

specialize LARGE SIZES in all our READY-TO-WEAR Garments, \\
Kimonas, Coats, Suits, Separate Skirts—sizes run to 48 in. bust measure in s

We shall

WHICH
DO YOU

J

mo.

Rubber, Rubberized, Silk and Cravanettes. Rubber
$3.85 to $9.00. Better Coats $9.00 to $20.00

$1.25, 1.98, 2.25, 3.25, 4.25, 4.98, 6.75

*

late of Montville.
Petition for administration allowed in estates
of Viola Twitchell, late of Montville; Rosa S.
Coombs, late of Bethel, Minii.; Walter Gilkey, j
late of Searsmont.
Petition for allowance allowed in estates of
Elvira J. Cobb, late of Searsmont; Robert W.
Mayo, late of Monroe.
Petition for license to sell real estate allowed
in estate of Elvira J. Cobb, late of Searsmont.
Warrants and inventories were returned in
estates of Andrew J. Mason, late of Belfast;
Peter W. Ayer, late of Freedom; Lenity Hall,
late of Lincolnville; Webster C. Perkins, late
of Frankfort; Amasa Cummings, late of Paler-

THE NEW NEMO CORSET,
)

■

good size and

Edgemark's
Also

a

to stout women.

good driver,

one

of,

colts.

have

2

This is

i
Irish Setter

Dogs,

6

in and look

months old, full blooded and from registered stock.

of the year when people are undecided
It mav help vou to decide.
our stock.
Yours very truly,

a season
over

as to

what

they

want

CARLE & JONL

Whichever you want come and see
are sold.

them before they

I also have 18 shares of the Odd Felone

one

-—--—__

Builcjing Association stock to sell,
12-guage hammerless shot-gun,
split bamboo fishing rod with reel

and line.

OBITUARY.

Mrs. Etta E. Brown, Mrs. Grace Marsh; wreath-

Merriam died at his home in Morrill
months.
September 15th, aged 76 years and 10
He leaves a widow, Caroline Bowen Merriam,
and
;o whom he had been married 52 years,
four children, Herman of Morrill; Richard of
Belfast; Nellie, who' married J. F. Sheldon and
ives at Poor’s Mills, Belfast, and Mrs. Linda
R. I. One
arey, now a widow in Providence,
brother, Eli C. Merriam of Belfast, and one

ters, Mrs. Hattie Paul; cut flowers, Mr. anti
Mrs. W. H. Beals: bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Harding, Mrs. Vilinda Hatch; cut flowers, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Hatch, Mrs. E. E. Mears, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Carter, Mrs. Annabel Underwood, Mrs. Laura Wing. There were other cut
flowers without cards.
The stricken family
wish, through The Journal, to thank their
many friends for acts of kindness rendered in
this, their time of need.

Mrs.

Elisha

GOING CHEAP.

CHAS. R. COOMBS,
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

I

I;

Alvesta Hatch and

daughter;

white

Bangor.

Mrs. Mary J. Ellis passed

day, September 20th, at

go.

of

greeting

will be remembered

long

Her

early

years

were

March 30, 1856, she was marr
Ellis and went to South Br
first wife had left him wi?
she became more than a ste
them as her own. In 1866 t
fast
To them were born t
H., who died in early life.
M. Lane, with whom she h
since the death of her husl

|

and at

the

ter, Mrs. Merinda M. Lane,
she suffered a slight shock,
she has gradually failed.
Unity, August 15, 1833, thi
and Elizabeth Parkhurst W
i»y of seven children she h..

suriister, Mrs. Julia Wood of Kennebunkport,
j
vive him. He was born in Belmont, the son of
Capt. D. A. Warren, aged 67 years, after
his
In
Merriam.
the late Elisha and Martha
many months of severe illness, died last Fria
been
! day, September 16th, at about noon. His wife
pouth he was a free-soiler, but had
staunch Republican ever since the organiza- and two daughters, whose constant attention
tion of that party. For many years he was for the past ten months has been untiring,
Srst selectman of Morrill and also served as were at his bedside when the end came. Capt.
treasurer several years. He represented his Warren, familiarly known as “Capt. Al.,” was
flass in the Legislature in 1903. In all of the one of the best known figures in town. As
he was ever road commissioner, for the last few years, he
nany responsible positions held,
loted for his strict integrity and sound judg- has driven a good deal and had met and known
familiarly many of the strangers within our
nent. He has been a member of Honesty
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, for the past 34 gates, as well as our town’s people. The
He
funeral was held on Sunday at 2 o’clock at the
fears and served several years as it master.
house. The service was performed by the
vas deeply interested in grange work and his
oyalty to the order was unquestioned. The Rev. A. G. Warner, assisted by the Masons,
'uneral services were held at his late residence Foresters and Order of the Eastern Star. At
sunday, September 17th, at 2 p. m.. Rev. David the grave the service was taken in charge by
Wilson of Belfast officiating. Several fine the Masons and the last impressive rites of the
[elections of music were rendered at the house Masonic burial given. Of his popularity no
tnd in the cemetery by Mrs. E. P. Frost and words could speak so forcibly as the large body
drs.E. S. Pitcher of Belfast. The large number of men gathered together at the funeral to
>f relatives and friends present, and the abunpay their last tribute of respect. As Mason,
Forester and member of the Eastern Star, his
lant display of flowers attested in a large measfigure was known to all, and his cheerful words
ire to the high esteem in which he was held,

lonesty Grange furnished pall bearers,

j

K Ellis of Stockton
village
Mr. \ an Bleck of

as-

always
help any

good friend a•
who migh;
life was at all times devot*
funeral service will be hel<i
daughter, Mrs. Lane, Thuro’clock.
was

a

to

one

Ransom Rich,

a

venerat-

spected citizen, passed aw;
ing, August 27, of heart fa:
of two weeks, due t
born in Jackson, Me.,
tive State he had held man
trust and had led an honora
He has been a resident of
past twenty-one years. He I
daughter, Miss Emilie Rich
Mr. Rich suffered a severe
his only son, Wilfred B.
vices were held at his late re
street, Monday, at 2 p. m.
Favor, of the Prospect h
church, officiated. Miss Ade
ered appropriate selections
expressed the sympathy of
was at the family lot at Wood,
Mass., Journal of September
ness
was

into the

he grave in Morrill cemetery, read the beauti- years to come. The bereaved family have the
sympathy of the entire community.
ul and impressive burial service for the deMrs. Louisa S. Perkins of Sandypoint passed
based, Rev. A. M. Cox officiating as chaplain,
•’oliowing is a partial list of the floral display : away Tuesday evening, September 13th, aged
>asket of flowers, “Husband,” Mrs. Elisha 86 years, 11 months and 11 days after an ill!
She was born in
derriam; pillow, “Father,” from the children ness of several months.
REUNION OF THE FIFTEENTH MAINE, j
. md granddaughter; anchor of sweet peas, from
Prospect, the daughter of Peter and Charlotte
Bangor, Me., September 15. The annual re- :ent er montviCLe.
Ii lis sister, Mrs. Wm. H. Wood; basket, “Broth- Holbrook Littlefield. In early life she married
union of the Fifteenth Maine Regiment opened
Mr. William Lowell passed his ninetieth < ir,” Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Merriam; sheaf of Wm. Perkins, who died twenty years ago.
here yesterday with an attendance of about!
last Saturday. He received cards and
vheat, Victor and Kenneth Merriam; pillow of She leaves four sons, John A. and Frank G. of
eighty veterans. At the opening session | jirthday
Mayor John F. Woodman gave an address of ; »ther gifts of remembrance from his many j ut flowers, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Brown, Mr. and Milo, George S. of California and Fred F. of
drs. Elisha Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Tileston Sandypoint, with whom she lived in her old
welcome, to which Luther V. Gilmore of Brew- ! friends, who extend congratulations and best
er responded.
General Joseph S. Smith of the !
viBhes.... Miss Alice Lowell, who was very ill
Vadlin, Mr. and Mrs. Charles White; bouquet home. She had been remarkaoly smart for
hoard of managers of the National Home for {
Disabled Veterans invited the association to j ast week, is more comfortable.... Rev. F. A. < »f asters, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Wood; pillow, one of her age and always was interested in
!
meet at Togus in 1911, which invitation was
dorgan and wife called on friends in town last 1 dr. and Mrs. D. O. Bowen and son; floral spray, every day affairs up to the last few days. She
accepted. It was voted to form an auxiliary ) rhursday.... Mrs. Oramandel Morse visited 1 4r. and Mrs. A. F. Bunker; cut flowers, Mr. leaves one brother Mr. Aaron Littlefield of
association to include the sons, wives and !
* nd Mrs. J. O. Blake; cut flowers, Mr. Israel
Edgartown, Mass. The funeral was held Frilaughters of the members of the association. drs. Wilbur Penny last week.... Mrs. Winfield 1
Colonel Isaac Dyer, the war colonel of the regi- ; junt and daughter returned to Boston last
Voodbury, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson, day afternoon, Rev. Mr. Corey of Searsport
nent, is here and was re-elected president of : ; Saturday, after several weeks’ visit with her 1 Ira. Hattie Larrabee, Mrs. Ella Sanborn, Mrs. officiated, and was conducted by undertaker
he association. Mayor H. A. Shorey of Bridg- |
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson.... W. 1 lary Bray; bouquet of asters, Mr. and Mrs. Nye of Searsport. Burial was in the family
x>n was reelected secretary and treasurer for
;he twenty-seventh term. F. H. Wentworth I. Lang, milk inspector for Whiting & Sons of 1 Yed Smalley; sweet peas, Mrs. Nettie Payson; lot on the hill cemetery. Those from out of
>f Bradford, Mass., and Jasper I. Fisher of
Boston, was in town last week....Mr. John * sters, Mr. Frank Howard; pinks, Dr. O. S. town who came to attend the funeral were
langor, were elected vice presidents and Miss dorrill of Belmont has been looking over the 1 rickery; mound of asters, Mrs. N. L. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. John Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
5va L. Shorey of Bridgton, assistant secretary.
basket and cut flowers, Kittridge and two children, Mr. and Mrs.
Among the veterans present from out of the 1 irchards in town this week with the expects- 1 Ira. Blanche Fenwick;
State were Daniel Morang and John A. Wheeler j ion of buying soon.Mr. and Mrs. Volney 1 Ir. and Mrs. Russell Cross; cut flowers, Mr. j Frank Perkins of Milo, Mrs. Julia Littlefield,
| »f Roxbury, Mass S. E. Dow of Fall River, A.
have gone to Danforth to visit their « nd Mrs. Roscoe Cross; floral spray, Mrs. T. N. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Littlefield of Brewer, Mr.
j
dountfort of Nashua, N. H., A. F. Clement, | Thompson
and Mrs. Samuel Gil- 1 earson, Mrs. Nellie B. Hatch; basket and cut Andrew Littlefield of Dorchester, Mass., Mrs.
|
•Yanceston, N. H., H. Sweet of South Easton, .1 laughters, Mrs. Arthur
f lowers, Mrs. Elsie Banks; bouquet of asters, Clara Littlefield of Prospect, Mr. and Mrs. S.
j dass.
tatrick.

11

Price $3.0(1

Perfect Corset Comfort and up-to-date style for SLENDER WOMEN, V
Lastikops Corset, the latest Corset invention. Don’t fail to see it. As
a comfort to slender women as the World Famous Nemo
Self-Reducing Cor

nice 6 year old horse,

a

style 330

■

?
I want to sell

u

Skirts to 36 in. Waist size.

WANT

lows’

|

\

CHILDREN’S RAINCOATS AT A LOW PRICE

j

Besides breathing through the inhaler a few
times a day, many catarrh sufferers write that
of Johnson, McGillicuddy and others of they find inhaling HYOMEI (pronounce it
the Democratic ring, his was the master High-o-me) from a bowl of steaming water
each night befoie retiring a great aid in curing
mind, the directing spirit, in the move- stubborn cases.
Fill a bowl half full of boiling water; pour
ment that dethroned Gardner, put Plaisinto the water a
of HYOMEI, cover
ted in his place and secured the latter’s head and bowl teaspoonful
with a towel, and breathe
down
of
While the turning
election.
through nose and mouth the pleasant, mediantiseptic and healing vapor that arises.
Gardner was generally looked upon as a cated,
This method relieves that stuffiness at once,
the
Democrats
cost
and
that
would
mistake
makes your head feel fine.
You can get a bottle of HYOMEI at drugdear, it did not prove so, and for good gists everywhere
or at A. A. Howes & Co., for
reasons. As the head of the State Grange only 50 cents. Ask for extra bottle HYOMEI
Inhalent.
and
a
Mr. Gardner cut
very good figure
But bear in mind that a HYOMEI outfit
in 1908 he no doubt carried a very con- which includes inhaler and bottle of HYOMEI
siderable percentage of the Grange vote costs $1.00.
HYOMEI is guaranteed to cure catarrh, sore
that would otherwise have gone to the throat,
coughs, colds, asthma and croup, or
Republican candidate. As a politician money back. Try it on that generous,basis.

an

1

j

September term of Probate Court, Judge
George E. Johnson, presiding:
Petitions for probate of will allowed in estates of Mary T. Mills, late of Lincolnville;
John Hall, late of Brooks; Benton F. Thomp-

DRESS~FABRICS

A llVrn A TC
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J

Hyomei for Catarrh

making

j

transacted at the

son,

vaiuvo

to Use

are
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The following business

carried last season and consider ourselves fortunate in
there are only two agents east of Portland.

season, as

O

Street

>

Way

broad guarantee of two

>|[n]

mor-

A fuii lin e of Caskets. Robes and Furnishing Goods always in stock. Our
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone connection.

i

we

FALL

BY

|(Z"

and the revenues of the State. Waste enseller, late of Lincolnville, first and final;
places would be made fruitful, and the Mary F. Leathers, late of Troy, first and final'
upward trend in meat prices checked. John Chase Lowell, late of Prospect, first and j
Taking time by the forelock, the sheep final; Belinda Littlefield, late of W'interport,
men are now busily questioning candi- j first and
final; Elizabeth A. Barns, late of j
dates for the legislature, and carefully
Belfast, first and final; Fred M. Staples, late of :
noting their answers. “The fortunate Belfast, first.
ones who go to Augusta will know what
Petitions for probate of will filed and notices ;
they want before they start.”
ordered on estates of Rebecca E. Thompson, j
After a heavy meal, take -. couple of Doan's late of Montville; William McGrath, late of
Regulets, and give your stomach, liver and Winterport; George B. Pillsbury, late of Unity;
bowels the help they will need.
Regulets Samuel W.
Webb, late of Unity; Charles W.
bring easy, regular passages of the bowels.
Ward, late of Thorndike; Israel Closson, late
of Searsport; Elias C. Fowler, late of Unity;
News of the Granges.
Helen M. Bird, late of Northport.
Union Harvest Grange will hold a fair at j
Petition for allowance hied in estate of Ezra
their hall in Center Montville, October 4th.
A. Boynton, late of Liberty.
Mystic Grange, Center Belmont, will hold j Petition for distribution filed in estate of Ad! their annual fair and ball, Wednesday, October I dison D. Sparrow, late of Freedom.
Accounts were filed in estates of Phineas G.
Waterman’s Orchestra of four pieces
1 5th.
second and final; Lewis
| will furnish music for the dance in the even- ! Hunt, late of Belfast,
Reynolds, late of Burnham, final; Fred M.
i^g.
late of Belfast, second and final; Edgar
Victor Grange, Searsmont, are holding regu- Staples,
j T. Pillsbury, Jr., of Lincolnville, guardian’s
; lar meetings and having good attendance, j
first and final.
They will have a sociable September 27th with j
an entertainment.
Ice cream will be served.
HOW’S THIS ?
I All are cordially invited.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Seaside Grange held a very interesting meetcase of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
! ing Wednesday evening, September 14th, with any
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
a good attendance.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Reports of the meeting of j
Waldo Pomona Grange, which was held Tues- j
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for the last 15 years, and believe him
Cheney
day, September 13th, with Equity Grange, were
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
given by those who attended that meeting. and financially able to carry out any obligations
After the business of this session a program made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
including music, a recitation, stories, a paper
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
entitled “The Bright Side of Life” was read
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actand remarks along the line of grange work by ing directly upon the blood and mucous surseveral members concluded the program for faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
this meeting. A interesting and instructive Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
Take Halls's Family Pills for constipation,
j
program is arranged for the next meeting.
j
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)
UNDERTAKERS,
(«£-")
Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226

to teach them. This is another of
the objects of the Association. As a
slight indication of how such instructions
would probably be sought, President Gifford received a letter a short time since,
asking him to come to a distant part of
the State to advise the writer regarding
his sheep. The latter offered to pay all
expenses, but pressure of business at
home made it impossible for Mr. Gifford
to accept.
“The present plan is to ask the Legislature for an instructor in sheep husbandry, such as is already provided for
the dairy industry.
A modest appropriation expended in this w'ay would
ciian

SALE
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no one
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standpoint of garment goodness—style, tit and service—PRj
decidedly superior, yet they are priced within easy purse-reach of all.

the agency this

H. J. LOCKE & SON.
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Maine papers.
The Turf, Farm and
Home, which takes an active interest in

v\

l

F<"K

n

England or Scotland, but this is
not altogether attributable to the keeping of sheep. "Even the streams are not
allowed to meander at will, washing out
here and depositing there, but are con-

v» uu\

give

garment.

quality

£

—-

in

departments, and he is able all such matters, has suggested that
footing
to secure prompt action on all matters there should be an instructor in sheep
He has given husbandry in the agricultural departhe brings before them.
special attention to pension cases and we ment of the University of Maine, which
should hope that few pensioners were so seems to us a sensible and practical sugungrateful as to cast their votes against gestion. The Independent-Reporter has
him on September 12th.
also had something to say in regard to a
new era in sheep husbandry in Somerset
Maine’s liquor policy is certainly schedand we quote the following from
uled for a radical revision. If successful- county,
its columns;
from
remove
it
should
done,
politics
ly
a
“Somerset county farmers have stayed
chronically vexatious issue.—Boston
in the sheep business because it paid, and
Transcript.
No one on earth today will live to see ! it pays better today than at any time in
But with the shifting of populathe liquor question removed from poli- years.
tion that has taken place during the past
One argument in favor of resub- ; three
tics.
decades, many of the best farms
mission has been that if the people were are now owned by men who have never
allowed to vote on it it would be taken | kept sheep. They would keep them now,
know how, and there is
Not so. That it will be but they do not
out of polities.

I

It demonstrates one reason why this
is the only “silver plate that
resists wear”

As to weeds and “fence corners grown
up in bushes” nothing of the kind was

in the

every

the makers

We urge YOU and YOUR friends to visit us now. Come prepared to exam in
garment with critical eyes—we’ll send you home happy and convinced of PRP

try and good intentions of Congressman- fined, like canals, within their banks.
elect Gould he must fall far short of fillSince writing the foregoing we find
ing Congressman Burleigh’s place, and
the district will miss the latter’s invalu- that this matter of sheep raising has
able services. Not only is Governor Bur- been under discussion in some of the
but

wear on

good features

From every

would

the writer that this

seen

grace.
■

consumption, while there was
always a market for the meat

and the wool.

j!

v

In addition to all these

practice might be
followed to advantage in this country;
You Democrats made a great fight and but that of course is purely speculative
on our part as we know nothing as to
won a marvelous victory, but you have
ahead of you a far tougher job—the job the care or cost of raising sheep in this
of carrying out your contract by actually
way, and we should be glad to hear from
cutting clown expense, and without ima practical farmer on this point.
of
the
serthe
efficiency
public
pairing
vice.—Lewiston Sun.
That is the situation in

D

This shows the sectional plating of
“1835 R. Wallace” Silver Plate

charming

a

to

us

our

PRINTZESS garments ask for your consideration not only on style, tit, tailoring
all-wool quality—but also on a new improved feature—PRINTZESS PL10 CANVAS^
new shape retaining fabric—that is made exclusively for PRINTZESS garments and
the shape holding qualities of every PkINTZESS garment as long as it lasts.

the lamb and mutton

cases

o

^>I|Q|

101

sheep question. Everywhere, even
large cities, where
there was a bit of ground not under cultivation, there were sheep, from only two
or three up to larger numbers, evidently

unfc unded attacks upon a faithful and
; warrant.
efficient public official is certain to reU<-

garment

1

___

in the suburbs of the

1

campaign of personal

“A

I

of the

any one
who elec-

ted Plaisted?

IT'S

1

these farms.—The Practical Farmer.
On a trip abroad a few years ago the
writer was impressed with another phase

but the other fellows had the most votes.

impossible for

that crowd

Jlioiic—

THA\

give an advertising prominence to all of the beautiful thin?
but
store,
by reason of their unusual smartness, grace and charm
do feel that PR1NTZESS garments deserve to be specially featured.
Our showing of these recognized leaders in the realm of coat and suit Fashion
exceptionally attractive, tor the makers have endowed their garments with those h
artistic touches that spell “something different” and that at the same time add to

truly,

mi—-

MORE

——-

i

Belfast, Scpttn let 19,1910.

to the

According

EVENT OF

ORDINARY PROMINENCE

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

fence corners were
'‘Don’t you think fences leaned in or grown
out, and there was a ;
Congress had better be asked for an ap- general air of dilapidation about the entire place.
We could always tell when
propriation to ‘raise the Maine?’

MERCHANDISE

A

We therefore request those patrons
indebted to us to settle their accounts
at their earliest convenience.

flourished,
up in bushes,

we were

com-

pany is necessary.

weeds

A subscriber writes:

to the death of our late Mr.

White*a reorganization of the

In a recent trip through the West a
certain matter was brought forcibly to
our attention.
On farms where there

Well, well, to think that Belfast remained Republican.—Lisbon Enterprise.
It was well.

CARLE & JONES’
|
Autumn Announcement

To Our Patrons

1

■

Rev.

j

Truman Allan Merr

gregationalist minister and
books, died September 16th
street, Malden, in
j Glenwood
He was born in Prospt
year.
| of Rev. Thomas Merrill, pas’

Church of that town, and
His brother was Rev. Willian
his time a leading Congregati
Maine. The deceased was
»
Bangor Theological Seminar,
by three children.—Boston Tra>

Announcement comes from
the death of Captain F. W. A
the Vancouver & Victoria St.
pany and well known to thou-a'
men.
For years he had been
the Puritan, a four-masted b:v
once

made

a

record of 107

5
*
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days

Captain Amsbury

Esquimault.
Rockport, Me., forty-six
a

wife.

years ag
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Mr. Albea E. Hutchins has told his house,'No.
3 Union street, to Mr. Harry H. Stimpson.
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shipping potatoes
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H. Stevens of Lynn, Mass., will
Belfast, October 8th. He has engaged
Odd Fellows’ Hall, Belfast, and Adams Hall,
Unity, and will conduct classes in dancing at
both places. Prof. Stevens is a frequent visitor

come

up

week, 40 cents a
....ney in that for the
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Yacht Club will be
Thursday evening,
ance will come before
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the last of ti e
Orrin J. Dickey
•ctober 4th. This
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rates from all

branch and

ham

•of the season, pern-key to that point.

the Belfast

in

ding September
i

Greer, Miss
-hler, Miss Ada A.
Florence Smith,
kford (,2 letters),
j'urrill, Nathan H.
Clarence E. Martin,
Waterman, Frank
S. C.

l

j

There will be an all-day picnic on the
; Vaughan shore, East Belfast, next Saturday.
The Trinity Reformed church and Mason’s
luiuD
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mending.

Holeproofs there is no
mending. So don’t forget

mast,

the day is pleasant a delightful time is assured.
Rev. William L. Brower will be a guest
of honor on this occasion.
If

1
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to be had at

The Belfast party, who will attend the W.
C. T. U. State convention in Portland, will
leave next Tuesday on the 12.05 train. On

SKeS^immore

their arrival in Portland everyone is requested
to go to the Congress Square church, where

entertainment cards will be given.
rates
to

are

usually given.

Half price
Everyone is invited

■

attend.

Capt. A. A. Dailey is fitting up a hoop-shav
ir.g shop on Reaver street using the machiner >r
of his own patenting.
He has been located i 1

Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Estabrooks, who
have been spending the past week at Swan

Vinalhaven for

cottage, returned to their home
today, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar LeBart of Charlestown, Mass
who have been staying at the Swan Lake
house for some weeks.
Mr. ant) Mrs. LeBart
and Mr. and Mrs. Estabrooks will leave tomorrow for Richmond on the Kennebec, for a
on

At

Church street

short

alarm of fire

the regular meeting of the Improvement
Society in the Belfast music room last Monday
a committee consisting of Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Rev. A. A. Smith, Mr. E. R. Pierce, Mrs.
Charles H. Crosby and Mrs. H. H. Johnson was
appointed to make the arrangements for a
At

and

special

program for

time.

sounded from box 25.

was

a

Th

e

I

circumstance happened or
Sunday evening about a year ago and the fii
companies responded then.
store.

The

same

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Walden and Mr
Walden’s mother, Mrs. Electa Stone, move d
last week from the Horace Chenery house
t
the corner of Franklin and Cedar streets I o
their fine new home on Court street, whic h
they recently bought of the Elizabeth Bari s
estate. The house has been greatly improve d
in the interior and a fireplace added to th e
living room. A colonial porch has been bui t
at the northwest corner and a bay window c n
the south. The trees have been trimmed u p
and a large maple in front removed. The law n
has been graded and the premises present a

some

October. A meeting of the committee
will be held with Mrs. Johnson to-morrow,

date in

Friday, night.
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India spoke in the
church Sunday mornwho heard him were
of

graphic story

of the

the American
n.

it

the
is

Mis-

Arruppokotia
this station to

sends many things
two native preachers.

India 24 years and is
furlough. He talked
conditions in India at
>.~ed the Indian situa-

more

than

eight

feet of water. Over that

PART FIRST.

Birthday. Mr. and Mrs. Waylai
Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall O. Knowlt< m
and Miss Idella Knowlton wrent to Liberty la st
Thursday to attend the celebration of the 99 h
birthday of Mrs. Knowlton’s mother, Mrs. Ss
lie Reed Wentworth, who makes her hon
with her daughter, Mrs. Mary C. Baker of Li
erty.
Many guests called during the day ■
extend congratulations and bett wishes to Mi
Her 99th

Overture

Circle and Orchestra
Introducing the following musical numbers:
Sally Ann,
Mary from Maryland,
nary work, etc., and
Houston Street,
On a Sunday Morning,
taken care of. Sunday
When the Cuckoo Goes to Sleep,
a more informal
Little Miss No-one from Nowhere,
way oi
When Grogan Joined the Band,
t'1
Is and told many interRosie W’ho,
'•» Tories. He
spoke particuShut that Door,
the Indian women anc
Plain Philip Lee,
Dear Old Pumpkin Man
them.
All
wh<
among
Clarence Hall
Dixie Dan,
were much
impressed and t Yesterday,
Willis Hazeltine
j
Ross Hammons
foreign missions will result Sugar Moon,
Quartette—Song of the Steeple,
Messrs. Hazeltine, Morse, Hammons
and Hammons
I Never Knew This Town at all Till My Wife
W. J. Clifford
Went Away,
Seldon Hammons
I Know She Waits for Me,
for Me One
Plucked
That
You
Just a Flower
Seldon Hammons
Dayf
Way Down in Colon Town. / charle8 Hammons
I
Somebody Lied,
Entire Company
Grand Finale—Mollie Lee,

I'"
Lr

municipal building,
ing paving blocks there for New York_Scl ,
depth they would have trouble_According Allen Green is loading paving at Mosquil 1
to an Eastern Steamship company bulletin Mountain wharf for New York.
issued Thursday the service on the Bar HarAN L.ARLY L ALL fROM ru'RGLARS.
Mr >■
bor line, commencing October 3, and also on
Lizzie H. Smalley of Chelsea, Mass., who n
the Blue Hill line,will be Wednesday and Saturcently returned home from a visit to Belfas
day from Rockland, and Monday and Thursday
under date of September 7th writes: “Lai *
from Bar Harbor and Blue Hill. The leaving
we went to Ipswich in an auto and d: d
time at Bar Harbor will be 10 a. m.f and at Sunday
not return until 9.30 p. m., when a neighb< r
Blue Hill, 11 a. m. Service via the Sedgwick
told me that something was wrror.g at oi r
line will be discontinued tor the season and
house and that the police had been notifie 1.
Bar
Harbe
made
at Sedgwick by
landing will
Just then the police arrived and found that tt e
bor line steamers.
burglars had been through the nouse from U P
The Band Minstrels. Remember the min- to bottom. They forced a window in the dir
strel performance by the Belfast Band this, ing room,came through the living room and u p
Thursday, evening. J. Lee Patterson, the the front stairs to the chambers. Boxe
director, is making every possible effort to drawers,clothing and everything were left in a
make this performance superior to those of heap. From one room they took a gold w*atc
past seasons. There will be new jokes and from others they took a Masonic charm, a si 1songs, and among the special features will be ver purse filled with silver, a pair of pearl ea
the Patterson saxaphone quartet, a trombone rings, a box of coppers and other small thing b.
solo by H. A. Drinkwater and a duet by Messrs. They did not visit my room, if they had th<
John Parker and Arthur Johnson. Give the might have made a big hau;. They we ■p
boys a good house. Following is the cast and frightened away about that time by a neig! ibor ringing the telephone/ They entered t\ ,G
program:
other houses in the neighborhood. I have hj 1
Interlocutor, J. Lee Patterson
Tambos,
Bones,
a police inspector here but we have as
y Jt
W. J. Clifford
Charles Hammons
found no clue. We are a nervous family it
Clarence Hall
Ross Hammons
and
are
Fifteen Men in Circle
sleeping in the top of tl ie
I present
house.”
Keyes’ Orchestra of Eight Pieces
draw

|

Wentworth and

a

creneral

rerentinn

moo

Ko

■

1

PART

SECOND.

Orchestra Selection
Character Song—Has Anybody Here Seen
Hammons Brothers
Kelly?
H. A. Drinkwater
Trombone Solo—Selected,
Parker and Johnson
Vocal Duet—Selected,
Patterson’s Saxaphone Quartette—Selected
Monologue—A Talk on Prohibition,
Charles Hammons
Silver Bell,
An Indian Intermezzo by the Entire Band

..

Gilchrest and John R. Dunton. The
members present, Misses Maude E. Mathews,
Mabel R. Mathews, Annie V. Field, Caroline
W. Field, Margaret A. Dunton, Margaret N.
Hazeltine, Eliz.beth A. Kelley, Juliet A. Wig-

constipation is me one great cause oi sick-headJche, biliousness, indigestion, bad
breath, debility, nervousness. Has your doctor ever recommended Ayer’s Pills to you ?

|

|

day. Mrs. Wentworth was in her elemer t.
She is in full possession of all her facultic
reads without glasses, and is as alert ai
ready to take a joke as a young person. SI ie
received many gifts including money and al lo

all

‘n

in

per

Inhabitants of Unity vs. Harding.
Hussey
Dunton & Morse; Libby, Rogers.
?
of Monroe vs. Condon. Duntor
Inhabitants
& Morse; U. G. Mudgett.
et al. Ritchie; Duntor
9.ray s Sons vso

0

& Morse.

Emerson

Littlefield;

Dun

White. Gillin; Dunton & Morse
Hahn vs. Dean.
Rogers, A. S. Littlefield !
Dunton & Morse.
vs* Tilden.
Knowlton; Dunton & Morse
Thurston vs. Havener & Tr. Brown; Duntor
& Morse, Ritchie.
Pendleton vs. Manchester. Knowlton; Rob

1

..

vs.

Hoods
Sarsaparilla

Cures all blood humors, all
eruptions, clears the complex-

ion,

appetite,

creates an

Dunton & Morse

Bean vs. Bishop. U. G.
Mudgett.
The court opened
Wednesday morning witl
the case of Augustine F. Hahn of
Lincolnville
executor of the will of the late Maria
C. Dean
vs. Leslie C. Dean of
Northport, legatee unde
the will.
This is an action of
to re

replevin

fft.
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Shirts
SWEATERS
IN GREAT VARIETY
ALSO

FALL 8TYLE8
IN

j
|
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Lam & Habbanl Co.
Soft and Stiff Hots
*****

DWIGHT P. PALMER.
MASONIC TEMPLE,

§

I

BELFAST, MAINE.

|

|
|
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1

The

Latest and

Independent

Pictures

At THE OPERA
“NOT

Best

HOUSE

MADE BY THE TRUST.”

1

1

2

with the 4-minute
attachment to play the 4-minute records? You know
that after putting on the above attachment you can
still play the 2-minute records just as readily as before,
At present you can get the 10 Amberol (4-minute)
records for only $1.00, with each 4-min. attachment.
We would be pleased to have you call and hear these
10 special records.
They are all good numbers.
We sell the attachments on the installment plan—
$1.00 down and $1.00per month.

Phonograph

J
J^|
ft

%

ft
&
m

*4«

CARLE & JONES, Belfast,
EDISON PHONOGRAPH DEPARTMENT.

Jl

which we have all ready to
letter.
They are made of I
various kinds of the best i
grades of Granite and Marble I

|

We also have
of

a

large number

I

Double and

§

|

Single

|

Headstones
and can please you in
and price.

style I
I

A. S. HEAL,
Phenix Row and

§

|

Bridge Street, i

§

BELFAST, MAINE.

§

| watch!
j

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

i

BURIAL SUITS

■

■

^

STREET,
■

BELFAST
.."

^1

|
|
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TROY.
Mr. Elmer Glover of Troy, who has been in
poor health for several years, passed away
Sunday, September 18th.Leoolie Agnes, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wyman, died quite suddenly last, week of cholera
infantum. The funeral was held Wednesday,
The inp. m., Rev. A. S. Rollins officiating.
Their only reterment was at East Troy.
maining child, Leola, has been critically ill
with the same disease but is now gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett My rick of Lynn, Mass,
are visiting friends in town— Hiram Hillman of Bangor visited his ancle, E. H. Garcelon,’and family last week— Miss Edwina
Garcelon visited in Lewiston last week.
Miss Mae Glover was summoned home from
Portland Sunday on account of her father’s
illness.

I

SALE
C. L. WRiGHT,

^^Opera
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|

ramie
and BEATER

j

Home telephone 48-3
48-4
Office

;

Next Week \

! STOVE,

CASKETS AND

72 MAIN

THIS SPACE
FOR SPECIAL

CORONER FOR
WALDO COUNTY

today in usual liquid
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

SEE

§

Monuments I

1

I

that

Yours truly,
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Get it

11

your Edison

I

buy

1 ty*flve

aids

|^hav^you~|
Equipped

I

Hathaway

1—---—i
a Customers to
about twen- »

I

tired
feeling, gives vigor and vim.
form or

digestion, relieves

Manchester vs. Pendleton. Robinson.
Carter vs. Cunningham. Dunton & Morse

Cunningham.

A very Desirable Line of

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Ritchie.

vs.

1 Just Received \ \ | Wanted |

...

inson.

Shuman
Ritchie.

pay

|

Dunton &

Johnson.

E.

day.

THE ESTABROOKS SHIRT MFG. CO.

term include:

Morse; Brown, Jr., and Rogers.
Pendleton vs. Manchester, executrix
Wayland Knowlton; Reuel Robinson, Camden
Marden vs. Johnson.
E.
F.
Littlefield

at 8 o’clock.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents

\

Gordon.

Jewelry Store,

We have six months orders
j We shall not remove from Belfast.
|
stitcher
steady work. Our prices
good
! ahead and will give any
can earn from $1.25 to $1.75
I are
girl
an
experienced
high and
i
We
beginners while learning.

■

Bartlett, et als.
Pa“'yaMorse.

Monday morning, Sept. 19,

Bangor

■

ton &

sale at Adams’

Contrary to Rumor

..

Bj J

received over 100 cards from friends and rel
tives all over the State. Her four childr.
were all present: Mrs. Knowlton of this cit
y,
Mrs. Sarah Lord of North Vassalboro, Eliji •h
Wentworth of Knox, and Mrs. Baker of Li
erty. Many of her grandchildren were al
present, the guests numbering in the hundre is
and coming from Union, Montville, Belfai t.
Vassalboro, Liberty and other towns. Mi *•
Wentworth is the widow of the late Freem
Wentworth, and is widely known and mu
loved by all who know her. She was recent
presented with the Boston Sunday Post cai ;
as the oldest resident of Liberty.
Mrs. Wer
worth thoroughly enjoyed the day yesterdc
as did all her guests,

were

on

i

!

vs.

I
I

Tickets

:

j

als.,

1
!

Supreme Judicial

et

j

j

.Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emj
on business last Fri- 1
| day... *. Mr. and Mrs. Mott F. Wilson of BanCourt.
j gor were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer
! Sunday.Mr. Sears Grant, who has been
Judge Albert M. Spear of Gardiner. Presiding i
staying for several months with his daughter,
The September term of the Supreme Judicial
! Mrs. Ida Emerson, was stricken with a shock
Court opened in the court house in Belfast,
last Sunday. Dr. Mansfield was called.
Tuesday, September 20th. Following are th€ Large areas of potatoes are
;
being harvested in
officers and jurors in attendance:
! this section and it will be busy times during
Judge, Albert M. Spear, Gardiner,
i the next few weeks.The election returns
Stenographer, Fred L. Hayden, Portland.
were a bitter pill to the majority of our towns.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. A. G. Roberts, Belfast.
people. It is well perhaps to have a little
County Attorney, H. C. Bussell, Searsport.
I medicine once in a while otherwise one does
Sheriff, Amos F. Carleton, Belfast.
j not appreciate public health, but a two years
Crier, Charles S. Adams.
treatment may prove as nauseous to those
Messenger, E. W. Ellis.
|
Deputy Sheriffs: P. G. Hurd find F. A. Little- ! who administer the dose as to those who are
| field.
1
Grand Jury. Willie O. Matthews, Lincoln- swallowing so hard to keep it down.
; ville, foreman; Giles G, Abbott, Belfast; Ever; ett L. Bennett, Montville; Frank L. Blanchard, FREEDOM.
Stockton Springs; Edmund Brewster, Belmont; 1
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Keen from Washington,
N. E. Clary, Waldo; Isaac F. Cook, Monroe:
i D C., visited Mr. Keen’s mother, Abbie Keen*
Freeman Ellis, Brooks; Jeremiah W. Gilchristi
1
Knox; Dwight C. Greenlaw. Belfast; Herman the past week-Mr. I. V. Griffies from LiberMerriam, Morrill; Andrew P. Moore, Frank- ty was in the village the past week and while
fort; M. G. McGray, Burnham; Charles S. Na- here decorated the
grange hall for the Freshson, Winterport; W. E. Nelson, Palermo; J. M.
Page, Jackson; J. W. Plummer, Freedom; Aaron men’s reception, Wednesday evening, SeptemB. Ripley, Searsmont; Mial Sargent, Searsport; : ber 14th_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thurston from
Walter Scott, Islesboro; C. L. Stickney,
Liberty; Ocean Park were the guests of Mrs. Lida HusM. B. Whiting, Northport; John Woods. Unity.
the past week_Mrs. Maria Liscomb from
First Traverse Jury.
A. G. Caswell, j sey
1
Searsmont, foreman; Sanford Howard, Belfast; Portland was the guest of her friend, Mrs. S. J.
Albea E. Hutchins, Belfast; Frank W. SherMrs. Mary Lawrence
| Flye, the past week
man, Islesboro; Willis M. Kelsey, Knox; Sewell
several of her friends were in Togus SepLancaster. Seat-snort- Charles
WoU,.. : and
!
A. C. Batchelder, Northport; George W*
Haley, tember 16th... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson
Prospect; Henry Maddocks, Monroe; Fred are away on an auto trip.... Mrs. Charles DanHunt, Thorndike; Frank I. Pendleton, Sears| forth from Fairfield was the guest of her
port.
Second Traverse Jury.
E. VV. Crawford, 1 mother, Nellie Banton, the past week-Mrs.
Burnham, foreman; C. R. Nelson, Liberty; F. ! Nellie Banton’s sister Minnie from MassachuA. Bartlett, Unity; George F. Mayhew,‘BelMr.
setts is passing several weeks with her
fast; Luther Benson, Frankfort; Laforest Rankin, Lincolnville; P. C. Cilley, Jackson; John C. Arthur Sampson is in Bath with his parents,
Carey. Montville; Hartson Farrow. Belmont; 1 Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sampson ...Mr. Winfred
Walter Haley, Winterport; Alvah C. Treati
Sibley from Massachusetts is visiting his aunt,
Stockton Springs; Fred P. Brawn, Palermo.
W. Dodge_There was a large gathHenry D. Clough, Belfast; W. W. Gray, ! Mrs. D.
Swanville, L. L. Rogers, Troy, and Charles ering to the reception given Mr. and Mrs.
Sinnott, Winterport, were drawn as jurymen Parry Friday evening, September 16th and a
and were excused by the court
Tuesday fore- fine program was carried out consisting of
noon.
The out-of-town lawyers in attendance in- ! songs, recitations and tableaux after which a
clude Ellery Bowden, Winterport; H. C. Buz- nice treat was served. The hall was prettily
zell, Searsport; A. G. Mudgett, Bangor; Fred decorated for which we wish to thank Mr. I. V.
W. Brown, Jr., Brooks; W. T. C. Runnells
Burford Parry
Searsport; W. P. Thompson, Bangor; Arthur S Griffies of Liberty... Rev. J.
Littlefield, Rockland.
and Mrs. Parry were the guests of Mr. and
The cases assigned for the first week of the Mrs. James W. Libby September 18th.
!
erson

|

I Chorus of Fifteen Male Voices
|

*

J. Clarke house.

*

Opera House, Sept 22nd, f

Belfast

on September 10th, to make a home
f°r the male members of the
family, who are

gin, Carrie E. Gilmore, Maude K.
Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs. S. A.
Mrs. R. F. Dunton, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.

MINSTRELS

WILL BE GIVEN AT THE

I

employed there. Both Mrs. Clarke and Mrs.
Ihompson are women of rare intelligence and
will be greatly missed in social and
literary
Russell, circles.Mr. Clarence Brown, formerly of
Parker, Presque Isle, has moved his family into the A.

Gordon,

*

|

1

1

The Belfast Band

Bangor

Elon B.

3.30 o’clock last Sunday afternoon

second-hand store of H. W. Baker in the Oper a
House block was filled w.th smoke.
Rot a
Washington and Seaside companies and th ?
Hook and Ladder company were soon at th e
scene.
The glass in the door was broken an 1
an entrance forced.
On investigation it wr
found that the smoke came from the Curt
bakery and had worked its way into the Bake

stay.

public reception

some

to note the difficulty in recognizing some of day evening, September 20th.Congratulathese even to those most familiar with the poet. tions are in order at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
It is an eightThe business meeting followed and was held by Elisha Whitney of Hampden.
the light of a glorious bonfire on the beach. The pound boy. Mrs. Whitney was formerly Miss
remarks of the president and report of the Lida Libby of this place.The iron work is
secretary were listened to with marked inter- j now being placed in position on the new bridge
Mr Dnni^l ItirAi* ia Kmiimr nn+o+nne
est. The choice of officers resulted in the re- 1 here..
election of Miss Maude E. Mathews, president, for Boston parties and shipping via. the B. &
Miss Caroline W. Field, secretary and treas- I A. R. R.Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pendleton and
urer, Miss Mathews, Miss Margaret N. Haz- j Miss Charlotte Patterson of Hampden, who
Miss
Elizabeth A. Kelley,
Mrs. spent fair week here, returned home on Frieltine,
James C. Durham, executive committee. The day-The Fisher school is now under the
club will continue the study of Browning the instruction of Mrs. Caroline Larrabee, one of
coming year. Readings by Mrs. S. A. Parker our most experienced teachers. The Longfeland Mrs. Herbert Chappel and a song by Dr. lowT school is conveyed there for this term
Herbert Chappel followed the business exer- the school team being driven by Mr. John
It is with sincere regret that we lose
cises. The guests of honor were Dr. and Mrs. Field.
Herbert Chappel, Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton, our life-long residents, Mrs. Elizabeth Clarke
Mrs. John Crie, Mrs. Julia Wardwell, Mrs. and Mrs. Woodbury Thompson, who moved to

j

At $1.50. $2.C0 and $3.00
for a box of six pairs. Only

Court street, for the winter. About a
week ago the cat strayed away or was stolen.
The finder will confer a favor on both ladies by
returning the cat to Mrs. Johnson.
son,

Mr Sherman Brown of Corinna and Mrs,
Minnie Bussey Fernald, formerly of this place
were united in marriage on
Saturday morning,
September 10th, and left Corinna immediately
for West Winterport where they
spent several
days at the home of Mrs. Brown’s parents,
Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Bussey. Mr. and Mrs.
Brown have many friends here who wish them
a long and happy married life_Mrs. Blanche
They report a delightful Miller Clarke, who is at the E. M. G. Hospital
the Howes store.
in Bangor, is now in the convalescent ward
evening.
and although she has suffered several ill turns
The Liter atire Club. The annual meeting
is thought to be improving.
Mrs Clarke was
of the Literature Club was held Tuesday, Septhe recipient of forty post cards on Thursday
tember 20th, with Miss Margaret A. Dunton at
and the shower was much appreciated and enher summer home, “The Barracks,” and was a
jdfted by her.Mr. Harry Nelson, who has
most enjoyable social event. The charm of
been employed for several months in Boston,
the rare autumnal day and the well known
is at home for a two weeks’ vacation.Mr.
were indeed a privihostess
of
the
hospitality
Percy Campbell, who has been on a visit with
lege, it was a joy to share. The jolly party
relatives here, has returned to Boston.A
arrived at 5 o’clock by Preston’s school omnilittle son arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
bus, a method to be heartily recommended in
these days of antomobile and carriage acci- Walter R. Curtis on September 13th.Mr.
dents. for the strength of the splendid great Charles Bussey of New York, Mr. and Mrs.
horses and the really comfortable vehicle gives Guy Ordway of Corinna and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Bussey of Boston, who have been visiting
one a sense of security, and the novelty weighs
An appetizing picnic their parents here, have all returned home.
in the balance as well.
-Miss Mabel Dana of Frankfort is the guest
supper was served at bo clock. At each plate together with the place card was a quotation from of Mrs. Thomas Lang.There was a special
Browning and it.was extremely interesting meeting of the O. Gardner Grange on Wednes-

j

box yournext time you are
a

and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore, Mr. and
Stimpson, Miss Ada Ran- Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and little daughter
tmore. Thomas Rice, Capt.
Ruth were in a serious carriage accident last
New York and JacksonSunday afternoon. They were enjoying a ride
Fields’ house guest, and
with a pair of horses from a livery stable and
when just beyond Park one of the horses
fell and the other fell on him. The carriage
on the Belfast Lecture
and the party jumped to
dth, will be the Carolyn tipped forward
=rtet. consisting of Carolyn the ground, all but Mr. I. T. Dinsmore fell fine appearance.
free from the carriage and horses. He fell on
rna Eichborn. 2d violin:
Shipping Items. Sch. Robert A. Snyder a: •arlotte White, violincel- one which kicked him in the right thigh causrived last week from Baltimore with fertilize r
raid speaks of them as fol- ing an ugly, although not serious flesh wound.
material for the Coe-Mortimer Co.
Frida y
! The ladies went to the nearest houses for asMr. Thomas B. managed to keep steamer Massasoit arrived from New Yoi k
Carolyn Belcher Quar- J sistance, and
told, in Berlin; it is plain the horses down until help arrived. They with more material for the company... Scl i.
last night that they stud- kicked
fearfully, injuring themselves and the Gen. Adelbert Ames has discharged a cargo <
j
usly; and what is more
Miss Rebecca Ross of Searsport clay at Portland and is loading granite pavin P
studied carefully to- carriage.
blocks there for New York..». The Shenandoal i,
.vs.
Their performance kindly brought the Dinsmores to Belfast and
which less than a year ago was the largest an j
zed by many excellent the owner went over for the team.
h was not only good in
fastest wooden sailing ship in the world, bi
sense of proportion,
The two new steamers which is now a
Steamer Notes.
prosaic coal barge, arrived i n
had the appearance which the Eastern
i
Steamship Co. is contem- Providence September 13th from Norfolk o n
was a freedom, a dash
at some quartets com* plating building for the Boothbay division of her first trip since being “converted.”
Sh e
;i< od
musicians might
the line will be 120 feet long, 20 feet wide, with brought 5095 tons of coal.* She is now the
larj
mance was musically
a four-foot guard on each side, making the
est coal barge afloat, and draws more watt
ir by reason of its
The new than
craft 28 wide from guard to guard.
any vessel that ever entered the por
m.
Boston Herald.
steamers will not have as much freeboard as She was towed
by the Mary F. Scully, th e
>f seats will be anthe Boothbay and it is thought that steamers
Sch. Francis > ’.
largest steel tug ever built
of the above mentioned dimensions can be safe- Sawyer has sailed from the Mt. Waldo whai f
A. S. Heal, Phoenix
ly navigated down the crooked Sasanoa and for New York with a cargo of cut stone for th e
has fur sale about 25
through the island channels if they do not new
and sch. Sadie is loat

j;

m

buy “Him”

self tl e
down town.

pet cat, a yellow and white coon about a
year old, of Mrs. Will R. Howard at her home
at the Battery, was left with Mrs. S. W. John-

lake at their

creed

n

And you know

with

The

gus,

al

And another point “He”
doesn’t have to do the

We therefore request those patrons indebted
us to settle their accounts at their earliest
convenience.”

excursion to
She will
25th.
m., and arrive in

|

into troubles of his own”
which puts everything else
out of his mind.

to

an

-un

confusion was caused. The firemen with
hose carriage went over to the Coe-Mortimer
alarm.
plant, but found it was a false
Howes’
H.
James
dry goods
in
The clerks
store drove to the farm of Mr. Henry Morris
on Belmont avenue last Friday evening and
Eva Morris. They
were the guests of Miss
T. Dow and
were accompanied by Mrs. Georgia
Miss Alberta Farnham, who were formerly in

best intention about remembering, but he soon “runs

of the Alpha,
The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. publish the foli’ounty hospital for i lowing notice to their patrons in this issue:
has been closed and “Owing to the death of our late Mr. White a
g out his business reorganization of the company is necessary.

rt

cans.

some

still
box

doing errands. He starts
out in the morning with the

manager

!s

50,000,000

The Mount Waldo Granite Co., Frankfort,
on a $2,500,000 conhas a large crew working
tract for New York city’a great municipal
is to cost $10,000,000
building. This structure
office buildings in
and will be one of the largest

at 3.15 last FriThe fire alarm was sounded
23. A lineman had
day afternoon from Box
grounded a line and the rings being irregular WEST WINTERPORT.

yourself.
“He” may promise—but
you know what he is about

Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine will give a report of the Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland, at the meeting of the North
Church this, Thursday, eveniug. Miss Hazeltine attended the conference on her recent
trip abroad and her report will be of worth
and interest.

and Dickinson returned
exIon roe fair where they
Bre at Unity fair this
good business in both

ib:

to

in Belfast.

ast

ie

stockings. Or better
drop in and get him a

Prof. L.

of this city occuch in Brooks Sunday
during the fall.

hai

i

Holeproof

vacancy

idaj evening.

buy

up

cover certain bonds claimed to belong to the
estate of said deceased. The deflffice is that
the bonds were given to the defendant. R.
W. Rogers and Arthur S. Littlefield for plaintiff; Dunton A Morse for the defendant.
There are over one hundred new cases on
the docket, including a la ge number of libels
for divorce, and it will be an interesting term
of court.
S muel Porton from Russia and Francesco
Vasile from Italy were given naturalization
Mr. Porton
papers by the court Wednesday.
belongs in Belfast and Mr. Vasile in Searsport.

the world.

a

of Belfast was elected a trustee to fill the
caused by the recent death of Fred G.
White.

school cormnit-

of Superintendent

dice

!

him

son

—

„f the

n

right after “Him” and make

meeting of the trustees of the Belfast
Savings Bank, September 19th, Ralph M. John-

■1

Tit

j

The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley, Church street, this,
Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A full
attendance is requested.

,.

V.

I
SL-TEBt"1'1

■j pnt

The Waldo county W. C. T. U. are planning
make Miss A. A. Heath, former president of
the county, a memorial member of the State.

sale at
‘"‘"'Th, Journal
copi®8
office.
Pillowing Pf**;,, postthe
post office.
are

of
Th. corn crop thi. ye« i.lW»d
that Maine will
It is estimated
lent quality.

House Rlnrk, Belfast.

Me^jj

Breeding Cockerels
FOR SALE.
Barred Plymouth Rock and S. C. R. I. Red

At $3.00 Each.
a lot of about three hundred select
ed, early hatched birds, and as we are crowded
for room will not be able to carry them into the
winter. To those who are in a position to call
we will allow you to make your own selection
and to correspondence we will do our best to
select one that will be satisfactory.
2w37p

We have

THE FERGUSON POULTY FARM.
BELFAST. MAINE.

WANTED
A girl for general
family. Apply at
38tf

housework in a small

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

For Sale
One of the finest residences in Belfast—containin g 12 rooms and a bath. Hot and cold
Excellent closet
water in six sleeping rooms.
and storage accommodations. Fine stable connected. For other particulars apply to.
CHARLES F. THOMPSON.
Belfast; March 24, 1910.—12tf

A HUNT UNDER ADVERSE
CONDITIONS.

---■r

ing each

moment. He simply must get
into camp before it set, for it would be
impossible for him to go on after dark.
1 So, gathering up all his fortitude, he
struggled up and on again.
Climbing the rising ground beyond the
stream so exhausted him that on reach: ing the level, he sat down again on a log
to pull himself together.
Reclining against a tree, he felt he
must have passed into a semi-unconscious
state, for coming back to a realizing
sense of his surroundings, he knew something unusual had happened. Immediately all his senses seemed on the alert,
1 for what
Forreason, he did not know.
I getting the pain, he listened intently,
i On the western side of the road, a
bank sloped sharply down to an alder
I
swamp, through which ran a stream, the
outlet to Echo lake.
j Did he imagine it, or did he really hear
the breaking and crashing of dead underI
brush well down the brook? He certainI
did, and each moment it was sounding
| ly
louder. Now all his senses were concen! trated into the one supreme effort of
| hearing, then two rifle shots rang out
pat, pat, almost together—quick work,
j whoever
fired that rifle knew his busi!j ness. Then, through an opening in the
I forest, far below, he saw a big deer
1

Hart L. Woodcock in The Maine Woods.
anyone can look back without
regrets. Ralph Simpson certainly
could not, and the one uppermost in his
mind, just at present, was the stupid
covetousness and a reckless disregard of

Hardly

some

consequences he had shown in

thinking

he could secure a foothold on a sloping,
wet, dead root. A jump looked so much
easier than climbing o\er a lot of down
stuff to get around a big pool of water in
his pathway.
A quick, long spring, and he made it,
only to find his feet flying out from under
him, and he came down with a crash, his

knee striking a projecting rock with force
sufficient to send him hustling end over
end into the road, where he landed, gasping and choking with pain.
"Here was a state of things” surely.
Two miles at least from camp, and the
thought of getting onto his feet sent the
shivers chasing up and down his back,
while the attempt was agony beyond endurance. Recovering his breath as best
he could, he sat up and looked about in a
dazed and stupid manner.
This morning he had started out hunt- clear the stream at

ing at daybreak, and as the law' was just
off and game not yet gun-shy, he had
fondly hoped the Gods’ good luck, or, in
fact, any old circumstance might fortunately put him onto a deer.
With a guide, this would have been
easy, there was game enough about, and
with the help of a good man he would be
reasonably sure to come out with all the
law allowed; but Simpson was ambitious,
he wanted to get his deer, if possibly he
could secure one, alone by himself.
He wasn’t looking for deer meat, but
was playing a game, matching his skill
nrtrl Unnwlprlcrp nf woodcraft against the
keen senses and instincts of the timid
animals.
It was now well by noon, and so far
the day had passed without results. For
three days he had hunted faithfully and
persistently. During the time he had
jumped several deer, but they had allowed him but a glimpse of the white flag as
they flashed out of sight, giving him absolutely no chance to shoot.
This was discouraging, to say the least,
and particularly exasperating when he
remembered his campmate had, on the
previous morning, met a ten-point buck
face on, standing in a wood road, and
had sent it down with a well directed
30.30 through the neck.
Of course he was pleased over his
friend’s good fortune, but it certainly
was enough to lift a man clean off the
water wagon to think of his own beastly
luck, and to cap it all, here he was comknee twistpletely done up, with a game
ing spasms and bad talk out of him whenever he attempted to move.
He was in a tote road running from
the Hunnewell choppings to the Bingham
main road. The tote team had just gone
in with two or three lumbermen clad in
their gaudy Mackinaw coats and knit
caps trailing along behind. Picturesque,
foreign-looking fellows they were. He
could still faintly hear the bells on the
horses, but it was hopeless of course for
him to attempt following them. He fired
his rifle and shouted, hoping to attract
their attention, but if they heard, they
did not turn back.
What should he do? Someone might
come along at any time, but the chances
were he wouldn’t see anybody until the
team came out in the morning. No more
could he expect help from the sporting
camps at Chase pond, where he was
stopping, as they hadn’t the least knowledge as to where he was, and if he didn’t
show up at night, even they wouldn’t
turn out to hunt for him until sunrise.
He had crossed the lake and gone west
over Cow mountain, then circled north in
the direction of Hale pond, until he came
into this tote road, which he had followed
several miles, and so now was well east
of the camps.
What was he to do? It looked as if he
must depend entirely upon himself if
he expected to get in, or else be out all
night. Of course, he couldn’t entertain
that proposition for a moment, especially
swelling alarmingly ana
he must have medical assistance.
Conditions were certainly far from
pleasing, and for a while he worked
overtime, swearing up the situation.
Well, that didn’t do any particular good,
he realized, and if he was going to make
an attempt to help himself, it was high
time he was about it. So, picking up his
rifle and using it as a support, he dragged himself to the roadside, where he
cut a birch sapling having a crotehed
top, which would do very well for a
crutch.
To a man in his condition, it was killing work attempting to make his wayover a rough road like this, but
nothing
else could be done, so the next hour found
him hobbling on and dragging his wounded member painfully after him.
It was
as ms Knee was

slow, heart-breaking process, as every
few minutes his leg got a twist which
would send him down faint and exhausted.
But through clear grit he struggled
on and although
very slowly, he made
constant progress, and in due time came
to the so-called second bridge, which was
nothing more than a rough platform of
poles thrown over a shallow brook. He
rested here and drank his fill of the deliciously cool and clear water. This revived and strengthened him.
For a long
time he sat there, his shoulders supported
by his rifle, a small 30.30 carbine, which
was slung over his back
by the strap. It
had bothered him somewhat as he labored homeward, but he hadn’t felt
quite
like leaving it behind.
He was now about half way in, but
when he realized that he had still another mile to make, it seemed he could
not force himself to attempt it.
His knee had become badly
inflamed,
and was throbbing almost to the
bursting
point, and the least movement gave him
excruciating agony. I- aint and sick with
pain, it seemed so much easier to just lie
here in the warm sunshine and give it
up
for when quiet he found a little
relief, but
.t was growing late and the sun was sinka

a

jump,

Children.

FIRST QUALITY THOROUGHLY PREPARED COIl

The Kind Yon Haye Always Bought
BEARS THE

SIGNATURE

We shall sell this year the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre and
Coals, both well known Coals and we know they will give

OF

<2Lej0£&&it
In

Use For Over

THE

CENTAUR COMPANY.
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MURRAY

Commencing July 18,1910,

well known fact among hunters
thoroughly frightened deer pays
little attention to what is ahead. All its
efforts seem centered in its attempt to
get away as quickly as possible ‘from
whatever has alarmed it. It starts
quickly and doesn’t stop for adieus to
whatever
it may have left behind, or
i
wait for introductions to what is in front.

THE CURSE OF RUM.
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30 Years.

STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

deer’s fore shoulder.
With a convulsive bound, it
sprang
high into the air, then came down kicking and

thrashing, all in a heap. But
immediately it was up and off again into
Simpson got a second shot
as it disappeared, but with what success
the woods.

he couldn’t say.
This was certainly a tough proposition.
There was the deer he had hunted so
persistently, going away hard hit, and the
only thing needed to secure it was to
follow it up. That, of course, was impossible; nothing on his part but to stand
and see it go.
Did you ever hear of the
extremely
religious young woman, who, having
been ill for years and losing all
patience,
said: “Sister, I can’t stand this
any
longer. I just won’t. I am going to do
something desperate. I am going to
sweaj.
“Oh, don’t, don’t. I beg of you don’t
do that, dear.’’
“I will.
I’m going to.
Devil! Devil!

Devil! There!’’
Well, the wildest things Simpson said
were
far worse than that, and many
were really and truly wicked.
However,

the deer was gone and gone for
good, so
at least, as he was concerned, so
there was no use in swyearing over it.
As he stood looking at the blood
spattered about on the leaves and
ground, he
heard someone approaching and
looking
down saw Chadbourne, one of the
camp
guides, coming out of the alders, follovvina- on the t.rai of the Hour
“What’s the matter?” he said, as he
saw Simpson
supporting himself on the
improvised crutch. “Lame?”
“Oh, no, not at all. It’s only an imitation.
Say, my hoy, I plunked that
buck plumb through the shoulder.
Hit
him good and hard for he went down.
Now get into the bush and after him,
quick, and when you find what’s doing,
come back and get me.
I’m hurt.”
As the man disappeared,
Simpson

far,

staggered hack against

a
birch, went
white, then slipped limply down, an inert heap, at the foot of the
tree, and
here the guide found him later on.
A swailow of brandy and a dash of
cold water in the face soon
brought him
to.
“Well?” he said, feebly, opening
his eyes, and looking
inquiringly up at

Chadbourne.
“Dead! Dead as a belcher. Only ran
about a hundred rods.
I found him

hanging
a dandy.
displaying

down hemlock, and he is
I dressed him off,” he said,
a blood-stained
pair of hands

over a

wrists.
"The cock and 1 will

ana

bring him out in
the morning, for, according to the looks
of things about here, I guess I have
got
all I can attend to getting you into
camp
before dark.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
Mrs. E. P. Weeks is on a visit to relatives in
Belfast and Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson of Unity, who
have been visiting in the home of their
son,
Ernest Thompson, went to Etna
Tuesday for a
visit with friends.
Ralph I. Morse. Esq., of Belfast w7as one of
the two Republican representatives elected in
W'aldo county. Mr. Morse is well known in
Pittsfield where his parents lived for several
years. He was graduated from Maine Central
Institute class of '93. Many friends are pleased over this test of his popularity.— Pittsfield
Advertiser.
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A Man Who

MEDICINE FOl! CHILDREN
Tar is a safe and effective
medicine for children as it does not contain opiates or harmful drugs. Get only the genuine I

Literally

Poured a Fine Farm

Down His Throat.

Foley’s Honey and

seen

reeling along

brilliant business
seen

a

in the

the street or where

CHAPLAIN

professional man is Completes More
baneful influence, but

through your throbbing temples—there’s a
remedy—True-s Elixir. It's a reliable remedy
for everyday ills.” Sets
your stomach right
when it s off.
Makes digestion strong and
active.
the
liver
Keeps
working, the blood
pure and the nerves steady as a clock. Fewer
headaches for those who take

TRUE’S
ELIXIR
and your children well’’

everybody> younS and old.

>"

the sunshine-hadnt

you better
The ingredients of which this wonderful Elixir
are comuounded
ProPerties- Many are

fromTa^ffXl«?aVTn!?rpthe^CU/ative
it1‘°p<RuSvi ,d EKrt at,great

are

hnpSrted

expense and are of th every
making of True’s Elixir is a science and
the product stands unrivaled as a dependable
family medicine.
Establish** tNI. Sold by DmIw*
Ev*rywh«r*-$S*, SO*, $1.00.
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Navy.

We also wish to
BUSINESS and

pointed chaplain on February 5, 1872, by
President Grant, at the personal request
of Senator Hamlin.
His first sea duty
was on the
auxiliary steam frigate Colorado, and his last on the battleship Wisconsin in the Pacific.
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SWAN & SIBLEY

“The
/

CO

chained to the

man

desk all day
Must have the best of
food, I say.”

This message Little
Rob Roy repeats
To every indoors man
he meets*

man

and had also been principal of the Hampden academy, and was at one time supervisor of schools for Penobscot county.
He obtained hi? license to preach in 1869.
Chaplain Tribou’s wife, who died some
years ago, was a daughter of the late
James F. Davis, of Ellsworth.
Chaplain Tribou will make his home in
New England on his retirement, and will
devote himself to the work of the church
in that section. He is secretary of the
East Maine Conference, and one of its
seven trustees, and is also a trustee of

“Of all the foods to give
you power

There's none so good
Rob Roy Flour.”

Wesleyan university, Middletown, Conn.,
which gave him the degree of doctor of

divinity

prompt

Usual.

as

impress everyone that

scinded and he remained at Boston, until
assigned to duty on the Wisconsin in the
Pacific ocean.
|
His last station was as chaplain of the
naval home at Philadelphia.
i
Chaplain Tribou has made many records j
his
and
is
one
of
best
the
during
service,
j
known men in the navy. No other chaplain in the navy ever served so long as
he, and no other has had the distinction
of making two cruises “endon,” that is,
following one another, occupying six
years at a stretch. Since 1901 he has
been dean of the crons.
Rev. David H. Tribou was born n
Hampden in 1848. His early education
was obtained in the schools of his native
town and he graduated from the
Hampden academy.
Before entering the navy
Phnnlain TYihnil

usual

our

Maryland Company’s Georges Creek Cumber|and

Grain, Flour, Feed,

he had served on the receiving ship Wabash and on other vessels, but in 1897
was transferred to the Boston
navy yard.
In 1900 he was ordered to the New York
for a cruise to China, but at the request
of Admiral Sampson this order was re-

as

in 1901.

Many ills come from impure blood. Can’t
have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy
liver and sluggish bowels. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens stomach, bowels and liver,
and purifies the blood.
A LONG TIME SINCE.

CA3TO R I A
I

WHEAT ACREAGE.

i
1

This Year’s Largest in the World’s

History.

Washington, September 14th.

While

world acreage sown to w-heat
was doubtless the largest in history235, 000,000 acres—it is not unlikely, according to United States department of
agricultural experts, that the world yield
of wheat will be short of the high record
of last year, 3,624,000,000 bushels. Y'et,
the crop is reasonably certain to go down
in history as quantitatively above the
average. In a review of the foreign crop
the crop reporter of the department today says:
“The total acreage was doubtless the
largest in history, the normal world area,
about 235,000,000 acres, having been
heavily increased this year by additional
sowings of spring wheat in Russia and
in Canada. Up to July, when a fair crop
had already been garnered in Argentina,
an
excellent one in British India, the
prospect was for a world crop heavier
than any preceding one, but drought
that month in the snrino- whenf helto
North America and Russia and an unprecedentedly wet, cool summer in France
are' believed to have resulted in serious

year’s

losses.
“On the continent of Europe, where
half the statistically known wheat area
of the world is situated, harvests, though

the whole good, have apparently not
realized the expected abundance.
“In contrast to less optimistic opinion
respecting the European crop, however,
may be noted a decided veering away
from the extreme pessimism at one time
prevailing respecting the spring wheat
crop of western Canada.”
on

THE GRATITUDE OF ELDERLY PEOPLE
Goes out to whatever helps give them ease,
comfort and strength.
Foley Kidney
cure kidney and bladder diseases
promptly and
give comfort and relief to elderly people. Sold
all
by
druggists.

The Mount in Burnham was the scene
of a happy occasion on Sunday, September 11th, when the children and grandchildren of Edward Davis were all present at the old home. Those present were
Edward Davis, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Noble
and son Ralph of Hartland, Mico Vesta
McAllister of Burnham, Mr. and Mrs. L.
A. Davis, Herbert Davis and Eleanor
Davis of Benton, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Davis and son Frank and Wallace Coleman of Benton Falls. Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Davis of Cornish, Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Wheeler and daughters, Beatrice and
Bernice of Norway, Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Davis and daughters Irma and Alda of
Burnham. Some could be present only
a few hours, but all were at
dinner, 20
covers being laid and all did justice to
the roast chicken, green corn and dessert of fruits.
The afternoon was spent in inspecting
the stock and the crops growing upon
the farm, the last of the company departing on the 9.24 train for the west

j
I

j
;

|
;

To find the last Democratic governor
of Maine elected by the popular vote we
have to go back fifty-eight years, to 1852,
when John Hubbard of Hallow'ell was
elected by 41,999 votes to 29,127 for William G. Crosby, whig; 21,774 for Anson
G. Chandler, anti-Maine law, and 1,617
for Ezekiel Homes, free soil. An absolute majority was then required.
The next year the Democrats had a
plurality of the governor vote, but not a
majority, and the whig legislature elected
William G. Crosby. In 1854 Anson P.
Morrill, Maine law and Know-nothing,
had a plurality and was elected by the

1

|

FOR

legislature.

|

j
|

For

|

freenbackers
laisted, however,
Vivtuvu

ao

was
outii.

a

RENT

HOUSE CORNER FRANXUN AND
CEDAR STREETS.

The next year Governor Morrill was a
candidate for election, this time as the
Republican candidate, it being the first
I appearance of that party as such in a
State election; but though he had a
plurality, the Democratic legislature
elected Samuel Wells, of Portland.
There was not another Democratic
; governor until 1878, when the legislature
was Democratic and there
being no popular election of governor, it elected Alonzo
Garcelon, who did not have half as many
votes as Selden Connor.
Then came the “State steal, ’’ followed
in 1880 by the election of Harris M.
Plaisted, the fusion candidate of the
and Democrats. General

j
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Magazine, one year, regular price,
$ .50
Any McCall Pattern, regular price,.15
One year’s subscription for The
Republican Journal. 2,00

Greeting: The Executive Committee
of the State Grange are desirous of having a State exhibit of farm products dur-

fraternally,
C. S. Stetson,
State Master.

happy day. Greene, Maine, September 15, 1910.

THE FRED ATWOOD home
port, near center of villatr*
fitted with steam heat, bathr

carriage-house and
apply to the estate

1A
of

This special offer is not
only open to new subscribers but to all our old
friends who wish to extend their subscriptions for another
year for The Journal.
The only condition is that you must pay cash in advance.

Every person who accepts the abovebargain offer may select the
McCall’s
Pattern included in this offer from the first
copy of McCall’s Magazine and by
a
writing
postal request direct to The McCall Company, New York
City
McCall Patterns are noted for their style, fit and
simplicity

DRESSMAKING
M ARY JEFFERDS, 3 Charles street,
by the day.
Belfast, September 15,1910.—2m37p

y ork at hone or will go out
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to
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vance; and when payment is
stated what premium, if any,
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apply only
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Fashion Magazine that is being used by over one million
women as
guide in all fashion matters. Each issue contains
illustrations and
descriptions of the latest styles of garments for Ladies, Misses, Children
and
Infants—a complete range of the month’s fashions. McCall’s is
also noted for
its practical information on
every subject of interest to Women-Beauty,
Health, etc., Fancy Work, Cooking Recipes, Short Stories, Music, etc.

acres o:

3m26p
Clubbing Offers.

McCALL’S

in the State shall take hold of this proposition and help to make it a success.

Yours

Bella

FOR SA

Total.$2765
Our Special Offer for the Above Only $2,10

ing the next annual session to be held in
Augusta. This committee have requested the State Entomologist, E. F. Hitchings, to take charge of this exhibit and
they earnestly desire that every Patron

Order.
This is the first attempt of the kind
undertaken in the State. Da not let this
pass unnoticed, but lend a hand for
“Better Agriculture for Maine.’’

70 Main Street.

|

McCall’s

To the Pomona and Subordinate Granges,

hibit; each subordinate grange to join in
making a local donation and each member to aid by personal work. As soon as
these committees are appointed
they
should report to Brother Hitchings.
The exhibit will include fruits, grains
and grasses, vegetables, canned fruits,
jellies, etc. It will be open to the general public as well as to members of the

H. E. McDON V

Magazine Bargain

American.

Each Pomona grange is hereby requested to take the matter up and appoint a
committee to arrange for a county ex-

bale,

oil

and it has bee:’

tired.

Ion was the last Democratic governor,
and John Hubbard in 1852 was the last
to receive a popular election.—Ellsworth

30

use.

Wood for Sale

in the navy below the rank of rear admiral, except two medical officers, was ap-

FOR FLETCHER’S

a

We also have the

Years in

“home” on his retirement. Ellsworth
is his official residence. Chaplain Tribou,
who ranks every officer on the active list

Children Cry

with pleasant memories of

Thirty-Eight

hope

delivery.
to receive your

and careful attention.

Chaplain D. H. Tribou of the United
States Navy was retired September 16th
with the rank of captain and ordered

—

HAPPY EVENT IN BURNHAM.

I

:

Trom a axe or

We

yellow package.

TRIBOU RETIRED.

the street “there are

where nine men out of ten would surely
have failed. As he told us it was all done
by a lot of hard work coupled with some
pretty close “figerin,” both in the house
and out.
He had reared a good family and given
them all a good start in life. The one
who took the farm was considered the
smartest of the lot, and he chose agriculture as his profession and settled down
on the old farm.
He was something
more than “smart,” he was brilliant and
took great delight in the scientific side
of farm life.
He had a good practical
wife who would have preferred a location
a little nearer the
city, but who accepted
her lot in life with the most perfect grace
and performed her part in life without a
murmur of complaint.
A little batch of
children soon began to appear and they
one and all received a warm welcome and
all went well for a number of years until
at last the man began to be negligentjn
paying his bills. Then the word went
around that a man at the city had a heavy
mortgage on the fine farm that had been
left to him by his industrious father.
The story soon became public that the
man had
literally poured the farm down
his throat.
In so doing he had gradually
linHprminprJ his nnno \rirrr»tv-»no Vw.olfk orvrl
even
affected his strong mind so that
when we called to see him we found nothing but a poor broken down man who had
hardly reached his majority but broken
and shattered in body, mind and purse.
To our surprise he insisted upon telling
us the story of his downfall.
He declared that he never had been intoxicated
so as to be unable to make a
presentable
appearance in his life. No one, not even
his wife, had ever seen him intoxicated,
but still the damnable work had been accomplished and he was a sad and sorrowful example of a silent drunkard. He
had bought his liquor in secret and taken
it to his home where he had practically
lived upon it until his ruin was complete.
We often think that the curse of strong
drink is largely to be found in the cities
and factory villages, but those who know
much of rural life can easily be led to believe that the above is no fancy sketch or
a
solitary instance. We wish it was.
Turf, Farm and Home.

this

oays

a

or

victim to its

language of

Tar in the

Sold by all druggists.

What a frightful curse to rural life rum
is! We often think that its blight alone
is seen in the city where the drunkard is

Pills’

I

follows

as

building 50 cents less than above prices.
Upstairs 50 cents per ton more than above prices.
25 cents per ton discount from the above
prices for bills paid in

SAFE

others.”
We recently had occasion to visit a
i tantly waiting, rifle in hand.
He could
I hear the deer crashing through the dead well favored farm community and called
alders. Just before coming into sight it upon a young man whose father had left
turned to the right to make up the bank him one of the best farms in the State.
We knew the father well as an up-toand onto the high land.
date business man who had succeeded
Simpson had a fine chance to shoot as
it came flying into sight, but his lame
knee prevented his swinging about in
time.
As the deer sprang across the
road, the man, in turning, gave his leg a
twist which almost threw him down, and
in attempting to recover himself, his rifle went off.
At the report, the deer
stopped short,
startled and surprised by this new alarm,
then began looking about trying to locate it.
Its head and neck were hid by a
large oak, but its shoulders and body
were in plain
sight. It was but the
work of a moment to
jack a fresh shell
into the chamber, then a
quick aim, and
the soft point went
crashing through the

price

of Coa* tvlll be

Stove, Egg and Chestnut $7.25 per ton
Pea Coal, $5.75 per ton, Delivered and pnt in.

Foley’s Honey and

a

obstructions in its pathway.
I'I ingAllall attention,
Simpson stood expec-

the

Coal taken at the

slung his rifle.
It is
that a
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satisfactiong
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Headache!
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for infants and

swing

then

Don’t let the demons of pain drive hotspikes

you
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about and head up the brook straight for
the position in which he was sitting.
It
was but a fleeting glimpse, and the deer
disappeared in the brush! With a gasp
j of pain he scrambled to his feet and un-
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Medicine—NOT

v

F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich
Honey and Tar saved her little b
writes: “Our little boy contra
bronchial trouble and as the dot
Mrs.

j

did not cure him, I gave him 1
and Tar in which 1 have great fa
Two boarders at the Belfast Home for
Aged
the cough as well as the chok
Women.
The table board is excellent, the
ging spells, and he got well in a
rooms are large and
pleasant, front rooms, one j Foley’s Honey and Tar has man}
on the ground floor, with all
modern conveni- us much trouble and we are never v*
ences.
Apply at
THE HOME.
the house.” Sold by all druggists.

“Then I’ll come after you with th<
electric.”
“Very well dear. Give me plenty ol
time. Good-bye.”
Twenty minutes later a gray-hairec
man, plainly dressed; a tired appearing
man with stooping
^shoulders, was UBhered into the anteroom of the office of the
superintendent of the great Acme mill.
“There’s a lot of ’em ahead of you this
morning,” said the boy who guarded the
inner door.
“I’ll call you when he’i
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today.
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No clumsy

Prospect

occupied by George F.
West, who has run a
West_George
blacksmith job shop here for many years, has
closed out his business and left with Mrs.
West for Cleveland, Ohio, where they will
the house formerly

dirt

F.

:-

mi.

man laugned.
It means that No. 1 is of the
opinion
that your father is too old to be of
any
service to the
factory.
Before the girl could comment on this
remarkable statement the outer door
opened and John Osborn came into the

he answered.

are

am

room.

the W. C. T. U.

Why, Miss Harmon, he stammered, _Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nickerson visited in
Mr. H. G. Applin and famBrooks Sunday.
a quick dash of
pleasure.
‘This is my father, Mr. Osborn,” said ily of Somerville, Mass, and Miss Augusta
the girl.
Nickerson of Cape Jellison visited their parThe stranger extended his hand, the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson’s Sunday.
...

young

man

held back.

“I—I hope you’ll forgive my forward-

ness,

J dream

sir,’

he

that you

stammered.
were

“I didn’t
Miss Harmon’s

|_* Mitchell

!

Stevens and Mrs. Stevens and
son Frederick of Belfast were in town Sunday ;
calling on friends. ...Mr. and Mrs. W. A. j
Hatch of Massachusetts are the guests of Mrs.
Everybody's friend—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Hatch’s mother, Mrs. H. O. York.Mr. and Oil.
Cures toothache, earache, sore throat.
Heals
cuts, bruises, scalds. Stops any pain.
Mrs. Waldo M. Chapin and daughters have re- i
turned to their home in Brooklyn, N. Y.!
Petition
_Dr. John

Mr. and Mrs. H.

Peabody Farnham,

*

i

This Range can be had with Elevated or End
Gas Range Attachments or if gas is not desired, with Large Copper Reservoir on the
end opposite fire box.
It can be furnished,
with fire box at either right or left of ov^n as
ordered. It Makes Cooking Easy.

week.Misses
Agnes and Lizr ie McTaggart and Gwen Boody
of Brooks wert at E L. Cunningham’s Sunday.

with

pan to spill dust and
the kitchen floor.

solves the problem. It is located just beneath
the grate and connected by a sheet in n
pine
straight down through the kitchen door to
ash barrel in cellar. Nopait is in
sight. Net
a particle of dust can
escape. Just slide the
damper once each day and drop the ashes directly into the ash barrel. This is only one of
the splendid improvements of the new plain

I

SWANVILLE.
Mr. Rawson Lufkin is visiting relatives in
Orrington.Mr. E. H. Nickerson and daughter, Miss Hope, returned to Portland Saturday.
Mr. E. L. Cunningham has moved his family back to Maple Terrace farm.Rev. David
L. Wilson held his last service at the church
last Sunday. We all wish to have fiim another
season as his sermons have been very helpful.
_Miss Alice Kane occupied
rest tent at Monroe Fair last

on

The Glenwood
Ash Chute

for the present.... Mrs. F.
L. Hopkins has left for a visit of several
weeks with friends in Boston and vicinity.....
Miss Mary Cyphers of Searsport is the guest
of her sister, Mrs. H. L. Clark, for a few days.
_Hayward Peirce, 2d, has left for Andover,
Mass., to resume his studies at Phillip’s academak« their home

...

father.”
The girl looked from one man to the
The young man moved toward the other.
“What does this mean?” she demandThen he turned and, coming back,
door.
ed.
bent over.

"

FRANKFORT.
left for Montreal
Min Alice M. Hurley has
Villa Maria boardto resume her studies at the
summer vacation
ing school after spending the
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James F. Hurley.... Mr. and Mrs. Everett Kingsbury and
little daughter have gone to Hardwick, Vt.,
where they will spend a month with relatives.
Miss Mary J. Leonard, a teacher in the
Boston public schools, has returned to that
city after spending the summer vacation at
her home here... Brian Hughes is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Frank Hargrave, after an absence
W
of 33 years in California and Oregon.
W. Freeman, who has been employed at the
Mt. Waldo Granite Works for several months,
has returned to Fryeburg.... John Boyd of
has bought and moved his family into

my.

uiu

5

df links.

Order

nodded.

a stranger here?”
now,” the gray-haired man re‘When I was quite young I workplied.
uimself into a pri- ed in the old
j
factory building. That is
and look the field l
why I hoped to find employment here.”
He is going to
r.
ine young man s race looked grave.
nitely and watch “We have many applications for work,’’
-afety of his inter- he said. His face lightened
“And you
were a boy in the old factory?
That’s
fine. My father began here, too. I’d
no
more
trips,
like to hear about those old times.
We
foreign offices. think we have made great advances since
,;y
: from that sort of
the Acme’s early days.”
settle down and
“No doubt of that,” said the older
ting out by keep- man.
“I’m only afraid you have ad:chful eye on the vanced
me.”
beyond
not interfere too

En

making qualities.

employment?”

idled.

1.

<wUiiam
fl0U>[,A00~‘t
uZh«Vi\beC,a,';?e

bareheaded and carried a package of
loose papers in his hand.
As ne passed along he chanced to notice
the man in the corner. He slackened his
pace and came a little nearer. And the
gray-haired man looked up at him and
smiled.
“You are waiting to see Mr. Treat?”
“Yes.”
“He is busy this morning—you may
have to wait some time. Come over here
by the window. This is an'easier seat.
The gray-haired man took the proffered
seat with a word of thanks, and the
soung man passed into the other room.
When he came back he was closely
studying one of the papers from his bundle. But he looked down as he passed
the gray-haired man and stopped. His
eyes took in the plain attire, the gray
hair, the patient face.
“Pardon me,” he softly said, “but
may I presume that you are looking for

serious?”

pt

Light, wholesome bread—flaky

^
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tfT"cf.keout that
70ur
mouth—all
of one sack I
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good for every baking need.
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TeI1
!s
makes more loaves to the
sack than ordinary flour.
St is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest
in bread
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more persons awaiting, twenty persom
seemingly representing as many grades
searchmgly.
her
in life, and the newcomer found mmsell
hinted at something,
busy studying them. From time to time
H;eh, it might be a young the inner door opened and one of the
was admitted.
met his glance waiting group
3 little, but
The man might have been there twenty
minutes when the outer door opened and
rnng men, daddy/’
a slender
man entered.
He was

gk f<’r-
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w- 3- Hunt to in
H«, September l«h.Mr»her daughter.
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
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will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the
Country at Belfast, Maine.
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“It means, my dear.” her father ex!
you didn’t know.
j
“Any immediate necessities?” he softspent six weeks with Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Cha;l
James C. Wentworth,
In Bankruptcy.
shifts recently
plained, “that No. 2—1 should say this
asked.
ly
returned
to
their
home
in
Bankrupt.
pin,
Salem, Mass., |
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:
hands.
In fact,
The older man looked up at him with a I young Osborn here, tried to be kind to a last week.
JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale,
M
forlorn looking old man without dreamJudge ot the
Perhaps there sudden smile.
District Court of the United States for the
: about it.
You reing that he was your father and the own•a!
“Not yet,” he answered.
District of Maine.
THE COE-MORTIMER
LINCOLNViLLE CENTER.
NEW
( at I got my first
Jf.
“Here is my card,” said the younger er of this factory. We must shake hands
JAMES C. WENTWORTH of Burnham, in
Don’t forget the annual town fair which will
; the looms in the old
man a little hurriedly.
tg;r
“Come at any- young man.”
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, in said
be held Tuesday, September 27th followed by
The girl looked on with shining eyes.
•m the site of the time.
I will be glad to see you.”
District, respectfully represents, that on the
a dance in the
“That was fine, she said,
evening. Music will be furnish- 2nd day of October, 1909, he was duly adjudged »
He turned and passed through the out“See
: it's all yours—that
ed
cried
orchestra
of
the
older
Belfast
here,”
David bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating J At a Pr< bate Court held at Belfast, within and
At a Probate Court held at
by Keyes’
man, “you
er doorway.
Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th da) of
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered i
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesleaf
The man looked at the card and ad- wanted to hear me talk about those early Rubinstein of Rockland, our dry and fancy
September, a. D. 1910.
all his property and rights of property, and i
! day of September, A. I>. 1910.
of
the
•mu will be yours—
Acme
Join
at
dinus
days
plant.
dress.
goods peddler, has been in town the past week. has fully complied with all the requirements of
J. BOYNTON, widow of Kzra A BoulA certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ner today, my boy.”
niit ne business."
ton, late of Liberty, in said Count) ot WalThe name was John Osborn.
He has a new cart and has just returned from said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
will and testament of Samuel W
Webb, late
The daztd young man looked from the
do, deceased, having presented a petition prayof Unity, m said County ol
laughed.
The man stared at it and slowly nodded.
his
bankruptcy.
Waldo, deceased,
Boston with a full line of fall and winter goods.
i<>r an allowance out of the personal estate
having been presented for nrobate.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed ing
laddy, that both those
“You may be slow and shy, John Os- stranger to the girl—and what he saw in -Miss Nellie Pendleton of
of said deceased.
those shining eyes made him stammer a
Boston, who has j by the Court to have a full discharge from all
!.• you about should
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inou
born,” he murmured, “but your heart
Ordeied, that the said
been a guest at F. M. Russ’s returned home : debts
give notice to terested by causing a copy of this order to he
provable against his estate under said all persons interested by petitioner
em:
factory?”
beats quick and warm.
Bless the boy.” hasty acceptance.
causing a copy ot this published three weeks successively in The Resuch
debts
as
are
exFred
Acts,
Mr.
bankruptcy
order
to
list
be
led.
of
except
Saturday.
The fat
Coggins
published three weeks successively
Surry is visit- j
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
He carefully- placed the card in an inin The Republican Journal, a newspaper
by law from such discharge.
he answered.
pub- may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
‘‘And side
;
ing his uncle, Mr. Frank Coggins_Mr. Bur- cepted
pocket and looked up. The door of
Dated this 1st day of September, A. D. 1910. lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProBelfast, within and f >r said County, on the second
: dies matters.
Let me the inner room had
iv
ton
R.
who
has
had employment on R. H.
bate Court, to be held at. .el ast, within and for
Grey,
JAMES C. WENTWORTH, Bankrupt.
Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
just opened and a
said County, on the lltli day of October. A. 1).
•urse. these
lir
before noon, and show cause, if any
Whitfl’a VlW'Vlt for fho oaacnn omiinnJ
youngsters stout young man was coming out
have,
For Stomach Trouble and Constipation
ORDER OF NOTICE THEK ON.
1910, at ten of the clock before noon, and show why the same should not be proved,they
as coming.”
Mr'
approved
The persons who were waiting suddenfrom Boston Thursday-Eugene
cause.il any they have, why the prayer of said and allowed.
and j District of Maine, ss.
Cilley
> couldn’t know it. I ly arose, but he waved them aside.
should
not
be
petitioner
granted
GKO. F. JOHNSON, Judge.
wife of Boston are in town fora short visit....
THE HORSE’S PRAYER.
On this 17th day of September, A. D. 1910. on
CEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
self.”
Bn
A true copy. Attest:
“No more time to spare,” he told
Mrs. Rose Snow of Cambridge, Mass., is a guest reading the foregoing petition, it is—
A true Copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
... never
seen me and
them. “If your business is of import- A
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had !
Copy of the Dumb Beast’s Famous Plea at the Hall cottage for a few days... .Mr. and
:v lit the change in ownernos
ance come again tomorrow.”
XV ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelMrs. H. J. Morton of Chicago, 111., were guests upon the same on the 7th day of October, At a Frob'te Court held at
M
Hangs in Hub Fire and Police Stations.
last, on the 33th day of September, 1910.
lip''
He turned aside at the outer door and
Belfast, within and
A. D. 1910, before said Court at Portland, in
James L. James, administrator with the will anfor
'.
the
ol
:■ seen you —I am sure
on
of
the
13th
of
Hon.
and
County
Mrs.
A.
Waldo,
H. Miller last
day
In every Boston fire and police station
said District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
encountered the gray-haired man who
on the estate of Phtneas G. Hunt, late of
Sunday_|
nexed,
September, A. D. 1910.
{that
and
that
notice
thereof
be
had suddenly arisen and now barred the there hangs today a copy of the “Horse’s Mrs. Eva Deane is in Belfast for a week's visit, j
published in The
Belfast, in said county, deceased, having preadministrator of the estate of
DODGE,
in ownership is not to
a
sented
nls second and final account of adminisin
Journal,
Republican
newspaper
printed
•
Miss Gladys Young is attending
Prayer,” the world-famous plea of the
A. B. Snanow, late of Freedom, in said
way.
High i said
tration of said estate for allowance.
that all known creditors, and
e
til I desire to announce
“Excuse me, sir, but are you Mr. dumb beast for the treatment which his school in Camden_Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. otherDistrict, and
County of Waldo, deceased, haying presented a
in
at
the
j
interest, may appear
persons
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
petition praying that the Judge «.f Probate may
master is bound, in humanity, to accord Russ of
Treat?”
j him
Belfast were Sunday guests of Mr. and said time and place and show cause, if any they determine who are entitled to the balance ot the weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
H -.
:i.bed his hands.
“Yes.”
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should estate of said deceased now in his hands, their a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Mrs.
L.
S.
Russ....
Frank
who
has
■'! to me, "he laughed.
W.iggin,
The prayer, originated by President
not be granted.
respective shares therein, and order tin* same that all persons interested may attend at a Pro“May I have a word with you?”
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
been at home on a week’s visit, returned to i
‘1
at your young friends,
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That distributed accordingly.
The assistant superintendent looked Francis H. Rowley of the Massachusetts
of October next, and show cause, if any
they
rib-.:
Boston
Hncle Hi Daniel used to the
last
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to have,why the said account should
the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known credSaturday.Burt Bonley and wife
i Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
over.
not be allowed.
stranger
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad- all persons interested by causing a copy of this
By til
GhO ifi. JOHNSON, Judge.
they?”
“What is it you want?”
Animals, has been copied in all parts of of Camden were in town in their auto last Sun- ! dressed
order to be published tlnee weeks successively in
A true copy. Attest:
memorandum book and
and is to be found in many day calling on friends_Mr. Carle Mathews ! stated. to them at their places of residence as The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
The man looked at him appealingly.
| the country,
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
weed absurdly.
“I want employment, sir.”
private stables as well as stables of large was in Boston the first of the week on a pleasure
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
ned at his air.
Boston business houses. The S. S. Pierce trip-A party of our
The y-oung man frowned.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belyoung people, consist- Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, County, on the lltli day of October, A. D.
ten ot the clock before noon, and .-bow
you their present
fast, on the 13lh day of September. 1910.
“That’s what I supposed. Well, we | Company, Jordan Marsh Company, R. H.
of Mr. Horace Miller and sister Hazel, Miss at Portland, in said District, on the 17th day of 1910, at
Elmer small, administrator on the estate of Fred
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
don’t
know their have nothing for y-ou. We want energy White and the stables of the Metropoli- ing
A. D. 1910.
f11-"M. Staples, late of Belfast, in said county, deshould not be granted.
Etta Hall and Mrs. Bessie Talbot enjoy- i September,
lias, s
petitioner
Georgia
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
[L. s.]
here—not the musty deliberation of oid tan Park Commission all have copies
ceased. having presented his second and final
GEO, E .JOHNSON, Judge.
ed an auto ride Sunday through the town by the
A true copy or petition and order thereon.
■:*!
A true copy.
Attest:
account of administration of said estate and his
^remerfiber that you age. You’ve passed your time of useful- placed in conspicuous places.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Chas.
P. Hazkltine, Register.
'be truth without fe r
kindness
of
Mr.
H.
J.
Morton
who
was
a
private claim for allowance.
guest
This is the famous “Horse's Prayer":
ness. mv trrav-haired friend.”
!
Ordeied, That notice thereof be given, thres
at
Twin
Elm farm-Miss Velma Woodbridge
The stranger s voice grew eager.
To THEE, MY MASTER, I offer my prayer:
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
■i.an Treat.
He is actj: ** C'i’
“I worked for the factory, sir, forty Feed me, water and care for me, and, when the has gone to Camden where she has employment
a newspaper published in Belfast, in slid Counthe
of
on the second Tuesfor
Waldo,
County
pnlieves scur stomach,
of the factory in the
work is done, provide me with shelter, a in the
ty. that all persons ii terested may attend at a
day of September, A. D. 1910.
years ago. You’ll find my name on the : day’s
millinery department of Mrs. F. S. HaniaiDitation of tha heart.
.at
eal
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
certain instrument, purporting to be the tast
"invay, who went to old books—and on some of the old pat- clean dry bed and a stall wide enough for me
is
school
of October next, and show cause, if any
son-George
Dickey
attending
High
down
in
'•omfort.
day
to
lie
a 'h last
wi 1 and testament, of Elias C. Fowler, late
A
j
spring.”
terns.”
I they have, why 1 he* said account and private
Talk to me. Your at Camden.... Miss Carrie Dickey arrived
to
me.
be
kind
in
said
of
of
Waldo,
County
deceased,
Always
Unity,
a tendent.
: claim should not be allowed.
Yes, eharThe young man shook his head.
having been piesented lor probate, together with
home Sunday from Bath for a two weeks’ va; voice often means as much to me as the reins.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
a petition praying that Abbie J. Fowler Russell
“Well,” he said, “you won’t work Pet me sometimes, that I may serve you the cation-Mr.
A true copy. Attesi:
Burton R. Grey is visiting fora
I strong and quick here
may be appointed administratrix or the estate ot
Ciias.
P. Hazeltink, Register.
again. You have outlived your al- more gladly and learn to love you. Do not
said deceased, with the will annexed.
> s, and very masterI jerk the reins and do not whip me when going few days in Belfast, the guest of I. V. Miller.
lotted span of industrial usefulness.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
SS.—In
of Probate, held at BelCourt
or
kick
me
when
beat
or
WALDO
strike
hill.
Never
a
Probate
Court
heid
Belfast,
within
and
at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clarke and son Rus- At
am surprised to hear that you are look- up
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
last, on the 13th day of September, 1910.
what you want, but give
tortile County of Waldo, on the second Tuesparticulars. Habits ing for work.
three weeks successively in The Re- | Edgar T.
Don't you know the 1 I do not understand
sell accompanied by Mrs. Ida Dailey of Campublished
of Edgar T Pillsguardian
Pillsbury.
)o
of
a.
I).
1910.
j
Watch
me a chance to understand you.
day
September,
me,
publican Journal, published at e'fast, that they bury, Jr., of Lincoinville, in said countv. having
chances are strong that if you secured a
if
\
certain instrument, purporting to be the last i may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
fail to do your bidding, see if some- den visited in town last Sunday... Miss Mary
his first and filial account of guardianpresented
5t be.
He is consid- place that you would crowd some young- i and is I not
f
\
will and testament ot Rebecca E. TlionipBelfast, within and tor said County, on the sec- ship for allowance.
wrong with my harness or feet.
thing
Coggins, who has employment at Rockport
son, late of MontVille, in said County of Waldo, ond Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
rang man.”
er and much abler man from employDo not check me so that I cannot have the
Ordered, that, notice thereof he given three
passed the week-end with her parents, Mr. j deceased, having been presented lor probate.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
If you insist that I wear
ment.”
: free use of my head.
weeks successively,in The Republican Journal, a
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in- have, why the same should not be proved, apather was secretary
! blinders, so that I cannot see behind me as it and Mrs. Frank Coggins_Mrs. J. C. Houser ! terested by causing a copy of this order to be
newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
The stranger sighed.
of
and
the
said
allowed
and
prayer
proved
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro“But what am I to do,” he asked in a was intended 1 should, 1 pray you be careful and two daughters Inez and Bernice of Green- published three weeks successively in The Re- petition granted.
’(Ir.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
that the blinders stand well out from my eyes.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
man with anstoare guests at Jackson Mathews’
field,
of October next and show cause, if anv they
Kansas,
helpless tone.
be
held at BelA true copy. Attest
may appear at a Probate Court, to
Do not overload me, or hitch me where water
I’ve heard of his
have, why tiie said account should not be allowfor two weeks. They are making a tour over fast, within and for said County, on the second
“That’s destined to be a very serious will
l
Chas
P.
Hazkltink,
Register.
Examine
me
shod.
well
on
me.
Keep
drip
ed.
of
clock
from
of
October
at
ten
the
his
next,
book.
up
problem,” said the young man. “You J my teeth when I do not eat, I may have an the eastern States and report the trip a de- Tuesday
GEO. E JOHNSON. Judge.
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
a
r lad?”
A true copy. Attest:
know what Dr. Osier is reported to have ulcerated tooth, and that, you know, is very lightful one having come via
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Niagara Falls. why the same should not be proved, approved Atfor
,(jhn Osborn.
ou
the
second
TuesChas.
P. Hazeltink, Register.
of
the
Waldo,
He is said.
head
in
an
unnatural
the
tie
County
as
far
as
Do
not
L.,?'
don’t
my
painful.
Well, I
go
On their return they will visit in West Vir- and allowed.
ar rn
day of September, D. 1910.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
shop. He is a chloroform theory, of course, but I do position, or take away my best defense against ginia.
NOTICE.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
The suba
with
last,
conversation
be
the
corto
A
true
certain instrument, purporting
During
your
copy. Attest;
and an inventor, too, I think that when a man reaches the point flies and mosquitoes by cutting off my tail.
A sci lher lieieby gives notice that she lias been
will and testament of Helen M. Bird, late
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
1 cannot tell you when I am thirsty, bo give respondent they were emphatic in expressing
administratrix of the estate of
appointed
duly
and
where
both
his
mental
physical
Thr man ; .p ;
Save me, by all
me clean, cool water often.
AUGUSTA WELLS, late of Belfast,
strength is waning, he should bow to the means in your power, from that fatal disease their opinion that Maine is to be ranked as one At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and having been presented for probate.
of the first in its scenery, its bracing air etc.
for tlie County ot Waldo, on the second Tues'key spoke to me about inevitable and get off the track. That’s —the glanders.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
l,-’"1
I cannot tell you in words
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
of September, a. D. 1910.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
day
some useful things.
what I expect to do when I reach your when I am sick, so watch me, that by signs We appreciate the compliments we hear day
y
demands against the estate of said deceased are
certain instrument, purporting to be the last 1 published three weeks successively in The ReSuable lad. Character- age. It’s the law of the inevitable.”
tV
you may know my condition. Give me all pos- after day from our friends who were once
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they desired to present the same for settlement, and
will and testament of William McGrath,
ail indebted thereto are reanested to make navand
a
hot
to
be
held
at
from
the
at
a
Probate
sible
shelter
sun,
put
Court,
appear
head.
may
The older man shook his gray
Maine citizens as well as those who are west- late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo,
when I am working but
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second lnent immediately.
,!et and
and has
deceased, having been presented for probate.
“But what am I to do sir:” he repeat- blanket on me, not
r;‘
shy,
MARIAN E. WELLS.
ten
of
the
clock
of
October
at
most
next,
erners....
Mrs.
E.
B.
Pottle
Tuesday
enNever
a
in
the
cold.
i 'lii himself.”
royally
when I am standing
put
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
f.
ed.
Belfast, August 9,1910.
bit in my mouth; first warm it by hold- tertained the following guests at a dinner terested by causing a copy of this order to be !
the same should not be proved, approved
A-up.
“Go home,” said the young man a lit- frosty
why
three weeks successively in The Reing it a moment in your hands.
I:'
NOTICE. The subscriber hereparty September 15th: Mrs. Carrie Clarke of publishedJournal, published at Relfast, that they jI and allowed.
! posite of No. 1, eh?”
tle sharply.
“Go home and tell your
I try to carry you and your burdens without
publican
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
by gives notice that he h s been di.U apfriends to take care of you. The Acme a murmur, and wait patiently for you long Worcester, Mass., Mrs. May Byron and daugh- may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at A true copy, Attest:
executor of the last will and testament
pointed
on the second
within and for said
Vi a the two
of
We have divi- hours of the day or night. Without the power ter Irene of Lynn, Mass., Miss Ella S. Pottle Belfast, of October next,County,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
>i
young plant can’t be bothered.
at ten ot the clock
Tuesday
BENTON F THOMPSON, late of Moutville.
dends to earn and stockholders to satisfy. to choose my shoes or path, I sometimes fall ; of Medfield, Mass., Mrs. J. C. Houser and before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
‘‘On
I
have
often
which
hard
At
a Probate Court, lieK. at Belfast, within and
on
the
not
be
'me
same
should
tne
here
pavements,
approved
proved,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
it
together If we tried to run a benevolent home
|
why
of
Inez
and
Bernice
daughters
Greenfield,
the
of
on
but
of
such
a
for
the
second
Tueswood
Waldo,
County
and allowed
bonds as the law directs. All pel sons having
might not be of
here for superannuated employees, we prayed as
“Thai
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
day of September, A. I). 1910
to give me a safe and sure footing.
denial ds against the estate of said deceased are
nature
Kansas, and Carle Mathews of Los Angeles,
a
range, isn’t it?”
would close our doors.
A true copy. Attest:
certain instrument, purporting to be the lastdesired to present the same tor settlement, and
Remember that I must be ready at any moment j California.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
will and testament of Charles W. Ward, late ! all indebted thereto are rt quested to make pay“And does the fact that I once worked to lose my life in your service.
ment immediately.
of Thoi Uiiike. in said County of Waldo, deceased,
thinks he has no here count for nothing,” the stranger
And finally, O MY MASTER, when my useful |
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
VOLNEY THOMPSON.
been pres*nted fo,- probate.
having
.sidering and that asked.
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesMo* tville, September 13, 1910.
strength is gone, do not turn me out to starve
Oidered, That notice be given to all persons inday of September, A. 1). 1910.
nays him to come
“That’s all sentiment,” Si.il the young or freeze, or sell me to some cruel owner, to
terested by causing a copy of this older to l-e
pis or loses.’
For Backache Kidneys and Bladder
certain instrument, purporting to be the last published three weeks sm cessivtly i
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE The subscribThe ReShe man, “and sentiment has -no place in a be slowly tortured and starved to death; but
I do
will and testament of Joseph F. Smith, late
i
erl.eivb.' gives notice lhai he has been duly
My Master, take my life in the kindpublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
almost sure that bustling factory.
Perhaps if you had est Thou,
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
belt!
t
a
rebate
Court
to
be
at
administrator, with tfie will annexed,
wav. and vour God will reward you here
appointed
may appeal
admirable foil for stuck to the works you wouldn’t be in and hereafter. Yon will not consider me irrevhaving been presented for probate, together wi'h Recast, within and for said County, on the sec- J of the estate of
a petition praying that Maitland R. Smith may
the
of
t-n
of
October
at
ond
next,
Tuesday
MARY
T. MILLS, laic of Liucolnville,
pliancy and per- vour present straits.”
of
Him
who
was
name
erent if I ask this in the
be appointed administrator of the estate of said
p
C'ock before noo •, and show cause, if any they
play the role in
He had turned toward the door, leav- born in a Stable. Amen.
in the Comity of Waldo, deceased, and given
the same should not be proved, apdeceased, with the will annexed.
have,
why
All persons having
bonds as the laws directs
'ftener."
ing the stranger staring after him —a
Ordereo, That notice be given to all persons proved and allowed.
! demands against the estate of said deceased
■p.
GEO- E JOHNSON. Judge
stare strange to say, that was coupled
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
are desired to present the same tor settlement,
j
A
A-test:
true
nm
in
The
Reweeks
three
copy
me about this
successively
K
published
with a cynical smile—when there enterand all indebted thereto are requested to make
Chas p. Hazeltine, Register.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
a
i pajmeiK immediately.
native of the ed a young woman, and in every way a
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
j
and
at
Court
held
within
H. A. MILLS.
LIBERTY.
a
Probate
At
Belfast,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
charming young woman, who looked
for the county of •’ aldo. on the second TuesLiucolnville, September 13, 1910.
Pas the first fore- :
Bn
Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
Mrs Sally Wentworth celebrated her ninetyeagerly from one man to the other.
A. I). 1910.
of
it
day
September,
show
and
have,
before
cause,
any they
noon,
,4 DM1NISTR rTltlX’S NOTICE. The subscribAfter .John graduBen
“How do you do, Mr. Treat,” she said ninth birthday September 15th by a large gath4 certain instrument, purporting to lie Hie last
why the same should not be proved, approved
2i er hereby gives notice that she has been duly
m-' school he
to
Ber,.
entered to the younger man, who suddenly reand allowed and prayer of petition granted.
A will abd testament ot israt Closson. late of appointed administratrix of the estate of
of her friends and relatives. She also
ering
aa
GEO. K. JOHNf*ON, Judge.
been climbing ever ! moved his hat. Then she turned to the
Bee
Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
;
was generously remembered by post cards and
A true copy. Attest;
VIOLA TWITCH ELL, late of .Vontville,
must be because he
having been presented for probate,
H?it3 50 hard
| stranger. “I couldn’t wait any longer
Chas. f\ Hazeltine, Register.
George McLain has been obliged
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
gifts.Mrs.
to its Natural
I daddy,” she said.
be
order
to
of
this
as the law directs.
All persons having
a
bonds
interested
bv
causing copy
school in the Prescott Davis
his book.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereThe young man paled. His jaunty air to give up her
demands against the estate of said deceased
published three weeks successively iu The Re
and
notice that she has been duly apwhich befell her
by
gives
accident
to
an
that
Belfast
desired
to
smile
at
are
the
for settlement,
they
Journal,
present
m1'district
owing
published
publican
factory, dear. of self-confidence suddenly wilted. He
pointed executrix of the last will and testament may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at and all indebted thereto are requested to make
No matter how long it
p.‘.jua,ntance of j looked at the older man and muttered an mother.Mr. Chester V. Duncklee and fathof
within and for said County, on the
Belfast,
payment
immediately.
h.is been
or faded.
JO.’sIE S. PAYSON,
second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
ANSEL L. WHITE, late if Belfast,
j indistinct apology. Then he turned and er of Brockton, Mass., are at G. N. Stevens.’ P-omotesgray
y°U down>
a luxuriant
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
Rockport, September 13, 1910.
I 'me
daddy?”
in the County of Wa’do. deceased, and given
i hurried away.
B
_Mrs. Clara Ballard of Lexington, Mass..
be
should
not
the
same
proved
apbave,
why
• nr,,., ;. ; K”‘nK unaccompanied and
F'owth of healthy hair.
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having de
The girl looked around in wonder,
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE
llie subproved and allowed.
with her two children, has returned home after
mands against llie estate of said deceased arede
Positively removes
A. scriber hereby gives notice that she has
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
“Why, what does that mean, daddy?” a visit with relatives here.
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
KanArnll. Keeps hair
A true copy. Attest:
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate,
indebted thereto are requested to make payin the State of Maine, of
Chas. P. Hazei.tine, Register.
soft and glossy.
ment immediately.
NORTH SEARSMONT.
M ARY ALDEN WHITE.
ROSANNA S. COOMBS, late of Bethel,
Will not soil skin
BS.—ln Court of Probate, held at Bel1910.
Minnesota.
Belfast,
13,
Miss June Simmons, who has been stopping
September
rtinen. Willnotinjure
fast, on the 13th day of September, 1910. in the County of Anoka, deceased, and given
Mrs.
S.
W.
Paul
and
Mr.
with
few
for
a
will
of
days
Wilbur K Reynolds, executor of the last
The quickest, surest and safest
your hair. Can be used
The subscriber heredirects,
all persons having
way to relieve indigestion and
NOTICE.
bonds
as
the
law
Lewis Reynolds, late of Burnham, in said counhas returned to Phillips, Maine, where she will
without detection.
constipation and to really enjoy life is to take an occasional dose
by gives notice that be has been duly ap- ty, deceased, having presented bis final account demands against the estate *>t said deceased
S.
the
last
will
and
the
for settlement,
teacher.W.
of
testament
are
desired
to
same
of the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It
as
executor
duties
Hunt,
piesent
her
pointed
resume
ot administration of said estate for allowance.
purifies the blood, aids
Is not a
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
and codicil thereto of
digestion and tones up the whole system.
who has been at work at the Head of the Tide,
That notice thereof be given, three
Ordered,
Send 2c for books “The Care
payment
immediately.
of
MARY E. SARGENT, late
Searsport,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Bine Hill, Me.
af the Hair and Skin.” Philo
MARY A. COOMBS.
is at home for a week.Mr. and Mrs. C. Herin the County of Waldo, deceased and given
The true ‘L. F* Atwood*8 Medicine has done me
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Hay Spec. Co., Newark. N. J.»
Belfast, September 13,1910.
have spent the summer at
bonds as the law directs. All persons having that all persons interested may attend at a Progood service. / could not get along without it.**
vey Howes, who
U.S. A., and Toronto, Can.
of
said
are
estate
deceased
the
demands
oil
thelltli
MB. CECIL RCBERT80N.
to
be
held
at
day
bate
against
Court,
Belfast,
their cottage returned to their home in DorTHE CHILDREK LIKE IT
SETOSE MX SUBSTITUTES
desired to present the same for settlement, and of October next, aud show’ cause, if any they
“L. F.” in large red letters is on all labels.
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
cheater, Masa., last Thursday... J. N. Cox took SI and (*««•. HoffT*”’ ft* druggists
have,why the said accouut should not be allowed.
35 cts. tor a large bottle. Write for liberal sample to
ment immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
15th in his auto
a party to Camden September
H. C BUZZELL.
THE "U F." MEDICINE CO,
Ai rue copy. Attest:
Portland, M«.
H. H. MOODY, DRUQOIST
COUCH
Searsport, August 9,1910.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
_Miss Bessie Proctor returned to Bingham,
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Get Well
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LAXATIVE
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Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Cook

are

Everett,

Sunday was the warmest day for September
thermometer registering 84 at noon
it was decidedly cooler with
visit Monday morning
the

»

L. W. Edwards and Miss Julia E. Eames

Dr. W. J. Garvey and mother,)Mrs. Mary Garwho have been spending several weeks
with Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver returned to their
home in Troy, N. Y., Tuesday.

vey,

Mayor Woodman of Bangor
on friends.

was

in town

Sunday calling

Mrs. J. W. Black left Monday for Boston for
full line of fall millinery.

E. Grinnell is a aspirant for the wardenship of the Maine State Prison.
W.

their cottage at Swan Lake and will try their
luck with the salmon and trout.

Sunday, returning home Monday.
Capt. Theodore P. Colcord left Monday for

a

Miss Joanna C. Colcord left Monday for New
York, where she will spend the winter.

of Belfast is visiting his son,
J ames
Dr. S. C. Pattee, at the Searsport House.
Pattee

of Boston is the guest of
Miss Jennie
Cant, and Mrs. H. G. Curtis, Water street.
Row

Harry L. Perry left Friday for Brooklyn, N. Y., where she will spend the winter.
Mrs.

Out

make the feet look
small and slender—yet they fit comfortably, without the
least crowding.

wear

extremely

New York where he will sail about October 1st
the new steamer Honolulian of the American-Hawaiian line for San Francisco.

Women’s

Mrs. L. A. Colcord, who has been visiting
her husband, Capt. L. A. Colcord of the steamer American of the American-Hawaiian Line
in New York, leturned home Saturday.
Mr.

and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen and

son

Regal Shoes

An-

have a daintines;
and charm thal
cannot be de-

drew, who have

been the guests of Capt. and
Mrs. A. M. Ross on Main street for a few
weeks, returned to Orange,N. J., Friday.

Miss Marie Cyphers was in Frankfort last
week the guest of her sister, Mrs. H. L. Clark.

Leroy D. Littlefield began Monday digging
he twenty-five acre potato field at the Moose
Point farm owned by Amos D. Carver of
Brooklyn, N. Y., and will ship them to Boston.

Eben Sawyer arrived Friday from New York
to attend the funeral of his father, W. B. Saw-

and daughter, Mrs.
T. P. Whittier, who have been spending the

George A.

Mrs.

n«-

yer.

tLnii.

scribed—you

visit our stote and
them.

Carver

unflnrra

$35°

of \Tnnco Point rotnrn.

$400

H. W. Kneeland and daughter Phyllis,
who have been spending the summer with
Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Curtis on Park street,
returned Friday to their home in Dorchester,
Mrs.

ton.

Sk Dolliver, who has been spending
the summer in town, left last week for Troy,
N. Y.
Maurice

THE

Winnifred Nichols, who has been spendwith her grandmother, Mrs. B.
F. Pendleton at Tark, left Tuesday for West
Bridgewater, Mass., where she is attending
Miss

ing the summer

and Mrs. Arthur B. Smith of Brewer arc
a few days at their cottage at Pleasant Point.
Mr.

spending

Dinsmore Store
BELFAST,

the Howard Seminary.
Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Miss Jessie C. NickerCapt. and Mrs. D. C. Nichols, Miss Clara
Roulstone and Miss Deborah Williams left
Wednesday in Mrs. Nickerson’s touring car foi
Kineo and the Rangeley Lakes.

Miss Lizzie Porter returned last week fron
visit with her sister, Mrs. L. A. Bradford ir
Thorndike.
Etta M. Garey returned Thursday fron
weeks’ visit with Mrs. Addie C. Webbei

r

THE LIBERTY CORN CANNING PLANT
The Corn Canning Plant is now running full
blast. There is an extra large crop of extra
fine corn and “every prospect pi ases.” We
are informed by the superintendent that the
poorest lot of corn brought in this year excelled the best of last year’s crop, and whereas
287,COO cans were the amount of last year’s
output, the prospects are that this year it will
reach 400,000. Perhaps that my observation
while visiting that institution will not be uninteresting to the readers of The Journal and
perhaps be an incentive to those who did not
plant corn this year to do so next, and to those
who do not eat it for fear of its uncleanliness
to do so, for nothing can excel this plant in
cleanliness and tidiness.
I will begin with the huskers. It is a pleasant sight to see the numerous huskers, most-

and Mrs. L. W. Carver of Columbus
in town last week, guests of Mr
and Mrs. Geo. P. Carter. Mr. Carver returnee
to Columbus Tuesday and Mrs. Carver wil
spend the month of October in Blue Hill.
Mr.

in Belfast.

Ohio,

Arthur E. Sullivan, who recently went tc
Dorchester, Mass., has entered the Bostor
Latin school.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Calderwood and son oJ
Roxbury are visiting Mrs. E. D P. Nickels or

were

Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey of the schooner Mauc
Palmer of the Palmer fleet has been transfer
red to the schooner Rebecca Palmer of th<
same fleet, now in Boston bound for Bruns
wick, Ga., to load ties for a northern port.

Main street.

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Parse are spending c
Swan Lake enjoying the salmon anc

week at

fishing.

A line of pipe is being laid from the main o:
Lawrence, Mass., is the j
the Searsport Water Co. to the center of th<
guest of her brother, Mr. Clement H. Stevens I
j Village Cemetery at a cdfet of twenty dollars
Main street.
j two dollars of which has already been paid ant
Capt. J. N. Putnam returned Thursday froir
lot holders, who are interested in the matte:
a few weeks’ visit with his son, W. P. Putnair |
i and who wish to contribute toward the balance
in Dorchester.
of eighteen dollars, can do so by calling on J
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund B. Staples and chile
H. Sullivan, treasurer of the Village Cemetery
arrived Wednesday and are the guests of relaassociation, at his store on Main street. Aftei
tives at Park.
the pipe is laid, the association will pay the
Arthur Colson of Somerville, Mass., has
yearly rental for the water which is free to al
bought the grocery business of I. H. Havenei lot holders in the cemetery and will be a greai
on Main street.
help in keeping the cemetery in its presen:
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross attended the fun- fine condition.
Mrs. R. A. Woods of

eral of Fred G. White in Belfast Wednesday
;
September 14th.
I

Searsport Lodge, K. of P.t publish the following resolutions on the death of Frank H

William H Sawyer of Malden was in town t<
attend the funeral of his father, the late Wil
G. Young of Boston was in town Thurs
day, the guest of his brother, B. F. Young oi
Bay View Place.
W.

George D. Cutler

Dr.

of Boston

Saturday

Hargrav<
the Searsport Hous<

and Leonard

guests at

were

and

Sunday.

Mrs. R. A. Hathorn of Bangor was in towr
week, the guest of her niece, Mrs. T. R

last

Howe, Prospect street.

Harry Delano left Tuesday morning for Mil
linocket, where he is employed as a brakemar
on

the B. & A.

railroad.

F. Carver of Roslindale, Mass., was ii
town Friday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. O
John

Sawyer

on

Water street.

D. Leib, who spent the summei
with her mother, Mrs. E. L. Leib, Churcl
street, left last week for Saco.
Miss Louise

Miss Lewene A. Nichols left Friday for Boston, where she will take a course in stenography at Miss Pierce’s school.
Misses Sara Grinnell and Maud Smith, whc
teaching at East Belfast, spent the week
end at home with their parents.
are

Capt Scott Blanchard and mother, Mrs. Clara
Blanchard, left Friday for Brooklyn, N. Y.,
where they will spend the winter.
J. D. Sweetser left Saturday for Philato join her husband, Capt. J. D. Sweetof the American-Hawaiian Line.

Mrs.

delphia
ser

Dr. Elisha Hopkins left Wednesday foi
Brooklyn, N. Y., where he will spend the wintei
with his daughter, Mrs. J. D. Sweetser.
Capt. and Mrs. B. Y. Havener, who have been
spending two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. I. H.
Havener, left Wednesday for New York.

Mrs. Sarah P. Staples returned Wednesday
Winthrop, Mass., where she has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edmund B. Staples.

from

and Mrs. Samuel Adams of Belfast and

Mr.
judge
were

and

ivirs.

neuei

KODinson oi

tamaen

guests at the Searsport House Sunday.

Truman M. Lathrop and William Smith of
Stockton Springs have bought the Stockton,
Searsport and Belfast express of Jacob Eames.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin P. Griffin and child arWednesday from Canton, Mass., and are
the guests of Miss Mabel Griffin on Main street.
rived

A. Jackson and family, who have been
spending the summer in town at the Pendleton
Dr. A.

homestead,
day.

returned to

Everett, Mass.,

Fri-

L. M. Sargent was in Bath last week visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Cecil Paine and in Manchester, N. H. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer D. Goodwin.
of the steamer Texan
Haweiian line arrived Tuesday from New York for a week’s stay with his

Capt.

James B. Parse

of the American

family.
Mr. and Mrs.

Fred Shute and

son Ralph of
Saturday to attend
the funeral of Mrs. Shute’s father, William B.
Sawyer.
Mrs. Abbie F. Carver, who has been spending
the summer with Mrs. B. F. Pendleton at Park,
returned to her home in Brookline, Mass.,
Tuesday.

Sandypoint

were

in town

John Pendleten of Minneapolis, who has been
visiting in town left Friday for Lakeville,
Conn., where he is attending the Hotchkiss
•
Seminary.

Capt. Isaac Carver of the U. S. collier Hector
arrived Saturday from Norfolk and is the
guest of his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Carver, on
Navy street.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Curtis and son William, who have been spending several weeks
*

Whereas, It has pleased

our

Heavenly Fathei

remove by death our brother, Frank H
Berry, of Penobscot Lodge No. 135, K. of P
Searsport, therefore be it
Resolved, That we hold in loving remem
brance one who was ever ready to help in th<

to

Sawyer.

liam B.

MAINE.

son,

a

trout

$500

Smart
New
Model

Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall D. Meyers of Malden,
Mass., were in town last week calling or
friends.

of

advancement of the order.
no

more

with

us

we

shall

While he will
ever cherish

b<
his

memory.

Resolved. That in bending in sorrow before
the decree of an all-wise Providence, the lodge
extends its most sincere and heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved wife and relatives, anc
commend them to the Father above, who alone
is able to comfort and sustain.
Resolved, That to express our recognition ol
the loss we have sustained, our charter be
draped in mourning for a period of thirty
days, a copy of the resolutions be spread upor
our records, a copy sent to the wife of the deceased, and a copy sent to The Republicar
Journal for publication.
H. E. Merithew, ) Committee
on
J. W. Black,
F. A. Nye,
) Resolutions
Obituary. William Babbidge Sawyer, one
the best known residents of Searsport anc
a veteran of the Civil war, with a most bril
liant record, died September 15th, after a lonf
illness. He was born in Searsport, April 29
1839, the son of Eben and Eliza Kempton Saw
yer. He enlisted as corporal in Captain Danie
L. Dickey’s Company E, 19th Maine regiment
which was mustered in on August 26, 1862. Hi
was repeatedly promoted for bravery in action
to sergeant of his company, second lieutenan
of Company F, and was mustered out at thi
end of the war, May SI, 1865, as first lieutenan
of Company I. Few regiments saw more rea
fighting than the 19th Maine and it mean:
much to say that a soldier had served in tha
regiment from muster-in to muster-out, and n<
soldier of that regiment came home with a mori
brilliant record for bravery than Mr. Sawyer
Such battles as Fredericksburg, Chancellors
ville, Gettysburg, Bristol Station, Bull Run
Wilderness, Spottsylvania, Cold Harbor, Petersburg and many other engagements whicl
made history, were on his discharge papers
Lieutenant Sawyer was in some of the fiercesl
fighting of the war. In the terrific slaughtei
at Welden railroad when 626 men were mowee
of

aown in

j.z

minutes,

must

see

ed to their home in Brooklyn, N. Y. September
14th.

Mrs. W. B. Sawyer left Monday on a few
weeks’visit with her son, W. H. Sawyer in Bos-

Mrs.

Women’*

on

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement are at their cottage at Swan Lake enjoying the fall fishing.

two

new

Regal models (or dies*

Misses Marian and Clara Bullard of West
were the guests of Judge and
Mrs. J. W. Black on Main street Saturday and

Sch. John Foreman arrived Thursday from
Franklin with staves for Pike Bros.

Capt. W. H. Goodell returned Sunday from
business trip in Boston and New York.

Styles

Fred C. Kane and Edward Bond arrived Suna week at

Newton, Mass.,

ne saved me colors aitei

returned Friday from

ly boys and girls, marching to the husking
yard in the early morning, some of them singing the chorus of the old husking song which
is

as

cargo or edging* for Vinalbaven. September
14th, atcamer Millinocket sailed with paper
for New York. September
16th, schooner
Alaska sailed with lumber for New York.
September 16th, schooner William Jonas sailed
with lumber for New York also schooner Ned
T. Walker with cargo of lumber for New York.

Obituaby. On September 11, 1910, one o f
Stockton’s oldest and always highly respected
ladies, Mrs. Susan Jane Hichborn, widow of
the late Capt. Robert Hichborn, passed from
Dr. Isaac P. Park left for his home in Revere. earthly scenes into life eternal after
weary
Mass., September 13th, his father, Capt Charles years of illness and blindness, due to advanced
C. Park,
in
one
never
comfortable.
age,
robust
Mrs.
H
was born in
being more
Mrs. C. E. Britto returned by Sunday’s Prospect—now Stockton Springs—November
one
of the large family of Mr. and
steamer from her ten days’ visit in Boothbay 16, 1819,
and Rockland during the Dr.’s absence in New Mrs. Jacob Clifford of Cape Jellison, the last of
her parents’ children to pass "Over the River.”
York.
In March, 1866, she married
Capt. Robert HichDr. C. E. Britto arrived home from New
a
York Monday morning, a passenger on the born, becoming mother indeed to his family,
the four children of her sister, tbe deceased
steamer Millinocket, by courtesy of the capwife. Two daughters and a son were given to
tain.
this union,one, the younger girl,Caro
Etta, being
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Nickels and daughter. drowned
with a pleasure party in the harbor,
Miss Elizabeth, of Searsport, called on relaOctober 18,1880, a dreadful blow to the fond
partives—the Misses Hichborn, Church street— ents.
Capt. H. passed away May 28, 1891, leavlast Sunday.
ing the bereaved wife, with the two daughters,
Mr. Earl Gardner left the middle of last Emma and
Nellie, in the homestead, where, as
week for his home in Boston, after a brief visit
declining years robbed her of sight, physical and
wun ms
mother, Mrs. tame a. uaraner, mental strength, she was
tenderly ministered

Mr. Adin Hopkins of Camden was the guest
Monday of his uncle and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Hopkins, Church street.

Attractive

day from Boston and will spend

Miss L. W. Edwards and Miss Julia Eames
left Tuesday for Hingham, Mass.

Mrs. Alice T. Doe
visit in Waterville.

Mrs. S. J. Stevens left last Thursday after a
visit with her son and wife. Dr. and Mrs. G. A.
Stevens, Church street.

the thermometer at 48.

■pent Sunday in Brooks.

a

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

attending the

Miss Hannah C. Colcord left Monday to
friends in Thomaston.

a

in

Mess., Friday.

Unity fair.

Miss

town, returned to their home

in

SEARSPORT.

follows:

Middle street.

*«»“»»•»—uci uicic ttiiu

—the latter being often

Prof. L. H. Stevens of Lynn, Mass., will conduct a dancing school in town this season. The
first lesson will be given in Denslow Hall,
Tuesday evening, October 11th.

Mr. and Mrs. Hughes and son, from Brookline, Mass., have leased the Staples cottage, on
upper Sylvan street, for the winter, their furnishings having arrived Monday.
Mr. J. B. DuBose and little daughter Edna,
of Marion, S. C., with his mother-in-law, Mrs.
A. V. Nickels of Searsport, called upon the
Misses Hichborn, Church street, last Friday.
^Mrs. Emma G. Grey, the guest of Mrs. Carrie stepson, Capt. W. G. Hichborn, and her daughA. Gardner for a fortnight, returned to Sears- ter, Miss Emma May Hichborn of
Searsport.
port last Saturday, where she is visiting her The funeral took place at her late home Sepbrother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Glidden. tember 14th, Rev. A. A. Smith officiating most
Mrs. Isabelle T. Marston, the guest for sev- acceptably to the family and friends. Many

beautiful floral tributes testified to the
loving
appreciation of family, relatives and neighbors
of the quiet, firm and sincere
personality, taken
beyond earthly ills into the peace and joy of
chester, Mass.
“Heaven, Our Home,” where all shall meet.
Miss Mary Calkin, eldest daughter of Mr.
“Alas for him, who never sees
and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street, wil
The stars shine through his cypress trees!
Who hopeless lays his dead away,
leave this week to enter Wellesley College fori
Nor looks to see the breaking day
a regular four
years’ course. The good wishes
Across the mournful marbles
play!
of many friends accompany her.
Who hath not learned in hours of faith,
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
The U. S. civil engineer is here to survey the
That Life is ever lord of Death,
portion 01 Stockton harbor to be dredged by
And Love can never lose its own.”
the J. S. Packard Dredging Co., of Providence,
R. I.
Mr. E. M. Hunt, is now busy about his SANDYPOINT.
The summer visitors have all returned to
work. He is boarding at The Stockton.
their city homes, the cottages are closed and
Capt. Edmund Hichborn arrived from Baltiall left saying “I shall come again next
year.’
more, Md., on September 13th, called home by
Mrs. Fred Shute returned Monday from
the decease of his aged mother, Mrs. Robert
Hichborn. He left Saturday to rejoin his ves- Searsport, where she was called by the death
ot her father, Mr. W. B.
Sawyer_Mr. James
sel, the Joseph T. Ray.
Smith of Newport and Mr. and Mrs. LawresMrs. Melvina D. Hichborn and daughter,
ton Smith of Palmer, 111., visited Mr. and Mrs
Miss Emma May of Searsport, returned home
Stephen Smith last week_N. C. Partridge,
Saturday, after being with the Misses Emma steward of steamer
Rockland, spent Tuesday at
and Nellie Hichborn for a week from the time
home... Miss Junita Ellis is attending the
of their mother’s decease.
High school at the village_Mr. John StowMrs. H. J. Marden of Massachusetts arrived ers has returned to Searsport after
spending a
in town September 12th, and is the guest of week with relatives here... C. A. French has
her brother and wife, Capt. and Mrs. Charles gone to Presque Isle, where he has
employC. Park, West Main street. She will remain ment. .Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Fames attended
until Capt. P is much improved from his pres- the fair at Monroe last week_Mrs. Nathaniel
ent physical condition.
C.‘ Partridge has recently spent a week in
Mr. H. W. Blaisdell of Dexter wfas the guest Northport with her niece, Mrs. I. M. Cobe_
of his sister and husband, Dr. and Mrs. George Wm. Grant and family of Boston are spending
A. Stevens the past week, leaving Saturday their vacation here-Mrs. A. B. French and
Mrs. Wm. McGeorge spent Friday in Belfast.
for home in his automobile, which his host and
hostess greatly enjoyed during his visit, the ....Mrs. Mary F. French is in Prospect with
various fairs having been attended in his ma- her sister, Mrs. Ira Ward_Miss Lucy Grant
is in Orono with the family of Prof. Easley, at*
chine.
The school in this district
Mrs. S. F. Bridges has returned from Belfast tending school
began September 2nd and is taught by Mr.
and Temple Heights; and, after spending a
Crawford Treat of Stockton Springs_Mrs.
fortnight with her niece and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street, has decid- Lana Staples and daughter and son of New Yotk
Mrs. John Brewer
ed to open her house on Middle street for the are here for a few weeks
was very ill Sunday with asthma
aggravated j
autumn. Old acquaintances are glad to greet
by a severe cold.
her
in Stockton.
eral weeks of her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank L. Marston, Church street, left Tuesdi y
for Waterville, en route to her home in Dor-

....

to the
to the
to the
Of the corn, of the
to
the
We’re going
of the corn.”

In the husking yard there

ings

corn.

shucking

over,
teams

long buildsimply roofed
dumped from the

are

either side which
where the corn is

on

two

are

ready for the huskers. This corn is
scattered aiong the space allotted for it, the
width
of the building if the load is big
entire
enough, and it is highly interesting to see the
huskers come up to the corn like chickens,
and many times there are more huskers than
there are baskets of corn. It is also interesting to see the scramble for the baskets
and a position at the corn pile. It is a good
j place to study human nature and the different dispositions of persons. It is here as in
all things else, the selfish pusher gets there
while the timid and unselfish get left. The
yard master is Arthur Norton, who is the
right man in the right place, and he is ably assisted by L. N. Hurd. Cleanliness is observed
here. Everything in the shape of filth is inNo profane, indecent or
stantly removed.
boisterous language is permitted and no untidy
person is allowed among the huskers. Indeed
it is like a well ordered picnic, where they all
enjoy themselves hugely. On entering the
building where the corn is manipulated one is
struck with the cleanliness and the promptness with which the work is carried on under
the supervision of the argus-eyed overseer,
How’ard A. Staples, who seems to have his
; eyes on every part of the machinery at the
same time, and if anything is out of order he
1

an

j

I

wonderful
thing but

!

ure.

j

|
i
■

I
!

machinery,

which

can

do most any-

machinery is in motion and seeing them
perform their several parts so quickly reminds
the

of that old nursery song
“How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour.”
j
There are not as many operatives from abroad
as there were last year. The local hands seem to
have caught on,as it were,and are all doing their
several parts in a very satisfactory manner.
They are as follows: superintendent, Howard
j A. Staples; clerk, Mrs. O. W. Ripley; machinist,
! Fred Wescott; cutters, Mrs. H. A. Staples and
i Mrs. A. H. Norton; corn dropper, Artie M.
| Johnson, assistant, Rose Ryan; machine tenders,
I Clayborn Wellington, Bernard Newhall; feed
j screen, Ernest Rayon; washer, Edwin Ryan;
screen washer, H. Moody; weigher, Alice Low|i ell; mixer, O. W. Ripley,. We have watched
O. W. do the mixing and was interested.
He mixes the water and the sugar all right
but lemon and the one thing needful does not
appear to be in evidence. But the Democrats
are in and who can tell what a year may bring
so cheer up O. W., we may be happy yet.
| forth,
Hoister, H. Harding; cookers, Harold Linscott
and Andrew Rokes; cappers, Miss Jessie Norton, Cyrus Barton of Casco; tippers, Arthur
Haskell of Poland and Charles Knowlton; can
inspector, Mrs. Sylvester; hot can mender,
Clifford J. Eastman of Casco; N. S. Inspector
Harry Bollang of Halifax, N. S.; retorter,
Walter Young; assistants and helpers, Sam
Bagley, Walter Beaulieu, Harry Moody and
Jessie Hills; case packer, Sewell Colby; fireman, J. B. Taylor of Freedom; field man,
Herbert Grant of Leeds.
It is the duty
of the field man to visit the various fields of
corn and order it in when fit. The full capacity
of this plant is eighty cans per minute with
five cutters. One afternoon last week, Mis.
Staples and Mrs. Norton, with but two cutters,
put through seventy-two cans per minute and
Artie May Johnson dropped two at a time,
fifteen thousand cans, in four and a half hours,
not one going into the hole bottom up
yhich

j

j

..

again

o

talk, I should make a miserable failAll that I can do is to express the opinion—that he, who never visits a corn canning
plant in full operation, dies a fool. Visitors are
allowed in any part of the building but not
permitted to talk with the operatives, and if
he be a careless tobacco chewer he is at once
told that this is no place for him. The operatives have to work at their full capacity when
me

§
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A TELEPHONE
“Is the handiest

thing

in the house’’

“Most important
office.”

thing

in the store

and the

The service
ways

Drop

us a

give

you.

can

we

ready, night

or

offer is the best in the world

or

card and let

explain the service

us

j

\j.

day.

Wt

WALDO TELEPHONE CO.,
E. R.

SPEAR, General Manager.

-----===351
ROBERT F. DUNTON.

JOHN R.

DUNTON.

R,,

i-

morse

DUNTON & MORSE,

Attorneys at Law,

Belfast,

OFFICES IN MASONIC TEMPLE, HIGH STREET.
WHILE THE SAVINGS BANK BUILDING IS
BEING

i

REPAIfct;,

WINTERPORT.

Quarterly meeting services were held at the
Methodist church Sunday, Rev. H. B. Haskell,
D. S., presiding. The quarterly conference
was held Saturday evening at the vestry....
Mrs. M. E. Roberts of Lincoln, Neb., gave a
very interesting address at the Methodist vestry Friday evening, September 16th, in the
interests of the Woman's Home Missionary
Society, of which she is the National Field Secretary... Mrs. Carrie Shaw of Milo called on
friends in town last week-Mrs. P. N. Hall
and son Percy of Woodstock visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Eaton, last week.

j Pickling
j Preserving
,

|

;

aged citizen, passed
Funeral
away Friday after a long illness.
services were held Sunday afternoon at the
Mr.

Lyman Curtis,

an

given by the ladies of the Lend-a-Hand
Society Tuesday evening at the Methodist
were

vestry and
every

a

was

very

successful

wray....Mrs. M. F. Webber

affair in

Medford,

of

Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. RundErnest E. Merritt of Revere, Mass.*

ajtt_Mr.

Liila M. Boyington of Winterport
were married at Revere, September 14th, by
Rev. Samuel G. Babcock. They are now visiting Mrs. Merritt’s parents here, Dr. E. H.
Boyington and wife. A number of the young
women friends of Mrs. Merritt gave them a
surprise party and serenade Friday evening
and presented them with an elegant Japanese
bowl. Fruit and confectionery were served
and they passed a jolly evening. Mrs. Merritt I
has many friends here who wish her much happiness in her new home.Among those reported ill this week are Mrs. N. A. Rich and
A slight fire
Capt. and Mrs. Benj. Atwood
was started at the home of F. C. Young Sunday evening, caused by the leaking of a keroand Miss

sene stove.

quickly turned
extinguished with but

■j

was

time whin

pickling

preserving
ice han

in order and

the

Fruits,
Vegetables
and

Spices

and the

FRUIT JARS
Whole and Ground
Mixed Spu <

!

Spices,
l

♦=

4

A. A. Howes & Co.,

The hose company

the blaze
little damage.
out and

the
and

are

|«f
|

church_A supper and entertainment

M. E.

This is

GROCERIES,

J;

DRUGS and MEDIUM

ISOltN

...

Dr. J. F. Rj'der left Thursday by early train
to return to his duties as chief of the U. S. bureau of animal industry in Massachusetts with
office in Boston, having spent his furlough
with his wife at the home of her father, Capt.
Jc
in
inct-inr
14
io okl.r avaivtnA kw
the machinist, Mr. Fred Wescott of Gorham, i J. French Hichborn, East Main street. Mrs.
If I should make an attempt at describing this R. will
join him a little later.

j

member

family IN8TANTLY.

your

an

1

shucking.
shucking.
shucking

going
We’re going
We’re going

“We’re

j!

siep-uaugnier

invalid herself.
A woman of deep
convictions, a firm Universalist, a great reader and an unselfish wife,
mother, sister and friend, she spent her useful life quietly in her home circle,
upholding
all good works earnestly, until the
blight of
age brought the decline in power which has
for several years held her in confinement to
house and bed. Although her
family cannot
desire to call her back to earth’s
sufferings the
of
love’s
breaking
bond brings sadness in
which the community joins in
sympathy, feeling that a just and true woman has gone into
“The Good Father’s Home,” survived
by one
son, Capt. Edmund Hichborn, one
daughter,
Miss Nellie Hichborn, a devoted
stepdaughter,
Miss Emma Hichborn, and the widow of her

Mr. Frank L. Marston, our civil engineer, is
assisting Mr. Hunt in the needed surveying of
the harbor preparatory to the dredging to be
done by the U. S. Government.

A Telephone is always ready and
waiting to be y0u
servant—either for business, pleasure or
necessity
is a source of comfort to know that night or
day yo
can summon the Doctor, the Grocer or
any

Messrs. Truman Lathrop and William Smith
have bought the express line business between

Stockton, Searsport and Belfast of
Eames and began driving early

Jacob
week.
We understand that their order-book will be
kept at the store of Mr. Maitland R. LaFurley
for the convenience of their patrons.
Mr.

last

Bird. In Rockland, September 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney M. Bird, a daughter.
Carleton. In Rockport, September 11, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carleton, a son
Curtis. In Winterport, September 13, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Curtis, a son.
rWir’r-T

auc

In

ft

OpliinH

I

Mr

Walter A. Douglass, a son.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isie, September 3, to
Mrs.
John F. Eaton, a son.
Mr. and
SHIP NEWS.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, August 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred D. Eaton, a daughter, Vera Myrtle.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Herrick. In Orland, September 8, to Mr.
New York, Sept. 13. Sld, schs N E Ayer, Bel- i and Mrs. Wesley R. Herrick, a son.
Hinckley. In Sedgwick, September 9, to
fast; Augustus Welt, Norfolk for Bangor; 15,
Mr. and Mrs Wallace C. Hinckley, a daughter,
ar, schs Geo D Edmunds, Somes Sound; Grace
Parker.
Phebe
Davis, Bangor via Bridgeport: 10, ar, sch. NelHemenway. In Union, September 11, to Mr.
lie F Sawyer, Bucks Harbor, Mary A Hall,
Mrs.
and
Roy Hemenway, a daughter.
Stockton.
Littlefield. In Vinalhaven, September 12,
Boston, Sept 13. Sld, sch Lewiston, NewMrs. F. E Littlefield, a daughter.
port News and Jacksonville; 14, ar, sch Mar- to Mr. and
Whitney. In Hampden Highlands,Septemgaret M Ford, Philadelphia via Bridgeport; 15,
ar, sch New Boxer, Bangor; 16, ar, sch St Leon, ber 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Whitney, a son.
and Mrs.

Bangor.
Charleston, S C, Sept 13. Ar, sch Pendleton
Satisfaction, New York.
Newport News, Sept 16. Ar, sch Jane Palm-

>

V

>

Oidered, That the said petit:
nil persons interested b\
order t«* be published Hire,
in
J he Itepnh’ican Journ.i:
lished at Belfast, that the\ m
hfite ( ourt, to he held at
said County, on the 11th ,I
1 «»!<». at ten of the* clock t
cause, if any they have, v
petitioner should not In* gi.
GKOKGE K
A true
copy. Attest:
Chas. P. II v/i

MARRIED

In Corinna, September
Brown-Fernald.
10, Sherman Brown of Corinna and Mrs. MinMrs. Andrew G. Staples left Tuesday for Bel- er, Boston.
I
Norfolk, Sept 13. Sld, sch Margaret Haskell, nie Bussey Fernald, formerly of Winterport.
fast to visit her sister and husband, Mr. and
Carroll-Torrey. In Rockport, September
Searsport; 15, sld, sch Malcom Baxter, Jr, BanMrs. Edwin Crocker, before going to Portland gor; 16, ar, sch Northland,
14, Arthur Carroll of Camden and Miss ChrisSearsport.
Jacksonville, Fla, Sept 14. Ar, schs Theo- tine M. Torrey of Rockport.
for calls upon relatives, previous to herdepartCooper-Nickerson. In Belfast, September
line, Boston; Joseph W Hawthorn, New* York.
ure.for St.Paul, Minn., her home for the twentySan Francisco, Cal, Sept 14. Ar, str Isthmian, 19, by Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Ralph Leonard
six years of her married life. Her numerous Salina Cruz,
etc; 15, sld stmr Arizonan, Hono- Cooper and Miss Alice Maude Nickerson, both
of Belfast.
friends in her native town hope to again see lulu via Seattle.
Ellingwood-Chase. In Winterport, SepHilo, Sept. 9. Sld, str Missourian, Salina
her and little daughter Eleanor in Stockton,
tember 17, by Rev. A J. Lockhart, Roscoe M.
Cruz.
that
S
Mr.
them.
trusting
may accompany
Bangor, Sept. 14. Ar, sch Mary F Barrett, Ellingw’ood and Miss Carrie Chase, both of
W'in ter port.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Hopkins and son, Newport News; sld, schs Reuben Eastman,
Gray-Douglass. In Castine, September 5,
Plymouth; Mineola, Salem; 15, ar, sch. Annie
Mr. George, contemplate making a six months' P
Chase, Perth Amboy; sld, sch Magnus Man- Jasper S. Gray of Brooksville and Miss Florence
trip to Washington, Oregon, and California, sen, Newport News; 16, sld, schs Omaha, Vine- R. Douglass of Castine.
Ladd-Crosgrove. In Castine, September 1,
taking in many side-trips to points of especial yard Haven; Catherine, Boston.
13.
sch Ned P Walker, Frank W. Ladd of lslesboro and Miss Carrie
Stockton,
Ar,
Sept
interest, before returning. They intend leavM. Crosgrove of Castine.
; sld, stmr Millinocket, New York; sch
In Boston, at Tremont
Pierson-Kiriu
ing home the last of September or first of Oc- Sadie A Kimball, Vinalhaven; 14, sld, sch Alas12, by Rev. Cortlandt Mytober, going by Canadian Pacific, to Seattle, ka, New York; 16, ar, tugs Howell and J S Temple, September
ers, Eugene M. Pierson of Boston and Miss
where Mr. H. has an aged uncle. Their jour- Packard, towing dredge Delta.
Ellen H. Kirby, formerly of Belfast.
FOREIGN PORTS.
In Belfast, September
Roberts-Fowles.
as
be
most
must
ney,
planned,
enjoyable.
G. Roberts, Walter J. RobSalina Cruz, Sept 13, 11 a m.
Sld, stmr 10, by Rev. Arthur
M.
Inez
erts
and
Mrs.
the
kindness
of
H.
L.
Fowles,^both of Belfast.
Mr.
Through
Hopkins Nebraskan, Knight, San Diego.
Wood-Ml nroe. In Camden, September 15,
in offering the use of his automobile the BelMARINE MISCELLANY.
Charles C. W’ood and Miss Inez Munroe, both
fast ehoir of the Universalist church will give
Norfolk, Sept. 16. Stmr Kanawha, Small, of Camden.
their song service next Sunday at the Stockton was libelled this afternoon by owners of tug
with which steamer was in collision
Universalist church at the regular afternoon Venture,
DIED
off Craney Islands, this harbor, some months
of
the
worship, by arrangement
pastor, Rev. since.
Billings. In Searsport, September 12, TamA. A. Smith. It is hoped a goodly attendance

the color sergeant had fallen. He was in s
detachment on the skirmish line that wai
driven in by Pickett’s famous charge, and ir
another engagement again carried the colors
after three brave men had been picked off bj
sharpshooters. Near the close of the war he
of the citizens may have the privilege of liswas detached on recruiting duty.
After the
war was over he returned to Searsport and
tening to the excellent discourse and uplifting
music of the service.
engaged in the cooperage business until obliged
to retire by failing health a number of years
Monday a severe accident happened to Mr.
ago. He is survived by his wife; one daughter,
nerueri. V/iinoru at
vape oenison pier, ino. o.
Mrs. Jennie Shute of Sandypoint; five sons,
A great roll of paper for the steamer MilliWilliam H. of Somerville, Mass., Harvey of
nocket, in some unaccountable way, swinging
Framingham, Mass., Eben of New York, and
around and hitting him in the face, throwing
Frederick and Arthur of Searsport; also by
him, absolutely unconscious to the dock, cutwas
some.
going
two sisters, Mrs. Phebe Darling of Providence,
the forehead, bruising the entire face and
mere are nine retorts ior cooking the corn
j ting
R. I., and Mrs. Lizzie Hanson of Woodfords.
after canning. Each retort has a capacity of I breaking two ribs.
Fortunately, Dr. C. E.
about five hundred and fifty cans. With 250 Britto was
present, having just arrived by the
degrees of heat it takes one hour and five
Stomach Feels Fine.
minutes to cook each one. Each retort is steamer, and gave the necessary medical atmarked showing the hour that it received its tention. Mrs. C. joined her injured husband
Two Mi-o-na Tablets Drive Away Distress cargo, and the retorter has it so timed that before he was
brought home. We trust imone is taken out every ten minutes, so that in
from Stomach.
provement may be speedy. Sympathy is ofround numbers they cook about 4000 cans each
Get a 50 cent box of MI-O-NA tablets at A. hour when running at full speed and there are fered both Mr. and Mrs. Clifford.
A. Howes & Co. today and learn for yourself no breaks.
how easy it is to put your out of order stomFrom Cape Jellison piers, the following shipThe Monmouth Canning Company is running
ach in perfect condition.
eight canning plants this year and they are
was given
Monday: September
MI-O-NA stomach tablets give instant relief located at different points in the State, viz.: ping report
schooner William Jones arrived, light, to
—and do more.
Union, Liberty, Gardiner, Monmouth, Casco, L2th,
They build up the stomach so quickly that in Baldwin, Otis, and the other one I did not oad lumber for the St. John’s Lumber Co. for
a few days, belching, sourness,
heartburn, learn where located. Mr. Greene, the general Mew York. September 13th, schooner Ned T. j
heaviness, biliousness, headache and dizziness manager, can almost visit them daily in his (Valker
arrived, light, to load lumber for the
will disappear.
auto. Mr. Milliken and Mr. Soule, president
MI-O-NA stomach tablets are guaranteed by and treasurer, both visited this plant last week Stetson, Cutler Lumber Co. for New York*
A. A. Howes & Co. to cure indigestion and all and expressed themselves as highly satisfied September 16th, tugs Howell and J. S. Packard
stomach ills, or money back.
with its workings.
arrived with dredge Delver and three scows (the
“I have had trouble with my stomach for
of the J. S. Packard Dredging Co.
two years. I tried everything I heard of. MICapt. John Otis of Searsmont arrived in the equipment
O-NA stomach tablets did me more than $25.00 city Thursday for a short stay before going on >f Providence, R. I. for doing the U. S. dredgworth of good. They are the best in the his way southward. He expects to visit a few
ng, as reported last week.)
September 19th,
world.”—Dennis Stephen, Coudersport, Pa., days in a number of places on the way, arriviteamer Millinocket arrived with general cargo
at
where
February 1st.
he
has
a
fine
winter
Pensacola,
ing
for
New
ind
to
load
York.
paper
September
Fifty cents for a large box of MI-O-NA at home, about three days before Thanksgiving.
A. A. Howes & Co. and druggists everywhere —Rockland Courier-Gazette.
L3th, schooner Sadie A. Kimball, sailed with a

-—
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HAPPY RESULTS
HAVE

MADE MANY BELFAST RESIDENTS ENTHUSIASTIC.
No wonder scores of Belfast citizens grow

Billings,

a

native of

Northport, aged

68

years.
Blake. In South Brooks viMe, September 10,
Seth Minot Blake, aged 82 years.
Ellis. In Belfast, September 20, Mrs. Mary

J

u. i^ms,

|

agcu

Glover.

jream,

In

mvmu

aim

u

uajo.

Troy, September 18,

At a ) rebate Court belli
at *
bn- tile County of v» al.i.
September, A. 1). lyio.
L’M.MA hi. ( AKi.KTON. *
.late of W mten
of Waldo, deceased,
having
praying for an ailowitnce
estate of said deceased.

Elmer

Glover.
Merriam.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of \\ aidi
20th day of September, a.

\ certain instrument, pure
A will and testament of i-•
Belfast in said County «>: u
tng been presented tor pro!
petition praying that Her'
appointed administrator oi
ceased with the will annexe.
Ordered, That notice be
interested by causing a cop-,
published three weeks mi

publican,Journal, publish.',

may appear at Probate <
last. Within and for said <
Tuesday of October next, :
fore noon, and show cau»t
why the same should not
and allowed and prayer of
GKO. f
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. 11a?.

Tax Collector’s V;
The three per cent disco...
be given to August 15th u
from that date to October
will be due November 1st.

YVAYLAND KNOW!
Hills

Building.

MONROE.
Mr. F. A. Piper of Was'
lived here many years, has
old home.
His many frier
his familiar face and be ah
a man so well posted in th.
tion.Dr. H. A. Holt of !

In Morrill, September 15, Elisha
town a fpw da vs otfpr.iii'
Merriam, aged 76 years, 9 months and 27 days, j
Partridge. In Thomaston, September 11, and calling on friends....
relief after years of suffering.
Public statements like the following are but ! Karl A., son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel W. Par- I has gone to Foxcroft to rt .aged 11 months and 8 days.
school teacher_Miss My;
truthful representations of the daily work done i tridge,
Perkins. In Sandy point, September 13, Mrs.
from Massachusetts for a !'•
in Belfast by Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Louisa S. Perkins, aged 86 years, 11 months
and Mrs. Albert Ryder froi
L. Morse, 8 Congress street, Belfast, Maine, and 11 days.
Perry. In Appleton, September 5, Cyrus J. have returned to their hon.t
says: “In February, 1905,1 gave a testimonial
Perry, aged 46 years, 2 months and 20 days.
for publication and in it stated that I had used
mother, Mrs. Annie Ryder..
Rich. In Somerville, Mass., August 27, RanDoan’s Kidney Pills, procured at the City Drug som Rich, formerly of Jackson, aged 87 years. who has been very ill the p
Saunders.
In
Bucksport, September 12, gaining slowly. His many
Store, with the most satisfactory results. I can Mrs. Catherine
Saunders, aged 72 years.
hear of the improvement
add today that I have more confidence in this
Sawyer. In Searsport, September 14, Wil- \
remedy than ever. About a year ago I had a liam B. Sawyer, aged 71 years, 4 months and 22 | Joseph Pattee have bought i
town hall, formerly owned
lays.
return attack of kidney trouble and my kidWyman.
In Troy, September 12, Leoolie 1
Mrs. Hattie Robinson.
As
neys became so weak that it was a common
infant
of
Mr.
and
EdMrs.
Agnes,
daughter
confirmed invalid he will enjoy
thing for me to get up six or seven times at ward Wyman.
Warren. In Islesboro, September 16, Capt. lage and where his brother
night to pass the secretions. I also had more
[). A. Warren, aged 67 years.
As before, Doan’s Kidney
or less backache.
:all on him often.Master t
M
Pills checked the too frequent passages of the
gone to Hebron Academy..
of Belfast has been visiting 1
kidney secretions and relieved the backache. I
Mrs. W. B. F. Twombly, for a fcheerfully recommend this remedy a second
and Mrs. F. A. Nye were in ttime, as I know it can be relied upon to remove
fair-Miss Ethel Chase will
all disorders arising from the kidneys.
in Searsport this week.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suiting sold direct from
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos;he Mills’ out-put. All retailers profits saved
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents «id every yard of cloth guaranteed. Write
tor samples.
3m34
for the United States.
FOR
F. A. PACKARD, Mgr. Retail Dept.,
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.
Box B, Camden, Maine.

happy

to find

j

4

<

Camden Woolens

Children Cry
FLETCHERS

C ASTO R|A

